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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) Case No. CV-2017-1430 
) 
V. ) Docket No. 45338 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ) 
ASSOCIATION, ALLIANCE TITLE ) 
COMPANY, SILVERCREEK REALTY ) 
GROUP, MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6, ) 
) 
Defendant/Respondents. ) 
************** 
Robert H. Beck 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
************** 
Appeal from the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Bonneville 
HONORABLE BRUCE L. PICKETT, District Judge. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3456 East 1 ih Street,Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorney for Appellant 
Steven L. Taggart 
Maynes Taggart, PLLC 
PO Box 3005 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Attorney for Respondents 
Elijah Watkins 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Ste. 1900 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Attorney for Respondents 
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Date Code 
3/9/2017 SMIS 
NGOC 
NOAP 
COMP 
3/10/2017 MOTN 
ORDR 
3/13/2017 
4/10/2017 HRSC 
SMIS 
COMP 
MOTN 
MEMO 
AFFD 
NOTH 
MOTN 
4/12/2017 ORDR 
MOTN 
NOTH 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2017-0001430-0C Current Judge: Bruce L Pickett 
Darin Bergeman vs. Select Portfolio Servicing, etal. 
User 
TCORONA Summons Issued 
TCORONA New Case Filed-Other Claims 
TCORONA Plaintiff: Bergeman, Darin Notice Of Appearance 
Robert K. Beck 
TCORONA Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District 
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F and 
H(1) Paid by: Beck, Robert K. (attorney for 
Bergeman, Darin) Receipt number: 0012758 
Dated: 3/9/2017 Amount: $221.00 (Check) For: 
Bergeman, Darin (plaintiff) 
TCORONA Complaint Filed 
JNICHOLS Petitioner's Motion To Disqualify 
SOUTHWIC Order (of Disqualification - Judge Tingey) 
User: TIHOMAS 
Judge 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
Joel E. Tingey 
JNICHOLS Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Joel E. Tingey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Michelle Hardgrave Receipt number: 0013016 
Dated: 3/13/2017 Amount: $29.00 (Credit card) 
JNICHOLS Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost-CC Joel E. Tingey 
Paid by: Michelle Hardgrave Receipt number: 
0013016 Dated: 3/13/2017 Amount: $3.00 
(Credit card) 
SHULTS Order of Assignment -to Hon. Bruce L. Pickett Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Bruce L Pickett 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Elabed, Mohannad Mohamed Receipt number: 
0013026 Dated: 3/13/2017 Amount: $28.00 
(Cash) 
AJENKINS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/17/2017 09:15 Bruce L Pickett 
AM) Motion to Consolidate 
TCORONA Summons Issued Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Amended Complaint Filed Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Plaintiff's Motion To Consolidate Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Bruce L Pickett 
Consolidate 
TCORONA Affidavit Of Robert K. Beck Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Notice Of Hearing 04/17/17 @9:15 AM Motion Bruce L Pickett 
To Consolidate 
TCORONA Plaintiff's Motion To Shorten Time Bruce L Pickett 
AJENKINS Order to Shorten Time Bruce L Pickett 
BJENNINGS Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP Bruce L Pickett 
12(b)(6) With Respect to Defendant Mohamed 
Elebad 
BJENNINGS Notice of Hearing on Motion to Dismiss Pursuant Bruce L Pickett 
to IRCP 12(b)(6) 
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Date Code 
4/12/2017 MOTN 
4/14/2017 
4/17/2017 MINE 
DCHH 
HRSC 
ORDR 
4/21/2017 COMP 
4/26/2017 HRSC 
4/27/2017 
MEMO 
NOAP 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2017-0001430-0C Current Judge: Bruce L Pickett 
Darin Bergeman vs. Select Portfolio Servicing, etal. 
User 
BJENNINGS Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on 
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6) 
BJENNINGS Objection to Motion to Consolidate 
User: TTHOMAS 
Judge 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
ALINARES Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Bruce L Pickett 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Stoel, Rives, LLP Receipt number: 0018265 
Dated: 4/14/2017 Amount: $88.00 (Credit card) 
ALINARES Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Bruce L Pickett 
Paid by: Stoel, Rives, LLP Receipt number: 
0018265 Dated: 4/14/2017 Amount: $3.00 
(Credit card) 
AJENKINS Minute Entry Bruce L Pickett 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 4/17/2017 
Time: 9:22 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Mary Fox 
Minutes Clerk: Andrea Jenkins 
Tape Number: 5 
Party: Darin Bergeman, Attorney: Robert Beck 
Party: Mohannad Elabed 
AJENKINS Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Bruce L Pickett 
04/17/2017 09:15 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Mary Fox 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion to Consolidate Under 50 
AJENKINS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/04/2017 09:30 Bruce L Pickett 
AM) Motion to Consolidate 
AJENKINS Notice of Hearing Bruce L Pickett 
AJENKINS Order Denying Motion to Shorten Time Bruce L Pickett 
ALINARES Amended Complaint Bruce L Pickett 
AJENKINS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2017 10:00 Bruce L Pickett 
AM) Motion to Dismiss- Select Portfolio to send 
notice 
TCORONA Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Bruce L Pickett 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Taggart, 
Steven L. (attorney for Elabed, Mohannad 
Mohamed) Receipt number: 0020009 Dated: 
4/28/2017 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: Elabed, 
Mohannad Mohamed (defendant) 
ALINARES Memorandum In Support of Objection To Motion Bruce L Pickett 
To Dismiss 
ALINARES Objection To Rule 12(b)(6) Motion To Dismiss Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Defendant: Select Portfolio Servicing Notice Of Bruce L Pickett 
Appearance Elijah M Watkins 
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Date Code 
4/27/2017 
MOTN 
MEMO 
AFFD 
NOTH 
4/28/2017 NOAP 
5/1/2017 MEMO 
5/2/2017 
AFFD 
RESP 
5/4/2017 MINE 
DCHH 
Seventh .Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2017-0001430-0C Current Judge: Bruce L Pickett 
Darin Bergeman vs. Select Portfolio Servicing, etal. 
User 
TCORONA Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Watkins, 
Elijah M (attorney for Select Portfolio Servicing) 
Receipt number: 0020599 Dated: 5/2/2017 
Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: Select Portfolio 
Servicing (defendant) 
TCORONA Select Portfolio Servicing's Motion To Dismiss 
TCORONA Memorandum In Support Of Select Portfolio 
Servicing's Motion To Dismiss 
TCORONA Declaration Of Elijah M. Watkins In Support Of 
Defendant's Select Portfolio Servicing's Motion To 
Dismiss 
TCORONA Notice Of Hearing On Select Portfolio Servicing's 
Motion To Dismiss 05/18/17 @10:00 AM 
TCORONA Defendant: Elabed, Mohannad Mohamed Notice 
Of Appearance Steven L. Taggart 
TCORONA Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Taggart, 
Steven L. (attorney for Elabed, Mohannad 
Mohamed) Receipt number: 0020009 Dated: 
4/28/2017 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: Elabed, 
Mohannad Mohamed (defendant) 
ALINARES Memorandum In Support of Objection To Motion 
To Dismiss 
ALINARES Objection To Rule 12 (b)(6) Motion To Dismiss 
ALINARES Objection To Motion To Dismiss And Motion To 
Vacate 
ALINARES Affidavit of Robert K. Beck 
CPETERSON Defendant's (Mohamed Elabed) Response to 
Objection to Motion to Dismiss and Motion to 
Vacate Filed by Plaintiff and Reply in Support of 
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to I.R.C.P 12(b)(6) 
With Respect to Defendant Mohamed Elabed 
AJENKINS Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/4/2017 
Time: 9:29 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Mary Fox 
Minutes Clerk: Andrea Jenkins 
Tape Number: 4 
Party: Darin Bergeman,. Attorney: Robert Beck 
Party: Mohannad Elabed, Attorney: Steven 
Taggart 
AJENKINS Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
05/04/2017 09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Mary Ann Elliott 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion to Consolidate Under 50 
User: TTHOMAS 
Judge 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
Bruce L Pickett 
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Date Code 
5/4/2017 RESP 
5/5/2017 MOTN 
AFFD 
5/10/2017 MOTN 
MEMO 
NOTH 
5/15/2017 MOTN 
MEMO 
NOTH 
5/17/2017 
5/18/2017 MINE 
5/22/2017 DCHH 
6/5/2017 ORDR 
ORDR 
JDMT 
CDIS 
6/7/2017 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2017-0001430-0C Current Judge: Bruce L Pickett 
Darin Bergeman vs. Select Portfolio Servicing, etal. 
User 
User: TTHOMAS 
Judge 
AJENKINS Defendant Select Portfolio Servicing's Response Bruce L Pickett 
to Plaintitrs Objection To Motion to Dismiss and 
Motion to Vacate 
TCORONA Objection To Motion To Dismiss And Motion To Bruce L Pickett 
Vacate 
TCORONA Affidavit Of Robert K. Beck Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Plaintitrs Motion To Strike Bruce L Pickett 
TCORONA Memorandum In Support Of Objection To Second Bruce L Pickett 
Motion To Dismiss 
TCORONA Notice Of Hearing 05/18/17 @10:00 AM Motion Bruce L Pickett 
to Strike 
ALINARES Motion To Strike Bruce L Pickett 
ALINARES Objection To Rule 12(b)(6) Motion To Dismiss Bruce L Pickett 
ALINARES Memorandum In Support Of Objection To Second Bruce L Pickett 
Motion To Dismiss 
ALINARES Notice Of Hearing - 5/18/17 at 10 am Bruce L Pickett 
ALINARES Defendant's Reply In Support of Select Portfolio Bruce L Pickett 
Servicing's Motion To Dismiss (Select Portfolio 
Servicing) 
AJENKINS Minute Entry Bruce L Pickett 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/18/2017 
Time: 10:00 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Mary Fox 
Minutes Clerk: Andrea Jenkins 
Tape Number: 5 
AJENKINS Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Bruce L Pickett 
05/18/2017 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Mary Fox 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion to Dismiss- Select Portfolio to 
send notice Under 50 
ABARNES Opinion and Order on Plaintitrs Motion to Bruce L Pickett 
Consolidate 
ABARNES Opinion and Order on Defendant Elabed's Motion Bruce L Pickett 
to Dismiss 
ABARNES Judgment of Dismissal against Defendants Select Bruce L Pickett 
Portfolio Servicing and Mohamed Elabed 
ABARNES Civil Disposition entered for: Elabed, Mohannad Bruce L Pickett 
Mohamed, Defendant; Select Portfolio Servicing, 
Defendant; Bergeman, Darin, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 6/5/2017 
BJENNINGS Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Bruce L Pickett 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Taggart, Steven Receipt number: 0026246 
Dated: 6/7/2017 Amount: $16.00 (Cash) 
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Date Code 
6/12/2017 MOTN 
7/13/2017 
APSC 
BNDC 
8/18/2017 APSC 
CERTAP 
9/21/2017 JDMT 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2017-0001430-0C Current Judge: Bruce L Pickett 
Darin Bergeman vs. Select Portfolio Servicing, etal. 
User 
ALINARES Plaintiffs Motion To Reconsider 
User: TTHOMAS 
Judge 
Bruce L Pickett 
CPETERSON Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Bruce L Pickett 
Supreme Court Paid by: Robert K Beck and 
Associates, PC Receipt number: 0032108 
Dated: 7/13/2017 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: 
Bergeman, Darin {plaintiff) 
CPETERSON Withdrawal of Motion to Reconsider Bruce L Pickett 
CPETERSON Notice of Appeal - Appealed To The Supreme Bruce L Pickett 
Court 
CPETERSON Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 32111 Dated Bruce L Pickett 
7/13/2017 for 100.00) 
ABIRCH Appealed To The Supreme Court Bruce L Pickett 
ABIRCH Clerk's Certificate of Appeal Bruce L Pickett 
ABARNES Judgment - Dismissed with Prejudice Bruce L Pickett 
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1_ •. 
Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Email: jlbecklaw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524-2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
' . '- .... 1... ,) \ \ ! J 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, 
J.P. MORGAN CHASE BANK, 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMP ANY, 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP, 
MOHANNAD ELABED and 
JOHN DOES 1 -6. 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CV-17-
COMPLAINT 
THE PARTIES 
/Y5Q 
1. Plaintiff, Darin Bergeman, is the lawful owner of property located at 1623 W 
145 N., Idaho Falls, ID 83401. The property is a single family dwelling located in 
Bonneville County, State ofldaho. A copy of the executor's deed conveying title to 
plaintiff on March 7, 2012 is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 
2. Defendant s, J.P. Morgan Chase Bank (hereafter referred to as "Chase 
Bank") is a business entity with a principle place of business located at 1 Chase 
Complaint Page 1 
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.. 
Manhattan Plaza, NY, NY 10005. Chase Bank regularly conducted financial 
transactions within the State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed and believes that Chase 
was the "Lender" and "Beneficiary" named in that certain Trustee's Notice of Sale 
dated October 6, 2016. 
3. Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing (hereafter referred to as "Select"), is a 
business entity with a principle place of business located at Salt Lake City, State of 
Utah. Select regularly does business within the State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed 
and believes that Select is the entity which acted as a servicer on behalf of the alleged 
beneficiaries. As servicer, Select ordered the foreclosure sale of the property located at 
1623 W 145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 which occurred on or about February 23, 2017. 
4. Defendant, Alliance Title Company (hereafter referred to as "Alliance 
Title") is an Idaho Corporation engaged in the business of holding title to mortgages 
pursuant to a deed of trust and promissory note. By virtue of the above deed of trust, 
Alliance Title is often involved in pursuing non-judicial mortgage foreclosure 
proceedings in the State of Idaho. Alliance Title regularly conducts business within the 
State ofldaho. Attached hereto as Exhibits "B" and "C" are a copies of the Affidavit of 
Mailing of Trustee's Notice of Sale and Trustee's Notice of Sale dated October 6, 2016. 
5. Defendant Silvercreek Realty Group (hereafter referred to as "Silvercreek 
Realty") is apparently an Idaho Corporation engaged in the real estate business. 
Plaintiff believes that Silvercreek Realty, through its employees or agents, erroneously 
purchased the plaintiffs property at a non-judicial foreclosure sale on or about February 
23, 2017. Defendant Mohannad Elabed is an individual who is a real estate agent 
working through Silvercreek Realty. 
Complaint Page 2 
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6. Plaintiff believes that there are other defendants that he is unable to 
specifically identify herein at this time. As a result, plaintiff has listed other defendants 
pursued herein under the fictitious names of John Does 1 - 6. Plaintiff herein indicates 
his intent to amend this complaint to specifically name such defendants and enumerate 
their responsibility as soon as these defendants are ascertained. Each of said fictitiously 
named defendants herein are responsible in some manner for the wrongful acts as 
currently complained of herein. 
7. The defendants, and each of them, at all relevant times herein, were and still 
are agents for one another, and are acting under the course and scope of their 
employment or agency thereof, with knowledge and consent of each other. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
8. The transaction and events which are described in this complaint, for the 
most part, all occurred within the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho. 
9. The physical address of the property identified herein is located at 1623 W 
145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401. This property consists of a house and acreage and is 
also located within the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho. 
GENERAL STATEMENT OF FACTS 
10. The plaintiff as named herein is the sole heir and son of Karen Hansen. 
Since the death of his mother in 2006, the plaintiff has occupied and maintained the 
subject property as his residence, making numerous repairs and improvements both 
structurally and aesthetically. 
Complaint Page 3 
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11. Plaintiff took possession of the property as identified herein sometime in 
2006. At that time, the plaintiff made arrangements to satisfy any and all claims filed 
against the property and continued to make payments on the mortgage. Sometime in 
July of 2015, the plaintiff was convicted of a probation violation and was remanded to 
serve time in a State of Idaho Correctional Facility in or near the city of Boise, Idaho. 
At that time, the plaintiff was unable to continue working at his current job and 
attempted to make arrangements so that his family and friends could assist him in 
maintaining his home at the above address and to make payments on his mortgage. 
Regardless of the mortgage that was obtained by Karen Hansen, the defendants herein 
accepted payments and credited those payments to the mortgage held by them from 
2006 until sometime in the fall of 2016, an approximate period of 10 years. 
12. As a result of the death of Karen Hansen, the plaintiff did not assume the 
mortgage. Therefore, it appears that the actual bills for the mortgage payment were 
mailed to the above address as identified herein. The name of the party responsible to 
pay the mortgage is listed as the Estate of Karen Hansen. Attached hereto as Exhibit 
"D" is a copy of the current mortgage statement. By virtue of this statement, the 
defendants do acknowledge that they were aware that the plaintiff ( or his agents) were 
making the payments. These defendants accepted the payments made by the plaintiff 
( or his agents) until the fall of 2016 ( as may be indicated in Exhibit "D"). 
13. Regardless of the payments made by the plaintiff herein, or his agents, the 
defendants began foreclosure proceedings in October of 2016. As a result of being 
incarcerated, the plaintiff has been unable to speak with the defendants as named herein 
or their agents. Therefore, the plaintiff appointed his father, Jerry Bergeman, to make 
arrangements to cure any default that might exist at the time the notice of foreclosure 
Complaint Page 4 
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was initiated in the fall of 2016. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a copy of a power of 
attorney designating Jerry Bergeman as attorney in fact for Darin Bergeman. By virtue 
of the aforementioned power of attorney, Mr. Bergeman has made numerous efforts to 
speak with the defendants herein. Any and all timely attempts to make arrangements to 
cure any default has been totally ignored by the defendants at this time. 
COUNT ONE 
CLAIM FOR MISREPRESENTATION AND/OR 
NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION 
14. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 though 13 of the 
complaint herein. 
15. When the plaintiff herein has made attempts to discuss curing the above 
alleged default of mortgage payments, the defendants have employed the numerous 
tactics and excuses in an intentional effort to proceed with the above mentioned 
foreclosure. These tactics and excuses include, but are not limited to, the following 
acts: 
a. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure with 
anyone other than the executor of the estate of Karen Hansen even though 
the executor's deed had been issued to the plaintiff herein. 
b. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure even when 
provided a copy of the abovementioned power of attorney designating Jerry 
Bergman as an appropriate agent for the plaintiff herein. 
c. Indicating, after numerous phone calls from Jerry Bergeman, that the 
defendants would accept a certain payment, including penalties and interest, 
from the plaintiff. Then refusing to accept a payment in the approximate 
Complaint Page 5 
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amount of $16,000.00 that was wired transferred to the defendants prior to 
the wrongful non-judicial foreclosure and sale conducted on February 23, 
2017 in the Bonneville County Courthouse. 
d. Ignoring efforts by plaintiffs attorney to discuss the above payment and 
allowing the non-judicial foreclosure to proceed in spite of 
misrepresentations made by the defendants that the sale would be vacated. 
16. Defendants have made numerous misrepresentations and have acted in a 
grossly negligent manner in that they provided no means for the plaintiff to resolve the 
issues as stated in the notice of trustee's sale. 
COUNT TWO 
CLAIM FOR TRESSPASS, INTENTIONAL 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS AND NEGLIGENT 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS. 
17. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 16 of the 
complaint herein. 
18. These defendants have engaged in a course of conduct that would 
constitute an intentional or negligent effort to take the real property of the plaintiff 
herein after receiving payments on the property from the plaintiff for a period of at least 
10 years regardless of the payments made by Ms. Karen Hansen when she was alive. 
Furthermore, after knowingly engaging in an effort to conduct an invalid real estate 
foreclosure sale, these defendants appointed their agents, Silver Creek Realty and 
Mohannad Elabed to enter on the premises and to wrongfully evict the plaintiff and his 
current tenants thereon. 
Complaint Page 6 
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19. As a result, the plaintiff has suffered extreme emotional distress and 
continues to suffer the effect of this stress resulting in further emotional trauma and 
grief over the possible loss of his real and personal property. 
COUNT FOUR 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND OTHER 
CAUSES OF ACTION 
20. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 19 of the 
complaint herein. 
21. It has been necessary for plaintiff to retain the law firm Robert K. Beck & 
Associates, P.C. to prosecute this action. 
22. Plaintiff is entitled to reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Federal and State 
law. 
23. Plaintiff hereby states his intent to amend the Complaint to make any 
needed corrections or to add any additional claims. Plaintiff also states his intent to add 
a claim for punitive damages in compliance with Idaho Code §6-1604 following 
discovery and/or at trial, and the failure to specifically plead entitlement to punitive 
damages herein does not constitute a waiver of the right to do so by amendment at a 
later date. 
24. Plaintiff believes he has suffered damages in excess of one-hundred -
thousand dollars ($100,000.00) not inclusive of attorney fees. 
/Ill/ 
Complaint Page 7 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for judgment in his favor and against the 
defendants, as follows: 
1. As to all Counts: damages, special, general and consequential, in an amount 
to be determined at the trial of this action; 
2. Reasonable attorney fees; 
3. Costs of prosecuting and presenting the evidence of this case; 
4. Interest; 
5. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this ~ay of March, 2017. 
ROBERT K. BECK & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
Complaint Page 8 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
) 
) 
) 
VERIFICATION 
:ss 
Jerry Bergeman, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That he holds the power of attorney for the plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
He is familiar with the facts of this case. He has read the complaint herein and testifies 
that same are true and accurate to the best of his knowledge. 
Dated this r day of March, 2017. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _f_ day of March, 2017. 
16
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Instrument# 1411703 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
3-9-2012 - 08:40:36 No. of Pages: 2 1 • 
Recorded for: ROBERT BECK · J)V_' 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee: 13.00 
Ex.Officio Recorder Deputy 
lndezto:OEEO ------t~--
EXECUTOR'S DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this _7_ day of March. 2012 between Donald K. Hansen, 
named as Executor of the Estate of Karen B. Hansen in the last will and testament of Karen B. 
Hansen (also designated by Karen B. Hansen as holding a power of appointment), hereafter 
referred to as "Seller;" and Darin Bergeman, the son of Karen B. Hansen, of the County of 
Bonneville, State of Idaho, hereinafter referred to as "Buyer." 
WITNESSETH, that the Buyer, paid in hand consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars 
($10.00) lawful money of the United States of America and other valuable consideration to the 
Seller, the receipt whereof which is hereby acknowledged, the Seller does by these presents 
grant, bargain, sell and convey unto the said Buyer, and to Buyer's heirs and assigns, forever, all 
the following described real estate, situated in the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho to wit: 
Commencing at a point on the North line of Lot Six (6) in Section Two (2), 
Township Three (3) North, Range Thirty-Seven (37), E.B.M. 622, feet West 
of the Northeast Corner of said Lot Six (6); thence South 100 feet; thence 
West 200 feet; more or Jess, to the East Bank of the Snake River; thence 
Northwesterly along the East Bank of said Sanke River to the North line of 
Lot Six (6); thence East 210 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning. 
Also: Township 3 North, Range 37, E,B,M., Section 2, Lot 8. 
Beginning at a point on the original meander line located approximately 
480 feet Southeasterly of the original meander corner of Sections 2 and 35 
(for the left bank); thence South approximately 265 feet; thence West 
approximately 145 feet to the left bank of the river; thence southeasterly 
along the left bank ofthe river for approximately 670 feet to intersection 
with original meander line at original meander corner of Sections 1 and 2; 
thence Northwesterly along original meander line for approximately 680 
feet to the point of beginning. 
Also: Township 3 North, Range 37 E.B.M., Section 2, Lot 8, 
Beginning at a point on the original meander line located approximately 
140 feet Southeasterly of the original meander line, thence southeasterly 
approximately 130 feet; thence South approximately 400 feet to the.left 
ORIGINAL. EXHIBIT A_ 
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bank of the river; thence Northerly along left bank to a point 
approximately l 00 feet South of its intersection with the North Boundary of 
the township; thence East approximately 100 feet to the point of beginning. 
TOGETHER, with all and singular tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion and reversions, remainder and 
remainders, and rents, issues and profits thereof; 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the said premises, together with the tenements, 
hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging, unto the said Buyers, their heirs or successors 
and assigns forever. Seller does hereby covenant to and with Buyer that he is the owner in fee 
simple of said premises and that Seller will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims 
whatsoever. In construing this Deed and where the context so requires, the singular includes the 
plural and the masculine, the feminine and neuter. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Seller has hereunto set his hands and seals the day 
and year :first above written. 
Dated this _7_ day of March 2012. 
-0~~-By: DonaldK.H~ 
STAIB OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of BONNEVILLE ) 
On this _7 _ day of March, 2012, before me, the undersigned, a Notary public in and for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared Donald K. Hansen known to me, or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence, to be the person that executed the foregoing instrument, and that he was 
authorized to execute the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, lhave set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this Certificate first above written. 
otary 1i or Idaho 
Residing at ackfoot. Idaho 
My commission expires March 13 22201.5 
Page2 · Executor's Deed 
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Instrument# 1542778 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2016-12-30 03:27:21 PM No. of Pages: 11 
Recorded for: ROBINSON TAIT, P.S. 
When recorded return to: 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Seattle, WA 98164 
TS# 60243-00190-NJ-ID 
PENNY MANNING Fee: $40.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy DWoolf 
Index To: AFFIDAVIT OF SERV!Ce BY M 
Electronically Recorded by Simplifile 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING OF TRUSTEE'S NOTICE OF SALE 
STATE OF WASHINGTON 
COUNTY OF KING 
I, r0()'7 ~ 1 lLlv f '} , being first duly sworn, depose, say and certify that: 
At alt times hereinafter mentioned ! was and nmv am a resident of the State of Washington, a competent person over 
the age of eighteen years, and not the Beneficiary or its successor in interest named in the attached original or copy 
of Trustee's Notice of Sale given under the terms of that certain Trust Deed described in said notice. 
The Trustee's Notice of Sale, together with a copy of the recorded Notice of Default for the real property described in 
the attached Trustee's Notice of Sale was sent by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail, return receipt requested 
and first class mail to each of the following named persons at their last known address, to-wit: 
Darin Bergeman 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
ESTATE OF KAREN HANSEN 
1623 West 145 North 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
Donald K. Hansen 
Executor of the Estate of Karen B. Hansen. aka Karen B. Powers 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Spouse of Darin Bergeman 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
The Trustee's Notice of Sale for the real property described in the attached Trustee's Notice of Sale was sent by 
mailing a copy thereof by certified mail, return receipt requested and first class mail to each of the following named 
persons at their last known address, to-wil: 
Occupants 
1623 West 145 North 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
State of Idaho 
Health & Welfare Dept. 
Child Support Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720.0036 
1542778 
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The Heirs and Devisees of Karen B. Hansen, aka Karen B. Powers 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Said person(s) including the Grantor(s) in the Trust Deed, any successor in interest to the Grantor(s) whose interest 
appears of record or of whose interest the Trustee or Beneficiary has actual notice, and any persons requesting notice 
per I.C. 45-4511, and al! junior lien holders. 
Each of the notices mailed was a true copy of the original Trustee's Notice of Sale by Robinson Tait, P.S., the Trustee 
named in said notice; each such copy was contained in a sealed enveloper wi\lj postaie t_hereon fully prepaid, and was 
deposited by me in the United States mail in Seattle, Washington on O (.. , I J Z I V . 
. · '}?f 
DATED: October .L!/:_, ·201o 
;Jl 
State of Washington 
County of King 
J_l! £,," ·/ ,;> l / .. · 
By: r:Jt,.-
Title: File Clerk 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
I certify that I know or have satisfactory evidence that 'Yx">bJ?!\ f:_("'1\V"'""'\ is the person who 
appeared before me, and said person acknowledged that he/she signed this instrument, on oath stated that he/she 
was authorized to execute the instrument and acknowledged it as the authorized signatory of Robinson Tait, P.S. to 
be the free and voluntary act of such party for the uses and purposes mentioned in the instrument. 
re 
(printed or typed na 
My appointment expires \ Q \ I'-\ \ )C\ 
1542778 
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NOTICE REQlJIRED BY IDAHO LAW 
Mortgage foreclostue is a legal proceeding where a lender terminates a borrower's interest 
in property to satisfy unpaid debt secured by the prope1·ty. This can mean that when a 
homeowner gets behind on his or her mortgage payments, the lender forces a sale of the 
home on which the mortgage Joan is based. Some individuals or businesses may say they 
can "save" your home from foreclosure. You should be cautious about such claims. It is 
impm·tant that you understand all the terms of a plan to .. rescue" you from mortgage 
foreclosure and how it will affect you. It may r·esult in your losing valuable equity that you 
may have in your home. If possible, you should consult with an attorney or financial 
professional to find out what other options you may have. Do not delay seeking advice, 
because the longer you wait, the fewer options you may have. Under Idaho Ia,,·, you have 
five (5) days to rescind or undo certain contracts or agreements that relate to transferring 
interests in property or money :iu a foreclosure situation. An attorney or financial 
prof cssionaJ can tell you more about this option. 
TS# 60243-00190-NJ-ID 
1542778 
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TRUSTEE'S NOTICE OF SAL£ 
TS No.: 60243-00190-NJ-JD 
Reference is made to that certain trust deed made by Karen Hansen, an unmaniecl person, as 
grantor, to Susan J. Robinson, lclaho Attomey as trustee, in favor of WMC lv1ortgage Corp as 
beneficiary, dated October 28, 1998, recorded November 2, J 998, in the mortgage records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, as Document No. 981112, and assigned to U.S. Bank National 
Association, as indenture trustee, for the CIM 2015-lEC Trust, :t\-1ortgagc-Backcd Notes, Series 
2015-lEC by assignment recorded on May 12, 2016 in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho, 
as Document No. 1524257, covering the following described real property situated in said 
county and stale, to wit: 
COMMENCING ATA POlNT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (6) IN SECTION 
TWO (2), TOWNSHIP THREE (3) NORTH, RANGE THIRTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET 
WEST OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID LOT SIX (6); THENCE SOUTH 100 
FEET; THENCE WEST 200 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE EAST BANK OF THE SNAKE 
RIVER; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE EAST BANK OF SAID SNAKE RIVER 
TO THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (6); THENCE EAST 210 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO 
THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO: TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 37, E.B.M., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BEGINNING AT A POTNT ON THE ORIGINAL MEANDER LINE LOCATED 
APPROXIMATELY 480 FEET SOUTHEASTERLY OF THE ORIGINAL MEANDER 
CORNER OF SECTIONS 2 AND 35 (FOR THE LEFT BANK); THENCE SOUTH 
APPROXIMATELY 265 FEET; THENCE WEST APPROXIMATELY 145 FEET TO THE 
LEFT BANK OF THE RIVER; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE LEFT BANK OF 
THE RIVER FOR 
APPROXIMATELY 670 FEET TO INTERSECTlON WITH ORIGINAL MEANDER 
LINE AT ORIGINAL MEANDER CORNER OF SECTIONS 1 AND2; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY Al.ONG ORIGINAL MFANDER UNF FOR APPROXIMATELY 680 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO: TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 37 E.B.M., SECTION 2, LOT 8, 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE ORIGINAL MEANDER LINE LOCATED 
APPROXIMATELY 140 FEET SOUTHEASTERLY OF THE ORIGINAL MEANDER LINE, 
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY APPROXIMATELY 130 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
APPROXIMATELY 400 FEET TO THE LEFT BANK OF THE RIVER; THENCE 
NORTHERLY ALONG LEFT BANK TO A POINT J\PPROX1i'v1ATELY 100 FEET SOUTH OF 
lTS INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF THE TOWNSHIP, THENCE 
EAST APPROXlMArELY I 00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: !623 West 145 North, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
EXH1e1T G 
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There is a default by the grantor or other person owing an obligation or by their successor in 
interest, the performance or which is secured by said trust deed, or by their successor in interest, 
with respect to provisions therein which authorize sale in the event of default of such provision. 
The default for which foreclosure is ma<lc is grantors' failure to pay when due the following 
sums: monthly payments beginning February l, 2015 through October 31, 2016 in the amount of 
Sl 1,869.23; plus late charges in the amount of $221.34; plus other fees and costs in the amount 
of $1,061.38; together with title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees incun-ed herein 
by reason of said default; any fm1her sums advanced by the beneficiary for the protection of the 
above described real property and its interest therein; and prepayment pcnalticsipremiums, if 
applicable. 
By reason of said default, the beneficiary has declared all sums owing on the obligation 
secured by said trust deed immediately due and payable, said sums being the following, to wit: 
$30,942.62 with interest thereon at the rate of 9.99000 percent per annum beginning January 1, 
2015 in the amount of $5,486.81; plus escrow balance of$I0,493.22; plus other fees and costs in 
the amount of $691.51; together with title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees 
incurred herein by reason of said default; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for the 
protection of the above described property and its interest therein; and prepayment 
penalties/premiums, if applicable. 
WHEREFORE, notice is hereby given that the undersigned trustee will on Feb1uary 23, 2017, at 
the hour of 01 :00 PM, at Lobby of Law Enforcement Building, 605 N Capital Ave, Idaho Falls, 
ID 83402, in the City of Idaho Falls, County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, sell at public auction 
to the highest bidder for cash the interest in the real property described above, which the grantor 
had or had power to convey at the time of the execution by grantor of the trust deed together with 
any interest which the grantnr or grantor's successors in interest acquired after the execution of 
the trust deed, to satisfy the foregoing obligations thereby secured and the costs and expenses of 
the sale, including reasonable charges by the trustee. 
ln constrning this notice. the singular includes the plural, the word "grantor" jncludes any 
successor in interest to the grantor a,;; well as any other person owing an obligation, the 
perfonnance of which is secured by the trust deed, and the words "trustee" and "beneficiary" 
include their respective successors in interest, if any. 
DATED: October _b__, 2016 C 
..... _:;;> 
,..,.. ... r~- --~,,.,-_., .. ,.,,--·-
-·--·-- -_Q4t_f_\.:::.?'-"" ___ ,=___.....-=,_""""'"-=· "-~--·-----_-.,._ 
Printed .):-iame:_ Craig Peterson 
ISB# ,'/1 L/ 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Seattle, WA 98164 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR AND IS AN ATTEMPT TO 
COLLECT A DEBT ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED A DISCHARGE OF THE DEBT REFERENCED 
HEREIN IN A BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDING, Tl IJS LETTER IS NOT AN ATTEMPT TO 
1542778 
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After recording return to: 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
S,:attlc, WA 981 "4 
TS No.: 60243-00190-N,1-ID 
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Instrument# 1534786 
IDAHO FALLS. BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2016-09-19 11:03 59 AM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded ior: ROBINSON T AiT. P S. 
PENNY M.A.NNING Fee. $16.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy DWoolf 
Index To: NOTICE OF DEFAULT 
E!ectronically Recorded by Simplifile 
----------------.. -·-
NOTICE OF DEFAULT 
Reference is made to that certain trust deed made by Karen Hansen, an unmarried person, as 
grnntor, to Susan J. Robinson, Idaho Attorney as trustee, in favor of WMC Mortgage Co111 as 
beneficiary, dated October 28, l 998, recorded November 2, 1998, in the mortgage records of Bonneville 
County, Idaho, as Document No. 9811 I 2, and assigned to U.S. Bank National Assoc.iation, as indenture 
trustee, for the CIM 2015-l EC Trnst, Mortgage-Backed Notes, Series 2015-i EC by assignment 
recorded on May 12, 2016 in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho, as Document No. 1524257, 
covering the following described real property situated in said county and state, to wit: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (6) IN SECTION TWO 
(2), TOWNSHIP THREE (3) NORTT I, RANCiF. TI-URTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET WEST OF 
TI IE NORTHEAST CORNl:R OF Sl\tD LOT SJX (6); THENCE SOUTH 100 fEET: THENCE 
WEST 200 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE EAST BANK Ol·' THE SNAKE RJVER; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE EAST Bt\NK OF SAID SNAKE RIVER TO THE NORTH UNE 
OF LOT SJX (6); THENCE EAST 2 l O FEET MORE OR LESS, TO THE POINT OF BEGINNINCi. 
ALSO: TOWNSHJP 3 NORTH. RANCiF 37. E.B.?vI., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BEGINNING /\T ;\POINTON Till: ORlGINAL ?v:lEANDER LINE LOCATED 
.1\l'PROX!MAITLY 480 FCET SO\JTHE/\STERl .Y OF THE ORIGINAL MEANDER CORNER OF 
SECTIONS 2 AND 35 (FOR THE U:FT BANK): THENCE SOUTH APPROXlM.ATE!.Y 265 FEET; 
THENCE WEST /\PPROXll\tlATFLY l 1l5 fTTT TO THE LEFJ' BANK OF Tl!E RIVER; THENCE 
SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE LEFT BANK OF HIE R1VER FOR 
APPROXIMATELY 670 FLFT TO JNTFRSECTION WIT! l ORIGINAL MEANDER LINE Ar 
ORIGINAL MEANDER CORNER OF SEC l'JONS l ANIJ:2; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY J\LONG 
ORIGJNi\L MEANDER UNI: FOR /\PPROXlMAfELY 680 FEET TO Tl!E POJNT OF 
BE(;!NNING. 
ALSO: TOWNSIIIP 3 NOl{TH, Ri\NGI·: 17 E.B.M., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BEGlNN!NO Al/\ POIJ\iT ON THI.'. ORlCilN/\L MEANDER LlNE LOCAl'FD 
APPROXl!'v1AlTLY 140 fEJ:T SOlJ1llF/\STERLY OF I IJE ORIGINAL Ml~ANDER LINE. 
TIIENCE SOUTJ JJ-:ASTJ::RLY i\PPJ{OXIMAJ"ELY 130 FFI-:T: THENCE SOUTI-J 
APJ>ROXlMATl:I.Y 400 FEET TO THI·: LEFT BANK OJ,' THE RIVER; THENCE NOR.Tl JJ-:10.Y 
/\I.ONG 1.1·:FT B/\~K TO;\ POINT /\PPIH)Xl!vl1\TFLY 100 FEET SOUTH OF !TS 
1534786 
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) 
INTERSFCTJCH\ WIT] j Ti IL NOiHH nrn .INDi\RY OF THE TOWNSHTP, TH ENCE EAST 
APPEOXJMATELY JOO FEET TO TllE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 1623 West 145 North, [!)Al 10 FALLS, ID 83401 
The current trustee is Craig Peterson, a member of the Idaho slate bar, of Robinson Tait, P.S., 901 Fil'lh 
Avenue, Suite 400, Seattle, W/\ 98164, telephone number (206) 676-9640 or toll free al 1 (855) 676-9640. 
There is a de.fault by the gramor or olhcr person owing an obligation or by lheir successor in 
interest, 1hc performance of which is secured by said trust deed, or by their successor in interest, with 
respect to provisions therein ,vhich authorize sale in the event of default of such provision. The defauit 
for which foreclosure is made is grantors' failure to pay when due the following sums: monthly 
payments beginning February 1, 2015 through September 26, 2016 in the amount of $11,278.02; plus 
late charges in the amount of $221.34; plus other fees and costs in the amount of $1,047.38; together 
with title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's foes incurred herein by reason of said default; any 
fuiiher sums advanced by the beneficiary for the protection of the above described real property and its 
interest therein; and prepayment penalties/premiums, if applicable. 
By reason of said dcfirnlt. the bcnciici::iry has declared all sums owing on the obligation secured 
by said trust deed immediately due and payable, said sums being the following, to wit: $30;942.62 with 
interest thereon al the rate of 9.99000 percent per annum beginning January 1, 2015 in the amount of 
$5,205.98; plus escrow balance of $10,382.55; plus other fees and costs in the amount of $676.61; 
together with title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees incmTed herein by reason of said 
default; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for the protection of the above described 
property and its interest therein; and prepayment penalties/premiums, if applicabk 
Notice is hereby given that the beneficiary and trustee, by reason of said default, have elected 
and do hereby elect to foreclose the trust deed by advertisement and sale pursuant to I.C. 45-150?. to 
45- 1515, and to cause to be sold at public auction to the highest bidder for cash the interest in the 
described property which the grantor had, or hod the po\ver to convey, at the time grantor cxc<.:utcd the 
trust deed. together with any interest the grantor or grantor's successors in interest acquired after lhe 
execution of the trust deed, to s:iti~fy the: obligntions secured by the trust deed and the expenses of the 
sale. including the compensations of the trustee as provided by law. and reasonable fees of trustee'~ 
attornl'ys. 
/' 
I I 
i! 
IJ 
j { 
!! 
i:' 
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In construing this notice, the :,ingular includes the plural, the word "grantor" includes any 
successor in interest to the granlor as well as any other person owing an obiigation, the performance of 
which is secured by sai<l trust deed, and the words "trnstee" and "beneficiary" include their respc<.:tive 
successors in interest, if any, and all grammatical changes shall be made so that this instrument shall 
apply equally to businesses, other entities and to individuals. 
DATE: September _/0.,_, 2016 
State of Washington ) 
County of King ) 
Printed Name: Craig Peterson, ISD #9434 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
Trustee 
On this day personally appeared before me Craig Peterson, to me known to be the individual(s) 
described in and who executed the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he/she/they 
signed the same as his/her/their free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and purposes therein 
mentioned. 
Given und~"l-M'p'(~\Hl1;iJ,d seal of office this LG day of September, 2016 
z{ ;;'i.'~'~r~t ,,,,,,,'l ·---~-f\J"'\ (\ / ---..... . 
- !j E">c, -\J>-HY <-'<l' ',;. -z.::;:;. \_J ',...._ / ---
! i [! f,, · .. c.i \ g § NOTARY I' ' LI in-.111\for the Stat~:fWashingto~-, -· 
" ; ,J , ... 0) = 0 ;;; 'd' . " ~f\ C f K' ~ \ PH~ .o/' ~- 2;: E res] mg at _ -' Lr _. ounty O mg 
'l /'•., 10·'\ _.-·" .,c ::::- \_ 
~,,,;;;~;;;--~,;~.--:~::~~ ---~ \-~ \·~c" .SA ( ... {)G.: \ ,_ .. , 
''I\\\\\\\\'-'-'' 1pnmed or typed name) · 
My appointment expires \ C / \ o... / lq 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR AND IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT 
A DEBT. ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE. IF YOU 
HAVE RECEJVED A DISCHARGE OF THE DEBT REFERENCED HEREIN IN A BANKRUPTCY 
PROCEEDING, THIS LETTER IS NOT AN ATTEMPT TO IMPOSE PERSONAL LIABILITY 
UPON YOU FOR PAYMENT OF THAT DEBT. IN THE EVENT YOlJ HAVE RECEIVED A 
BANKRUPTCY UJSCHARGE, ANY ACTION TO ENFORCE THE DEBT WILL BE TAKEN 
AGAINST THE PROPERTY ONLY 
1534786 
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Affidavit of Posting__and/or Service 
IN THE COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
Case Number: 60243-00190-NJ-ID Court Date: 2/23/2017 1 :00 pm 
Beneficiary: 
SUSAN J ROBINSON IDAHO ATTORNEY AS 
TRUSTEE IN FAVOR OF WMC MORTGAGE 
CORP, 
vs. 
Grantor: 
KAREN HANSEN AN UNMARRIED PERSON, 
Service Documents: 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE; NOTICE 
OF DEFAULT; NOTICE REQUIRED BY 
IDAHO LAW 
Received by Robinson Tait, PS on the 24th day of October, 2016 at 5:14 pm to be served on KAREN HANSEN 
AND ALL OTHER OCCUPANTS, 1623 WEST 145 NORTH, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401. 
I, Kathy Cook, being duly sworn, depose and say that on the 12th day of November, 2016 at 3:20 pm, I: 
POSTED by attaching a true copy of the NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE; NOTICE OF DEFAULT; NOTICE 
REQUIRED BY IDAHO LAW with the date and hour of service endorsed thereon by me, to a conspicuous place on 
the property of the within named person's RESIDENCE at the address of: 1623 WEST 145 NORTH, IDAHO 
FALLS, ID 83401 after first attempting service. The first posting was on 10/27/2016 at 5:38 pm and a second 
posting on 11/4/2016 at 4:55 pm and a third posting on 11/12/2016 at 3:20 pm. This residence is POSSIBLY 
VACANT. 
I certify that I am over the age of 18, have no interest in the above action, and am a Certified Process Server, in 
good standing, in the judicial circuit in which the process was served. 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me on the 17th 
day of November, 2016 by the affiant who is 
~~own tome. 
NotaryPuhli~ 
,..d'dadL> (~ 
Residing In 
CommisslExpir 
Process Server 
Robinson Tait, PS 
901 Fifth Avenue 
Suite400 
Seattle, WA 98164 
(206} 876..3261 
Our Job Serial Number: CCA-2016004761 
Ref: 14-60243-00036 
/f)~,;Ja9 
C<;pyrighl e 1992-2016 Database Services. inc •• Prot6$& Servers Toolbox V7.1,o 
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State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
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Proof of Publication 
The Post Register 
I, Dawn-C-mnurini, or Staci Dockery first being duly sworn, depose and say: That 1 am the 
C--ltlssi:fiett-Ma11aget, 01 Legal Notice Representative of The Post Company, a corporation of Idaho Falls, 
Bonneville County, Idaho, publishers of The. Post Register, a newspaper of general circulation, published 6 
days, Tuesday-Sunday, at Idaho Falls, Idaho; said Post Register being a consolidation of the Idaho Falls 
Times, established in the year 1890, The Idaho Register, established in the year i 880 and the Idaho Falls 
Post, established in 1903, such consolidation being made on the First day of November, 193 I, and each of 
said newspapers have been published continuously and unint.em1ptedly, prior to consolidation, for more 
than twelve consecutive months and said Post Register having been published continuously and 
uninterruptedly from the date of such consolidation, up to and including the last publication of notice 
hereinafter referred to. 
That the notice, of which a copy is hereto attached and made a part of this affidavit, was published 
in said Post Register for 4 ccnsecutive (d::,ys) weeks, first publication having been made on the 26th day of 
NOVEMBER 2016 last publication having been made on the 17th day of DJCEMBER 2016, and that the 
said notice was published in the regular and entire issue of said paper on if·es ective dates of publication, 
and that such notice was published in the newspaper and not in a supple nt. · fir-- ~ 
.. //~0~~~ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 17th day of DECEMBER 2016 
KARLA BROWN 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
' 
No~l!i., s-,Z·P,,«f;;) 
My commission expires: 7//J .. ;~:/""7o:;() _ 
_____ attached jurat ___ . _______ _ 
STA TE OF lDAHO 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BONNEviLLE 
On this 17th day ofDE.CEMBER 2016, before me, the undersigned, a Notary public for said state, 
personally appeared Ba'M'! Gi&J1Rini or Staci Dockery, known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose 
name(s) is/are sub~cribed to the within instrument, and being l>y me first duly sworn, declared that the 
statements therein are true, and acknowledged to me that heishe/they executed the same, 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
KARLA BROWN 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
\ 
) -····-, , / ) ,···~~ 
.:-"? -~ (? . . / ···,. ' ~- , '1 
t-"\~-1A.'. (?.:.~ .,)'t..CJ,.(_.-, LJ:;:;::__ 
Notary blic faf'fhe Post Company 
Residing: Idaho Falls,Jdaho 
Commission expires: 7 / ;;,l 8 /) c., "-.;l ~;i._ 
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• Customer Service: (800) 258-8602 
Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 11 :OOPM ET 
Friday 8:00AM - 9:00PM ET 
Saturday 8:00AM - 2:00PM ET 
For other important information, see reverse side 
Estate Of Karen Hansen 
1623 W 145 N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-5151 
1 65-0250 
.fil 
16544 
1• 1t1111111111,11111111Mhll' mll111111l'h •ll•1•1l 1l •II' ti 11 • 
Interest Bearing Principal 
Deferred Principal 
Outstanding Principal 1 
Interest Rate (Until May 2017) 
Prepayment Penalty 
9.990% 
No 
Account Number 
Property Address 
Loan Due Date 
Payment Due Date 
Amount Due 
Mortgage Statement 
Statement Date:02/15/20i 7 
Page 1 of 3 
7002504590 
1623 W 145 NORTH 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83401 5151 
02/01/2015 4 
03/01/2017 
$17,932.87 
ff """men/ is received after 03/1612017 $17. 23 late fee will be charaed. 
Principal 
Interest 
Escrow (Taxes and Insurance) 
Regular Monthly Payment 
Unpaid Late Charges 
Other Charges and Fees 
Charges / Fees this Period 
Past Due Payment(s) 
Unapplied Payment(s) 
Total Amount Due 
$682.07 
$107.08 
$ 237.55 
$107.75 
$452.38 
$221.34 
$2,433.84 
$14,825.31 
$0.00 
$17,932.87 
Insurance 
01/14 BEG BAI.ANCE $30,942.62 $6,208.04 
01126 PROP INSPECTION 0.00 0.00 
01126 FCCOSTS 0.00 0.00 
02/14 HAZARD INS 0.00 0.00 
02/15 ENOING BALANCE $30,942.62 $6,208.04 
Paid Last Paid Year 
Month To Date 
Principal $0.00 $0.00 
Interest $0.00 $0.00 
Escrow (Taxes and Insurance) $0.00 $0.00 
Fees and Other Charges $0.00 $0.00 
Partial Payment (Unapplied) $0.00 
Total $0.00 $0.00 
1 This amount is not a payoff quote. If you want a payoff quote, please see 
instructions on reverse side. 
Any transactions that occurred after the statement date noted above will be 
reflected on your next statement.. 
This is an attempt to collect a debt. All information obtained will be used for 
that purpose. 
We have paid Taxes and/ or tnsurance on your behalf and you. are 
responsible to reimburse us for these amounts plus interest which may be 
billed at the note rate. · 
If there is a balance under Expenses Paid by Servicer, it means we have 
paid certain expenses on your.behalf due to the delinquent 
• status of your account. You are responsible to reimburse us for these 
$10,935.90 $221.34 $8.17 $1,743.60 $50,059.67 
0.00 0.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 667.07 667.07 
110.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.67 
$11,046.57 $221.34 $8.17 $2,425.67 $50,852.41 
You are late on your mortgage payments. Failure to bring your 
loan current may result in fees and foreclosure -- the loss of your 
home. 
As of February 15, you are 745 days delinquent on your 
mortgage loan. 
• Payment due 02/2017: Unpaid payment of $591.22. 
• Payment due 01/2017: Unpaid payment of $591.22. 
• Payment due 12/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.22. 
• Payment due 11/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.21. 
* Payment due 10/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.21. 
• Payment due 09/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.21. 
Total: $17,932.87 due. You must pay this amountto bring your 
loan current. 
SPS has completed the first notice or flllng required to start a 
foreclosure. · · 
• ' I • 
If You Are Experiencing Financial Difficulty:· See the back for 
information about mortgage counseling or assistance .. Also, there. 
are a number of options available to assist customers who are 
experiencing difficulty with their payments. Please contact us 
immediately to discuss these options, arrange a reinstatement or 
address any questions regarding th_e statement ~t (888) 818-6032. 
amounts lus interest which may be billed at the note r_a,,_te_. _______ __. 
EXHrerr :D 
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ifJ1PORTANT !NFORT\.1ATJ0?1-1 
--!"".-------------:-1"',..---------mpo .an 1 .al!mg Addresse. .ec. ,ndude vour account number er. ail .:dence) '0< ,i\..o,., 
Regular - OvernighVExpress Notice of Error or General Correspondence Check by Phone Bankruptcy 
~yments Payments Information Request or Correspondence & Notices 
Qualified Written Request must be sent to: 
Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (800) 258-8602 
Attn: Bankruptcy Dept. Attn: Remittance Processing Attn: Cashiering Dept. P.O. Box 65277 P.O. Box 65250 Option 1 
P.O. Box 65450 3217 S. Decker Lake Dr. Salt Lake City, UT 84165 Salt Lake City, UT 84165 P.O. Box 65250 
Salt lake City. UT 84165 Salt lake Cilv UT 84165 Salt Lake Citv UT 84119 Fax: {801 l 270-7856 
PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS Paying your mortgage on time is an important 
obligation, so please pay on or before the payment due date. Payments are not 
considered paid until received and posted to your account. Please include the late 
charge in any payment made after the late payment due date noted on your 
slatement. Postal delays do not result in a waiver of late charges, so please aUow 
adequate time for mail service. If you don't pay on or before 3 p.m. MT on the 
payment due date, your loan will be considered delinquent. (NOTE: If you are 
currently sending all or part of your payment to the bankruptcy trustee, please 
disregard the Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. payment address for that portion you 
are sending to the trustee.) We do not accept payments in cash. 
APPUCATION OF PAYMENTS If you are current in making your payments, 
we wiN apply payments according to your Note. If you are delinquent, we apply 
payments to the oldest outstanding payments that are due under yoUf Note. 
LOAN REPRESENTATIVES If you would like to speak to someone about 
making a payment or payment arrangements, ptease caM one of OUf toan 
representatives at (800) 258-8602 (Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. ET; 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m., ET; Saturday, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. ET). 
AUTOMATED' CONVERSION OF YOUR CHECKS TO ACH DEBIT 
ENTRIES AND RETURNED CHECKS OR DEBITS When you provide us 
a check, you authorize us to use the information from your check to make a one 
time Electronic Funds Transfer from your bank account. When we use your check 
to make an Electronic Funds Transfer, funds may be withdrawn from your account 
quickly, as soon as the day we receive your check. You will not receive your 
check back from your financial institution. If there are insufficient funds in your 
account we will reverse the amount of any such returned payment that we had 
credited to your mortgage. You authorize us to charge you a fee of up to 
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) as allowable by state law. 
CREDIJ REPORTING SPS furnishes information to consumer reporting 
agencies. You are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting 
on your credit record may be submitted to a credit reporting agency if 
you fail to fulfill the terms of your Note and Mortgage. If you beHeve 
such information is inaccurate, you may call Customer Seivice at (800) 
258-8602, submit a written Notice of Error to the P .0. Box listed above, 
or submit a dispute with the consumer reporting agency. 
NOTICE OF ERROR OR INFORMATION REQUEST OR 
QUALIFIED WRITTEN REQUEST If you believe there has been an error 
with the account or you require additional information, you may send a written 
Notice of Error or Information Request. All Notices of Error or Information 
Requests must be sent to the address listed above in the important matting 
addresses section, as this is OUf exclusive address under Federal Law for these 
matters. If you send yoUf correspondence to any other address, it may not be 
processed in accordance with Federal Law. 
HUD APPROVED HOUSING COUNSELORS The us Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sponsors approved housing counseling 
agencies that provide free counseling services to citizens. Counselors can heip 
you assess your financial situation and determine what options are available to 
you. To find a HUD approved counselor near you, call (800) 569-4287 or visit the 
HUD website at www.hud.gov/locallindex.cfm You may also be eligible for 
assistance from the Homeownership Preservation Foundation, which you may 
reach at (888) 995-HOPE (4673). SPS also works with housing counselors 
through Hope LoanPort® (www.hopeloanportal.org), and with customers through 
Homeowner ConnectTM (www.homeownerconnect.org). 
SPECIAL REQUEST AND ADDITIONAL FEES 
Check by Phone or Website (EZPay) Up to $15.00 
Returned Check Fee Up to $25.00 
Express Mail Fee Actual Charge Incurred 
This fee schedule do11s not contain all foes that may be charged for services rendered. The 
actual fee charged to a parlicular customer may be different based upon cettain requirements 
under state. /aw, ·agency guidelines (e.g., FHA, VA) or other relevant criteria. 
LOAN PAYOFFS Payoff information may be requested verbally by calling the 
Customer Service toll free number printed on this statement, by faxing your requests to 
(801) 269-4269 or by mailing your request to: P.O. Box 65250, Salt Lake City, UT 
84165-0250. If you do not receive your payoff quote within 5 business days of placing 
your request, please call our Customer Service Department. 
HOME OWNER INSURANCE You are required to maintain Homeowners Insurance 
(and if required, Flood Insurance), at all times during the term of your Mortgage and 
provide or ask your insurance ageqt each year to provide us copies of all renewal policies 
and invoices to the address shown below ll1.lftm (30) days before the date your existing 
policy expires. It is important for you to remember that if we do not receive a copy of your 
renewal or replacement policy, SPS may obtain coverage to protect its interest in the 
property. The coverage provided for this insurance may be different and more expensive 
than your expired coverage .. We will only do this after we have notified you of your failure 
to maintain coverage. It is possible we may obtain certain benefits from this insurance 
placement coverage. 
Ali insurance information (including your account number) should be mailed or 
faxed to: · 
Insurance Service Center: PO Box 7277, Springfield, OH 45501 Fax (866) 801-8177. 
REAL ESTATE TAX If you have established an escrow account with us for taxes, you 
should keep copies of any tax bills you receive for your personal records. We have 
engaged a Tax Service to receive your tax bills, and we will pay taxes out of your escrow 
account to the extent there are sufficient balances in your escrow account. l_f you receive 
any special assessment bills, you shoutd send them to our Tax Service Center address 
shown betow. Special bills include: 
• An area defined as a "Homeowner Area" where your local tax office _will not 
send us the tax bill 
• Any special assessments on your property in addition to your regular 
Real-Estate tax bills 
• Arly adjustments to your tax bills 
Tax Service Center: PO Box 3541, Covina, CA 91722 
SPS CONSUMER OMBUDSMAN SERVICES If you have an unresolved issue 
with SPS, and you have exhausted other customer service options, please contact our 
Consumer Ombudsman Department al (866) 662-0035 or through other methods found 
on www spservjcing com. 
COMMON ABBBEYIAIIOt:IS 
INT Interest 
FC orF/C Foreclosure 
BK Bankruptcy 
BPO Broker Price Opinion 
MISC DISB Disbursement from escrow account for other than escrow 
Item (E.g.:Analysis Refund, Payoff Refund) 
This common abbreviations table does not contain aH abbreviations that may appear in the "Activity 
this Period" section. For more information please refer to the Fee Schedule and Description 
document located at www spseryicing.cpm. 
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•. Customer Service : (800) 258-8602 
Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 11 :OOPM ET 
Friday 8:00AM - 9:00PM ET 
Saturday 8:00AM - 2:00PM ET 
Mortgage St;;itement 
Statement Date:02/15/2017 
Page 3 of3 
Account Number 7002504590 
Due to the delinquent status of your loan a property inspection and/or valuation report was ordered and you are responsible to reimburse us for the 
amounts plus interest, which may be billed at the note rate. · 
Under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act if you oc a family member has been deployed to active duty, you may be eligible for certain protections 
regarding your mortgage loan. Please contact us at (800) 258-8602 to discuss these protections. 
• Loan Due Date: If this date is different from your Payment Due Date, it mean$ that you are past due and owe payments from previous months. 
Per IRS regulations all 2016 year end statements will be mailed no later than February 1, 2017. Year end information wiU be available via our 
automated voice response system on January 2, 2017. Duplicate year end statements can be obtained from our website www.spSeryfcfng.com 
after Februa 1 2017. · · · · 
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY 
I, Darin Ray Bergeman, the principal; residing in Idaho Falls, Idaho designate 
and appoint my father, Jerry Bergeman of Idaho Falls, ID, as my attorney in fact and 
agent in my name and for my benefit as follows: 
1. GENERAL GRANT OF POWER. To exercise or perform any act, 
power, duty, right, or obligation whatsoever that I now have or may hereafter acquire, 
relating to any person; matter, transaction, or property, (real or personal, tangible or 
intangible) now owned or hereafter acquired by me, including, without limitation, the 
following specifically enumerated powers. I grant to my agent full power and authority 
to do everything necessary in exercising any of the powers herein granted as fully as I 
might or could do if personally present, with full power of substitution or revocation, 
hereby ratifying and confinning all that my agent shall lawfully do or cause to be done by 
virtue of this power of attorney and the powers herein granted: 
A. Powers of Collection and Payment. To forgive, request, demand, sue for, 
recover, collect, receive, and hold all such accounts, deposits, legacies, bequests, devises, 
notes, interests, stock certificates, bonds, dividends, certificates of deposit, annuities, 
pension, profit sharing, retirement social security, insurance and other contractual 
benefits and proceeds, all documents of title, all property (real or personal), intangible 
and tangible property and property rights, and demands whatsoever, liquidated or 
unliquidated, now or hereafter owned by, or due owing, payable., or belonging to me or in 
which I have or may hereafter acquire an interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means 
and equitable legal remedies and proceedings in my name for the collection and recovery 
thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to execute and 
deliver for me, on my behalf, and in my name, all endorsements, releases, receipts, or the 
sufficient discharges for the same; 
B. Power to Acquire and Sell. To acquire, purchase, exchange, or grant 
options to sell, and to sell and convey real or personal property, tangible or intangible, or 
interests therein, on such terms and conditions as my agent shall deem proper; 
C. Management Powers. To maintain, repair, improve, invest, manage, 
insure, rent, lease, encumber and in any manner deal with, any real or personal property, 
tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I now own or may hereafter acquire, in 
my name and for my benefit, upon such terms and conditions .as my agertt shall deem 
proper; 
.D, ijanking Powers. To make, receive, and endorse checks 1:U1d drafts., 
deposit at\d withdraw funds, acquire and redeem certificates of deposit, in banks, savings 
~d loan asseciation, and other institutions, and to execute or release ,such deeds of trust 
or other security agreemen:ts as may be necessary or proper in the ~ercise of the.rights 
and powers herein granted; 
.t>urablel!!ower Qf.A.ttwney-Darln Ray Bergeman EXHIBIT ~ Pagel 
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E. Motor Vehicles. To apply for a Certificate of Title upon, and endorse and 
transfer title to, any automobile, truck, pickup, van, motorcycle, or other motor vehicle, 
and to represent such transfer assignment that the title to said motor vehicle is free and 
clear of all liens and encumbrances except those specifically set forth in such transfer 
assignment; 
F. Business Interest. To conduct or participate in any lawful business of 
whatever nature for me and in my name; to execute partnership agreements and 
amendments thereto; to incorporate, reorganize, merge, consolidate, recapitalize, sell, 
liquidate or dissolve any business; to elect or employ officers, directors and agents; to 
carry out the provisions of any agreement for the sale of any business interest to the stock 
therein; and to exercise voting rights with respect to stock, either in person or by proxy, 
and to exercise stock options; 
G. Tax Powers. To prepare, sign, and file joint or separate income tax returns 
or declarations of estimated tax for any year or years; to consent to any gift and to utilize 
any gift-splitting provision or other tax election; and to prepare, sign and file any claim 
for refund of any tax; 
H. Safe Deposit Boxes. To have access at any time or times to any safe 
deposit box rented by me, wheresoever located, and to remove all or any part of the 
contents thereof, and to surrender or relinquish said safe deposit box, and any institution 
in which any such safe deposit box may be located shall not incur any liability to me or 
my estate as a result of permitting my agent to exercise this power; and 
I. Health Care. For the purposes of this document, "health care decision" 
means consent, refusal of consent, or withdrawal of consent to any care, treatment, 
service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical condition. 
a) CREATION OF DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
HEALTH CARE. By this document I intend to create and hereby do create a 
durable power of attorney for health care. This power of attorney shall not be 
affected by my subsequent incapacity. 
b) GENERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED. 
Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full power 
and authority to make health care decisions for me to the same extent that I could 
make such decisions for myself ifI had the capacity to do so. In exercising this 
authority, my agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my 
desires as stated in this document or otherwise make known to my agent, 
including but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or 
withdrawing life-prolonging care, treatment, services and procedures. 
c) STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND 
LIMITATIONS. In exercising the authority under this durable power of attorney 
Durable Power of Attorney - Darin Ray Bergeman Page2 
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for health care, my agent shall act consistently, with my desires as stated below 
and is subject to the special provisions and limitations stated in the living will. 
Additional statement of desires, special provisions, and limitations: None. 
d) INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 
RELATING TO MY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH. Subject to any 
limitations in this document, my agent has the power and authority to do all of the 
following: 
(i) Request, review and receive and information, verbal or written, 
regarding my physical or mental health, including, but not limited to, medical and 
hospital records. 
(ii) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that may be 
required in order to obtain this information. 
(iii) Consent to the disclosure of this information. 
(iv) Consent to the donation of any of my organs for medical purposes. 
e) SIGNING DOCUMENTS, WAIVERS, AND RELEASES. Where 
necessary to implement the health care decisions that my agent is authorized by 
this document to make, my agent has the power and authority to execute on my 
behalf all of the following: 
(i) Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit 
Treatment" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice." 
(ii) Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a 
hospital or physician or other medical provider. 
t) PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED. I revoke any prior Durable 
Power of Attorney for Health Care. 
2. INTERPRETATION. This instrument is to be construed and interpreted 
as a general power of attorney. The enumeration of specific powers herein is not 
intended to, nor does it, limit or restrict the general powers herein granted to my agent. 
3. THIRD-PARTY RELIANCE. Third parties may rely upon the 
representations of my agent as to all matters relating to any power granted to my agent, 
and no person who may act in reliance upon the representations of my agent, or the 
authority granted to my agent, shall incur any liability to me or my estate as a result of 
permitting my agent to exercise any power. 
Durable Power of Attorney - Darin Ray Bergeman Page3 
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4. DISABILITY OF PRINCIPAL. This Durable Power of Attorney shall 
not be affected by my disability and shall be durable under all circumstances. 
Dated thi~:6 day of_~____._~_,-"'+-/_., 2015. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
) 
) 
) 
~~' :J\~c~lrV\~ 
-tt~=rmRay Bergema~ 
ss. 
On this ..J!}_ day of_---i'""'+~=+-.'---' 2015, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said state, personally appeare n Ray Bergeman, known or identified to me 
to be the person whose name is subscribe to the within instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(seal) 
Durable row~ Qf :Attorney .. Dari.n Ray Bergem1U1 
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Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Email: jlbecklaw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524-2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN ) 
) Case No.: CV-17-1430 
) 
Plaintiff, ) AMENDED COMPLAINT 
) 
V. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REAL TY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6. ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
THE PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff, Darin Bergeman, is the lawful owner of property located at 1623 W 
145 N., Idaho Falls, ID 83401. The property is a single family dwelling located in 
Bonneville County, State ofldaho. A copy of the executor's deed conveying title to 
plaintiff on March 7, 2012 is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 
2. Defendants, WMC Mortgage Corporation (hereafter referred to as "WMC") 
is a business entity who regularly conducts mortgage transactions and is authorized to 
do business within the State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed and believes that WMC is 
Amended Complaint Page 1 
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the named "Beneficiary" pursuant to the trust deed for the subject property dated 
October 28, 1998. 
3. Defendants, U.S. Bank National Association (hereafter referred to as "U.S. 
Bank"), is a business entity who regularly conducts financial transactions within the 
State ofldaho. Plaintiff was informed and believes that the loan on the subject property 
was assigned to U.S. Bank by assignment recorded on May 12, 2016 in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho as Document No.: 1524257. 
4. Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing (hereafter referred to as "Select"), is a 
business entity with a principle place of business located at Salt Lake City, State of 
Utah. Select regularly does business within the State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed 
and believes that Select is the entity which acted as a servicer on behalf of the alleged 
beneficiaries. As servicer, Select ordered the foreclosure sale of the property located at 
1623 W 145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 which occurred on or about February 23, 2017. 
5. Defendant, Alliance Title Company (hereafter referred to as "Alliance 
Title") is an Idaho Corporation engaged in the business of holding title to mortgages 
pursuant to a deed of trust and promissory note. By virtue of the above deed of trust, 
Alliance Title is often involved in pursuing non-judicial mortgage foreclosure 
proceedings in the State of Idaho. Alliance Title regularly conducts business within the 
State ofldaho. Attached hereto as Exhibits "B" and "C" are a copies of the Affidavit of 
Mailing of Trustee's Notice of Sale and Trustee's Notice of Sale dated October 6, 2016. 
6. Defendant Silvercreek Realty Group (hereafter referred to as "Silvercreek 
Realty") is an Idaho Corporation engaged in the real estate business. Plaintiff believes 
that Silvercreek Realty, through its employees or agents, erroneously attempted to 
purchase the plaintiffs property at a non-judicial foreclosure sale on or about February 
Amended Complaint Page 2 
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23, 2017. Defendant Mohamad Elabed is an individual who has employed a real estate 
agent working for Silver Creek realty or who has significant contacts with a real estate 
agent working through Silvercreek Realty. 
7. Plaintiff believes that there are other defendants that he is unable to 
specifically identify herein at this time. As a result, plaintiff has listed other defendants 
pursued herein under the fictitious names of John Does 1 - 6. Plaintiff herein indicates 
his intent to amend this complaint to specifically name such defendants and enumerate 
their responsibility as soon as these defendants are ascertained. Each of said fictitiously 
named defendants herein are responsible in some manner for the wrongful acts as 
currently complained of herein. 
8. The defendants, and each of them, at all relevant times herein, were and still 
are agents for one another, and are acting under the course and scope of their 
employment or agency thereof, with knowledge and consent of each other. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
9. The transaction and events which are described in this complaint, for the 
most part, all occurred within the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho. 
10. The physical address of the property identified herein is located at 1623 W 
145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401. This property consists of a house and acreage and is 
also located within the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho. 
////// 
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GENERAL STATEMENT OF FACTS 
11. The plaintiff as named herein is the sole heir and son of Karen Hansen. 
Since the death of his mother in 2006, the plaintiff has occupied and maintained the 
subject property as his residence, making numerous repairs and improvements both 
structurally and aesthetically. 
12. Plaintiff took possession of the property as identified herein sometime in 
2006. At that time, the plaintiff made arrangements to satisfy any and all claims filed 
against the property and continued to make payments on the mortgage. Sometime in 
July of 2015, the plaintiff was convicted of a probation violation and was remanded to 
serve time in a State ofidaho Correctional Facility in or near the city of Boise, Idaho. 
At that time, the plaintiff was unable to continue working at his current job and 
attempted to make arrangements so that his family and friends could assist him in 
maintaining his home at the above address and to make payments on his mortgage. 
Regardless of the mortgage that was obtained by Karen Hansen, the defendants herein 
accepted payments and credited those payments to the mortgage held by them from 
2006 until sometime in the fall of 2016, an approximate period of 10 years. 
13. As a result of the death of Karen Hansen, the plaintiff did not assume the 
mortgage. Therefore, it appears that the actual bills for the mortgage payment were 
mailed to the above address as identified herein. The name of the party responsible to 
pay the mortgage is listed as the Estate of Karen Hansen. Attached hereto as Exhibit 
"D" is a copy of a mortgage statement received by the plaintiff herein. By virtue of this 
statement, the defendants do acknowledge that they were aware that the plaintiff ( or his 
agents) were making the payments. These defendants accepted the payments made by 
the plaintiff ( or his agents) until the fall of 2016 ( as may be indicated in Exhibit "D"). 
Amended Complaint Page 4 
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14. Regardless of the payments made by the plaintiff herein, or his agents, the 
defendants began foreclosure proceedings in October of 2016. As a result of being 
incarcerated, the plaintiff has been unable to speak with the defendants as named herein 
or their agents. Therefore, the plaintiff appointed his father, Jerry Bergeman, to make 
arrangements to cure any default that might exist at the time the notice of foreclosure 
was initiated in the fall of 2016. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a copy of a power of 
attorney designating Jerry Bergeman as attorney in fact for Darin Bergeman. By virtue 
of the aforementioned power of attorney, Mr. Bergeman has made numerous efforts to 
speak with the defendants herein. Any and all timely attempts to make arrangements to 
cure any default has been totally ignored by the defendants at this time, regardless of the 
receipt of numerous payments. 
COUNT ONE 
CLAIM FOR MISREPRESENTATION AND/OR 
NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION 
15. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 though 14 of the 
complaint herein. 
16. When the plaintiff herein has made attempts to discuss curing the above 
alleged default of mortgage payments, the defendants have employed numerous tactics, 
excuses and misrepresentations in an intentional effort to proceed with the above 
mentioned foreclosure and issue a bogus trustee's deed to co-defendant Mohamed 
Elabed. These tactics and excuses include, but are not limited to, the following acts: 
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a. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure with 
anyone other than the executor of the estate of Karen Hansen even though 
the executor's deed had been issued to the plaintiff herein. 
b. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure even when 
provided a copy of the abovementioned power of attorney designating Jerry 
Bergman as an appropriate agent for the plaintiff herein. 
c. Indicating, after numerous phone calls from Jerry Bergeman, that the 
defendants would accept a certain payment, including penalties and interest, 
from the plaintiff -- then refusing to accept a payment in the approximate 
amount of $16,000.00 that was wired transferred to the defendants prior to 
the wrongful non-judicial foreclosure and sale conducted on February 23, 
2017 in the Bonneville County Courthouse. 
d. Ignoring efforts by plaintiffs attorney to discuss the above payment and 
allowing the non-judicial foreclosure to proceed in spite of 
misrepresentations made by the defendants that the sale would be vacated. 
e. Continuing to send mortgage statements to the plaintiff ( and addressed to the 
Estate of Karen Hansen) in which the defendants made misrepresentations 
that in the event the plaintiff made a mortgage payment, that the non-judicial 
foreclosure sale could and would be vacated, regardless of the sale held at 
the Bonneville County Courthouse on or about February 23, 2017. 
f. Accepting a payment from the plaintiff in the amount of $19,422.87 .00 and 
further admitting that the non-judicial foreclosure sale was vacated and 
invalidated by virtue of numerous payments made to the defendants herein. 
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g. Holding conversations with co-defendant, Mohamed Elabed, in which the 
defendants have mislead Mr. Elabed and attempted to misrepresent that the 
non-judicial foreclosure sale held on or about February 23, 2017 is valid. 
h. Failing to admit to co-defendant, Mohamed Elabed, that these defendants did 
in fact receive a meaningful payment prior to the non-judicial foreclosure 
sale on or about February 23, 2017 and further refusing to admit that these 
defendants have received other payments from the plaintiff herein. 
1. Attempting to conspire, control and coerce co-defendant, Mohamed Elabed, 
into believing that he has made a valid purchase of real estate through a 
bogus non-judicial foreclosure sale. 
1 7. Defendants have made numerous misrepresentations and have acted in a 
grossly negligent manner in that they, thus far, have provided no means for the plaintiff 
to resolve the issues as stated in the notice of trustee's sale. Furthermore, defendants 
have attempted to mislead the Magistrate Court and the District Court into believing 
that they were not aware of their own numerous misrepresentations and efforts to 
conduct an invalid non-judicial foreclosure by virtue of their intentional and misleading 
misrepresentations to co-defendant, Mohamed Elabed. These defendants have 
persuaded co-defendant to file a motion to dismiss this Complaint as filed herein by 
virtue of various misrepresentations and issuing a bogus trustee's deed to the co-
defendant herein. 
//////// 
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COUNT TWO 
CLAIM FOR TRESSPASS, INTENTIONAL 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS AND NEGLIGENT 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS. 
18. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 17 of the 
complaint herein. 
19. These defendants have engaged in a course of conduct that would 
constitute an intentional or negligent effort to take the real property of the plaintiff 
herein after receiving payments on the property from the plaintiff for a period of at least 
10 years regardless of the payments made by Ms. Karen Hansen when she was alive. 
Furthermore, after knowingly engaging in an effort to conduct an invalid real estate 
foreclosure sale, these defendants appointed their agents, Silver Creek Realty and 
Mohamed Elabed to enter on the premises and to attempt to wrongfully evict the 
plaintiff and his current tenant thereon. 
20. Mr. Elabed has hired an attorney and is now pursuing an inappropriate 
eviction proceeding in the Magistrate Court of Bonneville County. Prior to initiating 
this eviction proceeding, Mr. Elabed was well aware that the plaintiff herein was 
seeking to set aside the foreclosure as above described. A hearing on the eviction as 
initiated by Mr. Elabed was held on Thursday, April 13, 2017. In that hearing, the 
Honorable Jason Walker, Magistrate Judge, determined that he would vacate any 
further proceedings on the eviction until this Court determined that it would consolidate 
the eviction proceedings with this complaint as currently filed herein. During the 
hearing on the motion to consolidate, Mr. Elabed, through his attorney, has made 
representations that would suggest that Mr. Elabed is attempting to dismiss the case 
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against these defendants and holding various conversations with attorneys representing 
these defendants in which these defendants are attempting to now judicially enforce this 
bogus foreclosure by virtue of filing an unrealistic Rule 12(b) motion. 
21. As a result,the plaintiff has suffered extreme emotional distress and 
continues to suffer the effect of this stress resulting in further emotional trauma and 
grief over the possible loss of his real and personal property as inherited from his 
deceased mother. Co-defendant, Mr. Elabed, has entered on the property as described 
herein and has made numerous threats that he would take possession of the personal 
property of the plaintiff herein and begin various building projects on the property as a 
result of the issuance of a bogus trustee's deed. These threats of Mr. Elabed were made 
regardless of actual notice of the plaintiff herein to Mr. Elabed that he had attended a 
bogus trustee's sale. 
COUNT FOUR 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND OTHER 
CAUSES OF ACTION 
22. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 21 of the 
complaint herein. 
23. It has been necessary for plaintiff to retain the law firm Robert K. Beck & 
Associates, P.C. to prosecute this action. 
24. Plaintiff is entitled to reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Federal and State 
law. 
25. Plaintiff hereby states his intent to amend the Complaint to make any 
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needed corrections or to add any additional claims. Plaintiff also states his intent to add 
a claim for punitive damages in compliance with Idaho Code §6-1604 following 
discovery and/or at trial, and the failure to specifically plead entitlement to punitive 
damages herein does not constitute a waiver of the right to do so by amendment at a 
later date. 
26. Plaintiff believes he has suffered damages in excess oftwo-hundred-
thousand dollars ($200,000.00) not inclusive of attorney fees (in addition to the 
potential loss of his real and personal property). 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for judgment in his favor, declaratory relief and 
any other appropriate relief against the defendants, as follows: 
1. That this Court award appropriate damages, special, general and 
consequential, in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action; 
2. That this Court grant immediate injunctive relief against the defendant, 
Mohamed Elamed, and further direct him to cease and desist pursuing any effort to 
evict the plaintiff herein from possession and title to his property until such time as the 
Court allows an appropriate trial of this case. 
3. That the bogus non-judicial foreclosure action as described herein be set 
aside and that the trustee's deed issued by the above defendants be nullified. 
4. That the plaintiff be awarded reasonable attorney fees; 
////// 
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5. That plaintiff be awarded costs of prosecuting and presenting any evidence in 
this case in any legal proceeding (inclusive of nonjudicial proceedings) as initiated by 
the defendants herein. 
6. That this Court award appropriate pre-judgment and post judgment interest; 
7. That this Court award such other and further relief as the Court deems just 
and proper. 
5{ 
DATED this l!__ day of April, 2017. 
ROBERT K. BECK & ASSOCIATES, P .C. 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
) 
) 
) 
:ss 
Jerry Bergeman, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That he holds the power of attorney for the plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
He is familiar with the facts of this case. He has read the amended complaint herein and 
testifies that same are true and accurate to the best of his knowledge. 
Dated this d}_ day of April, 2017 
i/ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2d__ day of April, 2017. 
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EXECUTOR'S DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this _7 __ day of March, 2012 between Donald K. Hansen, 
named as Executor of the Estate of Karen B. Hansen in the last will and testament of Karen B. 
Hansen (also designated by Karen B. Hansen as holding a power of appointment), hereafter 
referred to as "Seller;" and Darin Bergeman, the son of Karen B. Hansen, of the County of 
Bonneville, State of Idaho, hereinafter referred to as "Buyer." 
WITNESSETH, that the Buyer, paid in hand consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars 
($10.00) lawful money of the United States of America and other valuable consideration to the 
Seller, the receipt whereof which is hereby acknowledged, the Seller does by these presents 
grant, bargain, sell and convey unto the said Buyer, and to Buyer's heirs and assigns, forever, all 
the following described real estate, situated in the County of Bonneville, State ofidaho to wit: 
Commencing at a point on the North line of Lot Six (6) in Section Two (2), 
Township Three (3) North, Range Thirty-Seven (37), E.B.M. 622, feet West 
of the Northeast Corner of said Lot Six (6); thence South 100 feet; thence 
West 200 feet; more or less, to the East Bank of the Snake River; thence 
Northwesterly along the East Bank of said Sanke River to the North line of 
Lot Six (6); thence East 210 feet, more or less, to the point of l>eginning. 
Also: Township 3 North, Range 37, E.B.M., Section 2, Lot 8. 
Beginning at a point on the original meander line located approximately 
480 feet Southeasterly of the original meander corner of Sections 2 and 35 
(for the left bank); thence South approximately 265 feet; thence West 
approximately 145 feet to the left bank of the river; thence southeasterly 
along the left bank of the river for approximately 670 feet to intersection 
with original meander line at original meander corner of Sections 1 and 2; 
thence Northwesterly along original meander line for approximately 680 
• feet to the point of beginning. 
Also: Township 3 North, Range 37 E.B.M., Section 2, Lot 8, 
Beginning at a point on the original meander line located approximately 
140 feet Southeasterly of the original meander line, thence southeasterly 
approximately 130 feet; thence South approximately 400 feet to the left 
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bank of the river; thence Northerly along left bank to a point 
approximately 100 feet South of its intersection with the North Boundary of 
the township; thence East approximately 100 feet to the point of beginning. 
TOGETHER, with all and singular tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and the reversion and reversions, remainder and 
remainders, and rents, issues and profits thereof; 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the said premises, together with the tenements, 
hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging, unto the said Buyers, their heirs or successors 
and assigns forever. Seller does hereby covenant to and with Buyer that he is the owner in fee 
simple of said premises and that Seller will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims 
whatsoever. In construing this Deed and where the context so requires, the singular includes the 
plural and the masculine, the feminine and neuter. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Seller has hereunto set his hands and seals the day 
and year first above written. 
Dated this _7 __ day of March 2012. 
i] J ; '/-, . . ~"".1,,j ~~. 
Donald K. Ha~ 
By: 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of BONNEVILLE ) 
On this _7 _ day of March, 2012, before me, the undersigned, a Notary public in and for 
the State ofidaho, personally appeared Donald K. Hansen known to me, or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence, to be the person that executed the foregoing instrument, and that he was 
authorized to execute the same. 
' 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this Certificate first above written. 
NotaryPu~i 
Residing at ackfoot, Idaho 
My commission expires March 13, ':2015 
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Y\'hen recorded return to: 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Seattle,·WA ·98164 
TS #60243-00190-NJ-!D 
\. 
AFfiDAVff OFMA!UNG Of TRUSTEE'S NOTICE OF SALE .·· 
STATE OF WASHINGTON · 
COUNTY OF Klf,JG 
!,~obb 1 (J.l.:) f () I being first duly sworn, depose,,s~y and certify that: 
At afi times hereinafter mentioned I was and now am a resic!~mt of the State of Washington. a competenq,erson over 
· ·• the age ofeigl1teen years, and no1 ttle · Beneficiary or its suc:ce~r in inierest named in the attached original or copy · 
. ofTrust!3e's hlotice of Sale given under the terms of that certain TrustDeed described in said ~\ice. 
The Trustee's Notice of Sale; iogeti;,erwith a copy of the recorded. Notice·of Default for the real property described in 
the attached Trustee's Notice of Sale was sent by• maili;,g a copy thereof by certified mail, retum receipt requested 
and firs( class ma:! to each of the foliowlrig named persons at their last known address, to-wit 
Darin Bergeman 
"1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
. . ... 
'.·, ESTATE OF KAREN HANSEN : 
1623 West 145 North · 
mAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
DOriald K. Hansen 
Executor ·of.ihe Estate of Karen B. Hansen, ai.-.a Karen B. Powers ·.·· 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho FaHs, JD 8340i 
$pouse 01' Darin Bergeman 
'i 623 W 145ih I'./ 
Idaho Fafls. ID 834Ci 
The: Trustee's Notice of Saie- fur lhe :re~! property described in th~; attached Tr..1stBe's Notice of·. $~le ·was sent oy 
··mailing.a copy thereof by cerJfiedmail, return r€ceipt requested.and first class mail to each of tl-\e following named 
person~ at tha!r last knov.n ad::lress; fa-wit: ' . . 
. . 
·. ·occupa~ts 
1623 West145 North 
IDAHO FALLS, JD B3401 
State of idaho 
· Health & Welfare Dept. 
CM:i Support Divisk:,n 
P.O, Box 83720 
·. Boise; ID 83720-0036 
1', .. 
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Ths Hein--i and Devi.secs of t<8ren B. Hsnsen. Bka Karen 8. Pov,,er~ 
': 623 vv· ·;45th h! 
!dfiho Fafis, !D 834D1 
Said person(s) including tffe r3iantor(s) in ·n·H3 T~ust Ocei::: .. any successor in inierest to the 13rantor(s) vvhcse iilterest 
appr:!a;s oi' record or of vvhose intera::st tt,e "Trustee or Benefic;ary t'H1S actuai nouc~:, and any persons requesting n0uce 
per !.C. 45-4511, and a!/ Junior !ien holders. 
Each oi the notices mailed was a true copy of the original Trustee's Notice of Sale by Robinson Tait, P.S., the Trustee 
named in said notice; each such copy was contained in a sealed enve!o~e, wi~ posta~t t_hereon f..il!y prermid, and was 
deposited by me in the United States mail in Sea!tie, Washing1on on (!) (.. t- / / 1-D/ V . 
·v 'i_ 
~-:--· ~ -
DATED: October _?'7 , ·2015 
_:j.. { 
(7 
State of Washington 
County of King 
. I 
A J;l /J 
tS/~ LJ/ 3y: -
Title: File C!erk 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
(.-· 
"'P . ~ 
l certify that I know or have satisfactory evidence that 'f.:>0-'oD-!i '\;;,f ..... ,h~ is the person who 
appeared before me, and said person acknowledged that he/she signed this instrument, on oath stated lhal he/she 
vvas authorized to execute the instrument and acknowledged it as the autho:""ized signatory of Robinson Tait, ?.S. to 
be the free and voiuntary act of such party for the uses and purposes mentioned in the instrument 
My appointment expires __ \~,...._;;, ...~\,,_ ~1 ;:j_'"~-;-1 ~i_O~; _____ _ 
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1\for·tgage fnrecJosure 1s a 1egaf iircceedfrig vt:]tere a ienc!er terrnfn.a;tes 4 ·~:ror·ro\'ll .. CL"''r~ h1tcr:::rt 
in property to sMisfy impaid debt secured by the property. Thls can n.1.::an that ·when a 
J:rnLr1cowne]· gets hehErnd. on his or her nwrtgage paym,ents, tHte lender forces 2l sak o.f the 
horne on vt1hich the ntrortgagc !oa11 is basc(l~ Sorric indtvi:duais Gf'" r1u~fncsses r11:ay· s:-fy tfrey 
cim "s:1ve" your tome from foredosure. Ycu shcrn.kl be cautious .about such dairns. H is 
imr,or.-t2:nt th~t ycm 't.mderst,ln.d aJt the terms of a, plan to "rescue" you from r:nortga,ge 
foredornre and how it ,vm affect you. H nrny result fr; y<nu- losing vah.rnb!e equity th.i-,t you 
may have in yG-tnr home. U posmible, you shm:dd comuh with :m attorney or financial 
profcs1,knllaf to find out vvhat otter options yo,u :may have. .Do not dd:ay seeking ~dlvicc, 
bec~mse the fong;er you waH, the fewer options yQu may have. tlri:der Edaho hnv, you frurve 
fhe (S} d~ys to resdnd! ar m1dio certain contracts; or a-greements thlit relate to t.nmsfer:ring 
interests in pr.opcirty o. money i1;1 a for-e.zio.surc sr.tua.tk..t1. An attorney {H° fin2.ndal 
prafessfoirrnl can teH you .trwr-e abo-uit this or;tlon. 
TS# ;;0243-00i90-NJ-i0 . . 
1542778 
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TS f,J0.: 60243-00} 90-J-~."1-lD 
F(:::f~rence i~ n·1c1de to th2t eert;:in trust dted n1ade by ](arer~ .Hansr~n~ an unn1r·ETied person .. as 
grantor, to S1.1san J. ~~(Jbinson, ldaho /\ttcn1e:1 as trustee> in f:rvor of V/1\1.C i'v'Jorigage Carp as 
bcncfjcinr:y'I dated ()ctobcr 28~ l 998~ recorded >Jove1nb1~r 2~. j 998, in· the n-:iortgage recurds. of 
BonneviHe County, Jd2.hc~~ as f.)ocun1cnt ~\Io. 98 I] 1·2~ and ~ssigned to ·u.s. Ban.k Nationnl 
Association, as indenture trustee, for 1hr:- CJ.M 2015-1 EC Trust, Jvlortgagc-Backcd Notes, Series 
2015-JEC by assignment recorded on j\,foy 12, 20i6 in the records of Bonnevilie County, Idaho, 
a~ D0c1.1rnent No. l 524257~ co·v'cring the f::.)l]o\ving· described real property situated in sciid 
co1.:n1y ancJ state, to ,.vit: 
,··('M' A "'N' .. -, f1'' ,·· ., ..•• ~ "f''O' : N'''" ·"'"'' .,.., , '. N ... , ))""'L. - T) 71:: /""\c' 1 ('"\..,.. r, ·"'." f ~' T"),. ! <;;- ,..,.,... (,j,. ! 
'--"....IJ llv1c1 1..... • .1..l"'tVi1..l .:-... . .tl'i \_.~l"d 1n.r:..j ivs. ...... .i!i L1i"\:c..;.. . .11 .:.JJ1 ~1A ~.t) 11'\ i-;1:.'LtlV.i'l 
T\NO (2), TOVv'NSHlP THREE (3) NORTH, RANGE THIRTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET 
WEST OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID LOT SIX (6); THENCE SOUTH 100 
?EET; THENCE WEST 200 FEET, Iv10RE OR LESS, TO THE EAST BANK OF THE SNAKE 
R1VER; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE EA.ST BANK OF SAID SNAKE RIVER 
TO THE l'~ORTHLINE OF LOT S1X (C,); THENCE EAST 210 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO 
THE POiNT OF BEGJNNJNG. 
ALSO: TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 37, 2.B.i\,1., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BEGINNING AT A POINTON THE ORIGINAL MEANDER LJNELOCATED 
APPROXIMATELY 480 FEET SOUTHEASTERLY OF THE ORIGINAL l'viEANDER 
CORNER OF SECTlONS 2 .Li ND 35 (FOR THE LEFT BANK); THEi'-JCE SOUTH 
APPROXIMATELY 265 FEET; THENCE Vv'ESTAPPROXl.rvIATELY 145 FEET TO THE 
LEFT B.ANK OF THE RIVER; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE LEFT BANK OF 
THE RIVER FOR 
APPROXUv1ATELY 670 FEET TO INTERSECTION \.VITH ORIGINAL MEANDER 
LlI~~E A~f (1J{IG1N~A.L.fv5E::\.NDER ·c.~C)H.NErt OF SE(_~~f10NS i ?~f'~D2; THEt~CE 
NOrrrH--.V\'E-2S'TERL'i"" AJ.()f'-J(J OR.t(i}J-~.AL tvIF,47'.J!)Ef{ r __ n,.~E FOR .. \.PPR0)(1PvtA .. TEI ... ·~~{ 680 
F2ET TO THE ?<)I?'\JT .(JF BEGIN.J-JJ?·~G. 
~A.P?FtC)XJJ-lLL\TEL"q~( 140 FEET St)ljTHE/-\STERf.,Y OF THE ORiGIN/1.L fv'iE..A.NDER LINE} 
.. fHE1,1c·E S()UTHE.A.S1-EP\.L~r,. P~t)r·.ROXIivlATEL"'{ 130 FEET; ·THEf'JCE S.OUTH 
;tPPROX.i]vift .. TEL:{ 400 ·F'E:.ET TO THE LI:~1~1~ B.AAN1( OF~ 1··1-1E RJ\lER; THENCE 
NORTHERLY ALONG LEFT Br\.:'~K TO A POJNT .,:\.PPROXHv1ATELY 100 FEET SOUTH OF 
ITS INTERSECTION V/lTH THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF THE TOWNSHIP, THENCE 
EAST A.PPROX1h1AfELY i 00 FEET TO TH.E POUTf OF BEGJNNiNG. 
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0. 
·rhcrc is 3 dcfati}t by the grantGr or other ;:ei:JCJ.;; t)h·2u::.::, {.~n ot~i1gatic1.1 or by their successor 1n 
intc.rc:s( the pcrfor1Tra11cc of \vhicb 1s secured b}· s2.jd trust deed~ or 1hy thejr succe~sor in interest ... 
\,t-·}th resr•ec.:t to pro,/isions therein v,,:hicb authorize sale in the event of default of such prov1sion. 
·rhe def11ult for \:,.1hich forec"Josure 1s rna<le 1~ .:;rgj·itors~ f[!ilurc to pay Vlhen due the foliov/ing 
su111s: n1ontl1ly pnyn1e11ts beg.inning Febcuary l: 2015 thrnugh October 3 l ') 20 I(; in the an1ount of 
Si !~.869.23; plus late charges in the an1ount of S221 .34~ plus other fees and costs in the an1ount 
of$1.061.38; Loge1her with tille expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees incurred herein 
by reason of said defau)t~ any further surns advanced by, the beneficiary for the protection. of the 
above described real property and its in1erest therein; and prepayment pcnalties/prerrfrums, if 
ap1-1iicab1c. 
By reason of sDid default, the beneficiary has declared all sums o-vving on the obligaticm 
secured by said trust deed immediately due and payable, said sums being the following, to wit: 
$30,942.62 with interest thereon at the rate of 9.99000 percent per annum beginning January 1, 
2015 in the amoi.mt of $5,486.8 i; plus escrow balance of $10,493.22; plus other fees and costs in 
the amount of $691 .51; together with title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attomey's fees 
incurred herein by reason of said default; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for the 
protection of the zibove described property and its interest ihei·ein; and prepayment 
pena1ties/prcmiums, if app1icab1e. 
v~1.HEREFOf<.E, notice is )1ereby given that the undersigned trtistee Vlill ·011 February 23, 2017.._ at 
the hour of 01 :00 PM, at Lobby of Law Enforcement Building, 605 N Capital Ave, Idaho Falls, 
ID 83402, in the City of ldaho falls, County of BonneviJle, State ofidaho, sell at public auction 
to the higiicst bidder for cash the interest in the real property described above, which the grantor 
had m· had power to convey at the tin1c of the .execution by gra11tor of the trust deed together \.Vith 
any interest which the grantor or grantor's successors in interest acquired after the execution of 
the trust deed, to satisfy the foregoing obligations the;·eby secured and the costs and expenses of 
the sale, including reasonable charges by the trustee. 
In constnijng this notice~ the sinJ;uJar jncludcs the plural~ the \l.!Ord '{gra11tor~! includes a!1)·· 
successor in interest to the grantor as weil as any other person owing an obligation, the 
1 .. ,erfr)rn,,a11re n-F' t~r'f1ich i~ Q1~r .. ur~1i 1-\V +h= t~··u:..·f ,1~~.~1 ~·,.·r~d 1·i1,~· ·;"f...70t .. (i:q_ .:.;.;.,..ne,t.r:.p.:, ,:,!"ld ~'°r;:e-.,:01~f"1·r .. ;.1.,...\''!'~ J::" _.._ --.1. --- .._ .L , ._ ... ..., ~"-"- '-" t ..... , Lo:._\., .! J. "<..;.~'-"~; ....,.,_~.._, ~L.V . -.u~ ~!.'>,.,,~.,\,.,<~ ;,.;.,;;,t~.. .....-.J.•"'-'"'- ..,,i'-:,.t..: 
include their resp-ecti ve successors in interest~ if ciriy. 
_I'" .. 
DA.TED: October (,..-? _, 2016 -·-·-· __ 1:;) ..-.Pi ;--(2:?, 
~- ti\.• r' ... -t'"I1ntca i Jttp1e:. ~~raig .reterson 
'"B .i.; -1 !/' 1 4 :::S j iT l .. ...). l 
J(ohinson Tait, P.S. 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4DO 
Seattie, WA 98164 
THIS COMMUt,IJC.ATION !S FROfv1 .ti. DEBT COLLECTOR AND 1S AN .ATTEJ,,.iPTTO 
COLLECT A DEBT. ANY INFOR:vfATlO~'-l OBT}dNED \VILL BE USED FOR THAT 
D!u· p PQSt= 11::- ·,.ti'")! J '·' ,\ 'v·r- ,, ·t··cn··1·\rE·r1 ·' .,..,,SCH' ,, n,,.-.. "c-, r,,- '""' ,- r--~n~ n ,-~-r,.... ,-·hrr,r,f.) 
i .1·· ... .t ~ .t,_, • .1.. .1 ·v\_ .• 11n .C. 1-Z. ..... . .t:. ' Lr rt Ul ... !.t""'ti(\.Jt' .. ~.n- l Ht. LJ.t.D 1 KJ::.t l..,;..t\.l:1\.Jt.....,CtJ 
HEREIN lN A BANKRUPTCr"PROCEEDING, Tr IiS LETTER IS NOT AN ATTEM.P•T TO 
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..--Uter reconlfng n~tu rn to: 
Robinson T,iit, P.S. 
%1 Fifth Asc.rrne, Stiiit' 4DO 
Seatde, "'·,VA 98164 
TS Nu.: 6ili.t:J-(H1l 9U-1\,J.H) 
Nf.l'TllCE (JF DEFA1jLT 
F!eference is 1nnde to tha1 .certain 1ru.st deCd nH1de by Knre1Y .1-Ian!>cn., an unrnarried · person, as 
grnntor, to Susan .l. Robin:mn, kbho Attorney as trustee, in favor of \V?vlC Mortgage Corp as 
beneficiary, dcitcd October 28, J998, recorded November 2, J 998, in the mortgage records of .Bonncviile 
County, Idaho, as Document No. 9.811 J 2, and assigned to U.S. Bank Natiomil Assoc.iation, as indenture 
trustee, for the CilV1 2015-J EC Trnsl, Mortgage-Backed Notes, Series 2015-1 EC by assignment 
recorded on May 12. 201-6 in the records of BonncvilJe County, Idaho. as Document No. 15242.57, 
covering the foJlowing described real properly siiuate<l in said county and state, iO wit: 
COI'vfMENCfNG AT A POiNT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (G) 1N SECTION TWO 
(2), TO\VNSHlPTHREE (3) NORTil, RANCE THIRTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET WEST OF 
THE J'10RTHE,'\ST CORNU-~ OF SAU) LOT SJX (6); THENCE SOUTH 100 FEET: THENCE 
WEST 200 FEET, Jv10RE OR LESS, TO TI-lE EAST BA/'~K 01: THE SNAKE R]VER; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY AI"ONG THE EAST B/,NK OF SAID SNAKE RIVER TO THE NORTH LINE 
OF LOT SlX (6); THENCE EAST 210 FEET MORl-: OR LESS, TO THE POTI'-JT OF BEGlNNlNCi. 
Al.SO: TO\VNSUJP J NOJ·ffH. RAJ\CLJ 7. E.8.?d., SECTiON 2, LOT&. 
BEGJNNlNG /\T ;\ POn,n ON Tlff OR!ClNAL ME/1.NDER LlNE LOCAl'El) 
1\fJ1JH.().)(ff'/i.J\'fEiJY- 480 !='E1:·r S()\Fr~lF·j\S"l~FI-t} .11~ or~ 'Tl-IE ()RJGlN./\.I_ h-1El-\J'!DEil .(.~()~!'JI:rt ().[-' 
SECTIONS 2 Ar-~D 3:~ (H)R THE !.EFI BANK): Tl·ff":NCE SOUTH !\PPROXlMATEi.Y 265 PEET; 
THENCE \VEST APPROXil\11/dl-:l,\' 11+5 fT:ET TO THS LEFT BANK OF TYIE RIVER; Ti·iENCE 
SOUTHEASTERLY M.,C!:\JC~ THE LEFT B,'\NK OF TH£ RlVER FOR 
APPROXiMAfELY (i70 FLTT TO INTFRSECTION WITll ORJGlNAL MEANDER LI:NEAT 
DR!GJN/\L ivfEANDER CORNER OF S.EC l"U .. )NS J AND2; Tl !ENCE NOlfrl·JWESTERLY ALONG 
OR!GJN!\L MEANDER ! ,[NJ": FOR APPROXiMATE!.Y 680 FJ..:1:"J' TO THE POJNT{)F 
BFnJNNING. 
ALS<): TO\li/NSl l !P J NO[{TH, R.,\NGJ·: J 7 E.13.ivf., SECTION 2, l,J)T 8. · 
. . 
!3FC1NN[NO 1\T/\ J>C)Jr..;T ON TJ·ll,:.URl<.ilN.'\L J\,JEA1\JDER LJNE LOCAT!JJ 
/\PPROXf!~1/'•:rr::LY l40 f-'l!J:T S()\J'rf·JF/\STERL.Y oi: ·r lJE OHfCilNr'\ff Ml~/\NDCR LlNE. 
n !l~NCT: SOl.ffl IJ-:ASTFRLY /\PPl<OXilvlAJ"EL Y l 30 Fl-·:I·:T; THENCE SOUTH 
~ ·1·>JJI' '")VI r ,I ~·1.-;:' V •4 ()(} r:1:1·:-1· T( ~ ';!"}·' 1: J · 1·:1:··1· !i .; N· ){ '\ i: .'"'l·'E· RI·~' r: ,, . ···•.•i-:N(' ,-; Nf'")"1)'1· 1 l 1:·1? 1 V ;.. 1,1. A ,I\'!/'\ •.•. L, J ·t • , , i l J , .. • ../"\). ·, v, ! l - l V 1.,J,., J J IL., -·•-~ \. '>. 1 .•• , .. , 
i\ 1 ("'N:('' f 1:i:·1· ·p A ~ll' "I"{);' ll()'Nl" 1\·JHlj.)q:,·'ll.1f ,·1·1:1,, ·1)(' r.r.:1-:·1· ~C•1 lTl-J n1: 1··,·s . , •. ) .I I. . , -·" \.-.: 1' • \ , . I 1 • t , \ i. \ . , /, . • ..• _! / •• ) {" 1:~ • • .. , \. . I , . . .I. 
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PROPERTY J\DD!<.J-::ss: 1623 \Ve:;! 145 1',\mh, !DA110 FALLS, JD 8340i 
The curre111 trus~ee i~~ C:raig Pe1erson~ a IJ]e.rnber or the Id:1ho s1ate bar, of .Roblnson ·1~\it.~ P.S.: 90j Firth 
.~\venue, Sllire 400~ Sea11Jc, \'://\ 98 J 64: tt:leplione nun1bcr (206) 676-9640 or toll D·et: <H i (855) 676~9!.)4(;_ 
There is a d.::foult by the granwr ur other person owing ,m obligation o-r by their successor in 
in1eres1, lhc pcrfonmmcc of -,vhich i'.; secured by said trn:-;t deed, or by Lheir ::.uc.cessor in interest, ">vi1h 
respec1 w provisions fherein which ,.unhorize sale in the event of default of such provision. The default 
for which foreclosure is ma<le is grt1nwrs' failure to pay when due the fo!iowing sums: monthly 
paymcnis beginning February 1, 2015 throt1gh September 26, 2016 in 1hc amount of $11, 278.02; pius 
late charges in the amount of $221.34; plus other fees and costs in the amount of $1,047.38; together 
with title expen:,e, co;;ts, inisiec 's rc~s and ai1omcy 's fees incurred herein by re2tson of.said default; any 
further sums a<lv«nced hy lbc: beneficiary fr>r the protection of the above described reai property and its 
interest therein; and prepayment penalties/premiums, if applicable. 
By reason of said dcfou]t_ ihc bcndiciary has (.kc.larcd all sums ov.;ing on the obligation seclired 
by said trust deed immediaiely due ,ind payable, s~rid sums being lhe following, to wit: $30,942.62 with 
interest thereon al the nnc of 9.99000 percent pt:i annum beginning January I. 2015 in the amount of 
$5,205.98; plus c;,;crn\>.' b,1hmL:e of $10,382.55; plus other fees and costs in the amount of $676.61; 
together ,:vit.h 1itlc expen:,e, costs, trustee's fees nnd m.torney's fees incurred herein by reason of said 
default; any further sun1s advanced by 1he beneficiary for the .. Protectlnn af the above de~crihcd 
property and its interest therein; and prepayment penallies/prcmiums, if appiicab1e. 
Notice i~ hereby given that the beneficiary and trus1ee, by reason of said default, have clcc1ed 
and do hereby elec! to foreclose 1he trust deed hy advertisement and sa}e pursuant to J.C. 45-1502 to 
45-15 l 5, snd to cause to be sold at pub!ic auc1ion to the highest bjdder for cash the interest in lhc 
described property which 1he grantor hud, or lrnd the pov,,er to convey, at the time grnntor cxctutcd !he: 
lrnst deed. togerher with any inTCres! 1he gn:rntor nr grantor's successors in interest acqt1ire.d uflcr the 
execution of1he !rust dee(!, 10 smic,fy the obligarions secured by the trust deed and 1hc o:penses of the 
sale. including ihc compe:ns::i,ions oft he 1rus1cc BS provided by law. and rcasonabk fees of trustee's 
attorni:ys. 
r / 
" 
// 
// 
i!' 
// 
'/ 
.I: 
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In CODstruing this 110!1:::e~ the s1ngu;ar includes ~the plura\ t11e Vv'ord •.:granter~! ~ncJudes cny 
s~ccessor }n interest to lbc granter as v,:'eit as any other pcrso:n O\Ving an obligcJion, the. pcrforn1<..:.nce· of 
\.Vhich is secured by .said irusi deed~ and the 1-vords L:.trustee~~ and ''beneficiary~~ include their respeciive 
.succe~sc>r.s in interest, if riny, und an gramrnatic.aJ chax1ges shalJ be n1ade so ihat this instrurnent sh.ail 
apply equaHy to businesses: other enti11es and to indi·viduals. 
;,,,;,~11-:- ~ 1 1 ~- JI.., 20'£ 
~/r·. -· uep.emoi.:1 ·-·· -~-' - l (.l 
State .of V/ashington 
c:ounty of I(ing 
Printed Name: Craig Pete.:-so.n, lSD #9434 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
Trustee 
On th5s day personally appeared before me Craig Peter.son, to me k.11own to be the individm1l(s) 
described in and who executed the -vvitbin and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he/ she/they 
signed the same as his/her/their free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and purposes therein 
mentioned. 
Iv1y appointment expires 
. i ,-i j I !'Y 
l?/i"iil,;...,\ 
l ......... \ - ~ \ '" 
\. l t 
THIS c:Oh1IviU1\fIC.4TJC~1\i lS FR.O}Y'I I-\ DEBT C:OLLEC1·0·R .A .. l'~LJ IS r.\f"'1 J\:rrE~tiP~r TO COLLECT 
A DEBT. ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE: 1F YOU 
HAVE RECEJVED A DJS CHARGE OF THE DEBT REFERENCED HERETI,T frJ A BANKRUPTCY 
PROCEEDlNC~ THIS LETTER JS NOT AN ATTEMPT TO IMPOSE J>ERSONAL LIABILJTY 
lJPONYOU FOR PAYMENT OF THAT DEBT rN THE EVENT YOU IiAVE RECEIVEJJA 
BANKRUPTCY DISCHARGE, ANY ACTION TO ENFORCE THE DEBT WJLL BE TAKEN 
AGAINST THE PROPERTY ONLY. 
1534786 
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n 
~fJ T1·{E COU·R .. f Of Tf-~E STATE OF fC!:Ar'iO 
ff~~ ti.f~(!) F()R THE COltt-~ry· o~· 80f:Jfi»!E\fflL2 
Cc:se Numbe;: 6024-3-00190-NJ-iD Court Date: 2/23/2017 1 :00 pm 
Beneficiary: 
SUSA!\l J ROSif.JSON IDAHO A ITQRNEY AS 
TRUSTEE 1~ FAVOR OF VifMC ftfiOR'fG.a,GE 
CO.RP, 
vs. 
Granter: 
KAJ~EN !·M,NSEN AN Uf-DMARR:l:::D PERS0hl, 
Service Documents: 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE; NOTICE 
OF DEFAULT; NOTICE REQUlRE:D SY 
iDAHO L1WV 
Received by Robinson Tait, PS on th:s 24th day of October, 2016 at 5:"14 pm to be serve,:: on KAREN HANSEN 
A!\ID All OTHER OCCUP'A~!itTS, 1€23 \IVESi 145 !~OR.TM, UClAKO !=ALL$, no 83401. 
i, Kathy Cook, being duly sworn, depose and say· that on the 12th day of Movember, 211'16 at 3:20 pm, I: 
POSTED by attaching a tr:.ie copy of the NOT!CE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE; NOT!CE OF DEFA.UL T; r~OTICE: 
RECHJIREO S;Y fDAHO LAW with the date and hour of service endorsed thereon by me, to a conspicuous piace on 
the piOps:iy of the within name<l person's RESIDENCE at the address of: 1523 \!VEST 145 t"<IORTH, IDAHO 
FALLS, ID S3401 after fh-st attempting service. The first posting was.on i0!27/2€Jri5 at 5:3S pm and a second 
posting on 11/4/2!115 at 4:55 pm and a third posting on 'Vi/'12/.W15 at a::w pm. This reskienc,s is FOSSiSL'Y 
VACANT. 
I certify that! am over the age cf i8, have no interest in th,a above action, and am a Certified Process Server, in 
good standing, in the judicial circuit in which the process was served. 
Cornmissivf: E,tplr~ 
, V 
Robinson Tait, P'S 
901 Fifth Avenue 
Suite 400 
Seattle, WA sa i 54 
(W5J 87S..Z.26~ 
Our Job Senar f\Jurnber: CC.A-.2016004 761 
Ref: !4 ... 60243-00036 
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Str~te of Id3hO 
(~otn1ty of3o;-:nevUie 
I, B-lt{~~-~;<liLu.ir1~:: vr ~;taci Docke.ry first being duly S\-vorn:: depose and s~y: That J arn the 
C~~sifrer..t-ma~1a5e.1.: en Legal }\[01ice R.epresentati.ve of ·The Post Cornpany~ a corp,}ration of Idaho Falls, 
B(1nneviile County, Idaho, publishers of The. Post Register~ a neivspaper of general circulation, publisl1ed 6 
days, Tuesday-Sunday, at idaho FaHs, Idaho; said Post Register being a conso!iciation of the Idaho Fails 
T'frnes~ established in 1he ·year 1890, T·he Idaho R.egiste.r, estabHshed in the year 1880 and the Idaho Fiills 
Po.st, estabiished in l 903, such consolidation being made en the First day of November, I 931, and each of 
said newspapers have been published contin:.iously and uninterrltptedly, prior to consolidation, for more 
tha., ,welve. cons,:::cutive months and said Post Register having been published continuously and 
uninterruptediy .from the date of such co1milidation, up to and including. the last publication of notice 
herein.after referred to. 
That the n0tice, of which a copy is hereto a1tached and made a par't of this affidavit, ,vas published 
in said Post Register for 4 ccnsecutive (d::ty,) weeb, first publication having been made on the 26th day of 
NOVEMRER 2~H6 iast publicmion having been made on tlle 17th day ofD,ij:CEMHERWJi6, and that the 
said notice was published in the :·egular and eti.tire issue of said paper on tlff-es!!iective dates c,fpubiication, 
and that such notice was published in the newspaper a,,d nut in a suppl~~~ -~02~§'0 /J__.:.:r--Y,~ / . -;f;7" . _,<j'/ / / 
. L,,~c;z::;'2: c-J-··?d..6~--7-c..----t'/ ~· 
------- attached jurat ---------------
ST ATE OF fDAHO 
ss. 
On thi~s ]7I:11 da.y ofDECEMiBEJR 2ft]6~ before- rne,. :he under~igoed, a Notary pubfic.f::i-r said state1 
personally appeared Ba~-. 0k;::-:r:iY--4-a.r--SUlc.i Dockery~ l<.no\;11~ or iden~1flcd to me to be 7ne person(s) \¥hose 
r1a~1e{.,:;) is/are ~ubscribed tc :i.ie ··.gi:hln instn1J{iezi!1 and being by 1ne. fir-st ctuiy· s~1orn, dec!ared that the 
stateine-nts therein are true, ar1d ackr10,~dedged to zne that beishe/they executed the s~1e} 
IN WITNESS \VHEREOP, I have hereunto set my hand and :;£fixed my official seal the day and )'Car in this 
certificate .first above ivrittsn. 
c' / ,._,..,,. 
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" 
FriGcy 
S2tu,d2y 
For ."Jther important inforrnation, :;c-e revers~ si~e 
Estate C1f Karen Har1sen 
1623 W 145 N 
Idaho Fails, ID 83401-5151 
Outstanding Principal ' 
Interest Rate (Until May 2017) 
Prepayment Penalty 
1654.ti 
$30,942.62 
9:990%, 
No 
= 
7C:C25<J.<:5SO 
Pro;1eriy Address 1523 \A/ 1.tl5 f\!ORTH 
IDAHO F.A.U .. S JD E.?,dCi 5151 
/ Loan 0ue Dc.te 02/0ii20': 5 ' 
P2}1rnent Due :.:te 03/01/2017 I Am~~:i~ D=..ie $17.;32.87 
If oevment ,s recew~d efler 0311612017 S:17 23 lste fee will be- charoed 
Escrow (Taxes and !nsu,ance) 
Regular f<Jlorithly Payment 
Unpaid Late Charges 
Other Charges and Fees 
Charges I Fees this Psriod 
Past Due Payment(s) 
Unapplied Payment(s) 
Totar Amount Due 
$682.07 
$ 237.55 
$407.75 
$452.38 
$221.34 
$2,433.84 
$14,825.3': 
$0.00 
insurance Charges Fees 
01/14 SEGBAIJIJ',lCE $30,942.62 $6,206.04 :i10,S~5.90 :::22'!.34 SB.17 ti,7413.60 :50,059.67 
01126 PROP INSPECTION 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 
O'i/Z6 FC COSTS 0,00 0.00 ·0.00 0.00 0.00 667.07 667.07 
02/14 HAZARD INS 0.00 0.00 110.s; 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.57 
02/15 ENDING BALANCE !30,94;.&2 $6.206.04 S11.046.S7 :022'?.34 >ll.17 $~.4.25.67 S50.e52.41 
Mont'i To Date 
$0.00 $0.00 
inteiest $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 ~G.00 
Fees an<i Other Charges $0.00 $0.00 
P2rtial Payment (Unapplied) $0.00 
Total 
Total Unaoolied Balance $0.00 
1 This amount is not · a payoff quote. If you want a payoff quote, please see 
instructions on reverse side. 
Any transac'Jons that occurred after the statement date noted above will be 
reflected on your next statement. 
This is an attempt to collei:I. a debt. All information obtained will be used for 
tr,at purpose. 
We have paid Taxes and/ or Insurance on your behalf and you are· 
I You are late 01111our mortgage payments. Failure to bring your ioQn currer,t may result in iees and foreclosure - the loss of your home. 
I . . - . . ~ -• ~ ,,. ' I' t As or ::-eor:..nar;r "'i :.: you are J ..,.::,, ~ays OJ$ tnquene O!"'? !rour 
I, mortgaee ioan. * Payment ciue- V2t2Q·/7: Un;eid peymcr;t of $5.81.22. J 
I, · Payment due 01/2017: Unpaid payment of $591 .22. I • Payment due 42/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.22. /; 
i ' Payment due .11/2016: Unpaid payment of $591 .21. 
I. ·. Payment due "10/20-,6: Unpaid payment of $59·:.21. 1 
• Payment due 09/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.21. 1· 
1 
Total: $17,=132.87 due. Yoa.i must pay this amount to bring your 
ioan current. 1. 
SPS ha:s completed the first notice or filing requi,ed to start a: 
foreclosure. · 
If You Are E:::perienclr.g Financial Difficulty: See .the back ior 
iniormation about mo,1gage counseling or assistance. Also, there 1 
are a number of options available to assist customers who ere I 
experiencing difficulty with their payments. Pleese contact us • J 
immepiately to discuss these options, arrange a reinstatement or Ii 
address any questions regarding the statement at (888) 818-6032. 
I 
responsible to reimburse us for these amounts plus interest which may be / 
billed at trie note rate. · · 
I If there is a balance under Expenses Paid !:iy Servicer, it means we have I '-------'-----------------------' 
paid certain expenses on your behalf due to the deHnquent , / 
j· slatus oi. your account. You are responsible to reimburse us for these 
! amounts olus interest. which mav be bUled at the note_r""a"'t-·e"'". ______ _...i .. .CD' sxim2:rr· .. · · · ··.··. 
c=:c: ... 1,.~ -· ·-· -····--
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Sele:c: ?o~:foiio Ser,:ic1:"'.g, be. 
;...nn: ?.~lilit:2ncs ?recessing 
·j·._12~;·,1;::-,·,,':=_;:::....rs-ss 
;:.e-~1 r:·12:-',,~ 
Sere:::: Po,ti::-,Ji:- Servi.:in; in:: 
.i:.it.,: Cashie;--:n; :J5;:,[. 
I r·!Gti::;2 :.f =rrcr CJr 
infG-rs2:i:')n R::ques~ 0r 
-.,.;c,.::::'.i;.~...; ',j,',j;.l;i"l r\-=q._, . ..,,:t 
S".::Je;cl Po;;joii:, Servi::in;, \nc. 
P.O . .So.~ 55277 ?.O. So~ 65250 
(800J 25&-BSG:2' 
Opib:-i I 
_.c1 ,..,;·-...~~'-':r 
- :i;, S-:;:~vf:J:2'1C- '. -')Oft-· 
,Tn . .::;: ::is SG:'1( ::., 
Seisct Pc:ir:i.:Jii::· S!::r·11::ir.g, in:. 
P.r:n: Sani·.rupl:y :)s;:,:. 
? .~J. 3c~ E525C P.O. 3o~ 65450 32 .. 17 S. De::l:e;-- !....s/~e ::.ir. 
Sal'. Lah: Cii 1! UT B--\1 .. :9 
Sal: Lr.ke City, UT £4 ·: 65 
ra~: r3o1·127G-7G5S Salt Lake ·:lty. Lil 3.:!1€5 
?~ '-:···;i;i=;,t:. i~\;S7:=?UC1'\C:;,;s Paying your mcngage on 'dme is an irnpo11ant 
obtig.ation, so please pay on or before t:-ie payment due Gate. Payments are not 
considered paid until received and posted to your account. Piease include the late 
charge in any pC}'mant made after the late payment due date noted on your 
siatement Postal delays do not result in a waiver of late charges, so please allow 
adequate time for mail service. If you don'1 pay on or before 3 p.m. MT on ihe 
payment due date, your Joan will be considered delinquent. (NO"TE: If you are 
currently sending aH or part of your paymeni to the banl,ruplcy trustee. please 
disregard the Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. payment address for that portion you 
are sending to the trustee.) We do not accept paymen1s in cash. 
.£~??~ JCA.T!QN OF PAYMENTS If you are current in making your peyments. 
we will apply payments according to your Note. If you are delinquent, we apply 
payments lo the oldest outstanding payments that are due under your l~ote. 
LO~},i R;?RES :NT ATlVES lf you would like to speak to someone about 
making e payment or payment arrangements. please call one of our loan 
representatives at (800) 253-8602 (Monday - Thursday, 8 a.rn. - 1 i p.m. ET; 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m., ET; Saturday, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. ET). · 
t:1Ui"OMA.7ED. CONVERSION OF YOUR CHECKS TO _t,._CH DEBIT 
!::h[TR!!;S AMD R:;T!JRNE;) CHECKS OR 1).=BffS When you_provide us 
a checl<, you authorize us to use the information from your checi< to make. a one 
time Elee'..ronic Funds Transfer from your-bank account. When we use your check 
io make an Electronic Funds Transfer, funds may be withdrawn from your account 
quickly, as soon as the day we receive your check. You will not receive your 
check back from your financial institution. If there are insufficient funds in your 
account we will revers& the amount of any such returrn,d payment that we had 
credited to your mortgage. You authorize us to charge you a fee of up to 
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) as allowable by state law. 
CR::DIT R;:?ORTING SPS iumishes information to consumer ;eporting 
agencies. You are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting 
on your c~edit record may be submitted io a credit reporting agency if 
you fail to fulfil/ the terms of your Note and Mortgage. Jf you befieve 
such iniormation is inaccurate, you may call Customer Service at (800) 
258-8602, submit a written Notice of Error to the P .0. Box listed above, 
or submit a dispute with the consumer reporting agency. 
f\JQT!CE OF :RROR OR INFORMA.T!QN R~OU!;ST OR 
QU_.,.UFlE!) WRiTTEN REQUEST If you believe there has been an error 
with the account or you require additional iniormaiion, you may send a written 
Notice of Error or Information Request All Notices of Error or information 
Requests must be sent to the address listed above in the important mailing 
addresses section, as this is our exc!usiva address under Federal Law for these 
matters. Jf you send your correslY.)ndence to any .other address. i1. m2y not be 
processed in accoidance with Federal Law. 
HUD l_ .. PPRO\.•';D ~OUSH\iG. COU~~~·E!...OF.S ":he US Department of 
Housing a:id Urban Oe:velcpme:,t (HUD) sponsors app;-oved housing counseling 
agen:;ies that provide fiee counseiing services to citi::ens. Counselors can hcip 
you atses.s your financial situation and determine what opiions are avaiiable to 
you. To find a HUD approved counselor near you, call (8GO) 569-~-267 or visii the 
HUD websiie at www.hud.gov/local/inde::.crm You may also be eligible ior 
assistance from the Homeownership PreseNation Foundation, wh1ch you may 
reach at (888) 995-HOPE (4673). SPS a!so works with housing counselors 
through Hope LoanPort® (www.hopeloanpor1al.org), and with customers through 
Homeowner ConnectTM (www.homeciwnerconnect.org). 
SPECIAL ~EQUE;S7 ANP ADDif!ONAL ~;ES 
Check by Phone or Website (EZPay) I Up to $15.00 
Returned Checl'- Fee •. I Up to $25.00 
Express Mail Fee I Actual Charge Incurred 
This fee schedule does not contain all fees that may be charged for services renderec!. The 
s,tusl fee charged to • particular customer may t;,e differenl_ based- upon certain requirements 
under state 1ew, agency guidelines (e.1, .• Fl-IA,. VA} or other relevant criteria. 
LO?,!\! ?.AY0=F?S Payoff information may be requested verbally tiy ca!Jing the 
Customer Service toll free number-printed on !his statement, by fa~dng your requests to 
(801) 269-4269 or by rn2iiing your request to: P.0. Sox 65250, Salt Lake City, UT 
84165-0250. If you do not receive your payoff quote \ivi1J'"1in 5 business days of placing 
your request, please call our Customer Service Department. 
HOfo?E OV~lrJE:R fN.SUR.!i.NC1= You are required to maintain :-iomeowners lnsural1ce 
(and if required, Flood Insurance), at all times during the term of your fv!ortgage and 
provide or ask your insurance age')! each year to provide us copies of all renewal policies 
and invoices to the address shown below at lees! (30) days before the date your existing 
policy e;:pire~. It is important for you to remember that if we do not receive a copy of your 
renewal or replacement poficy, SPS may obtain coverage to protect its interest in the 
property. The coverage provided for this insurance may be different and more expensive 
than your expired .coverage. We will only do this after we have notified you of your failure 
to maintain coverage. Ii is possible wa may obtain certain benefits from this insurance 
placement coverage. 
fa:::ed to: 
Jnsurnncs Service Center: PO Box 7277, Springfield, OH 45501 f'ax (866) 80Hl177. 
REAL ESTATE T.A.X If you have established an escrow account with us for taxes, you 
should keep copies of any tax bills you receive for your personal records. We have 
engaged a Tax Service· to receive your tax bills, and we will pay taxes out of-your.escrow 
account to the e,:tent there are-sufficient balances in your escrow account. l.fyou receive 
any special assessment bills, you should send !hem to our Tax Service Center address 
shown below. Special bills include: 
~, An area defined as a "Homeowner Area" where your local :ax office .wm not 
send us the tax bill 
e Any special assessments on your propert'/ in addition io your regular 
Real-Estate tax bills 
e Any adjustments to your tax bills 
Ta:~ Service Center: PO Bo:: 3541, Covina, CA 91722 
SPS CQNSUftnER OMBUDSM,AJ\~ SEP.VICES If you have an unresolved issue 
with SPS, and you have exhausted other customer service options, please contact our 
Consumer.Ombudsman Department al (866) 662-0035 or through other methods found 
on WIAM.' s2servicin9 com. 
COMMOPll AB8R;ViA TIONS 
INT Interest 
FC or f'/C Foreclosure 
BK . i Bankruptcy 
I 
3?0 Broker Price Opinion 
ivl[.SC 01Si3 Wisburscment from escrow acc::,unt for other th.an escrr:,w 
item (E.(:;.:Analysis Refund, Payoff Refund) 
This commDn abbrevialions table does not contain all abbreviaiions that may appear in the "Activity 
this ?erioo'" seclion. For .more in;ormaiion pleese refer to the Fee Schedule ano' Desc:ipiion 
document located al VVWM'.saservicino.com. 
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I -Due to the delinquent status of your loan a propeiiy inspection and/or valuation report was ordered and you ans responsible to reimburse us .for the 
· · · :::~rn;:~::~::::~::~:~::YP~ii::':! ;t::: :;~s f~~i1> member has been deployed to active duty, ,you may be eligible f~r certain p~otectioris 
1 regarding your mortgage loan. Please contact us at (800) 258-8602 to discuss these protections. 
• Loan Due Date: li this date is different from your Payment Due Date, it means that you are past due an_d ows payments from previous months. 
Per !RS regulations a/12016 year end statements will be mailed no later than February 1, 20i7. Yeat end information wilLbe available via our / 
I. automated voice response system on January 2, 2017. Duplicate year end statements can be obtained irom our website Wl!IIIJ\!.spservic!nc,c:,rn . after Februa 1 1. 2017. · · · • · 
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I, Darin Ray Bergeman, the principal, residing in Idaho Falls, Idaho designate 
and appoint my father~ Jerry Bergeman of Idaho Falis, ID5 as my attorney in fact and 
agent in my name and for my benefit as follows: 
1. GE:N"ERAL GRANT OF POWER. To exercise or perform any act, 
power, duty, right, or obligation whatsoever that I now have or may hereafter acquire, 
relating to any person, matter, transaction, or property, (real or personal, tangibie or 
intangible) now ov.'Tied or hereafter acquired by me, including, without limitation, the 
following specifically enumerated powers. I grant to my agent full power and authority 
to do everything necessary in exercising any of the powers herein gra."1ted as fully as 1 
might or could do if personally present! with full power of substitution or revocation, 
hereby ra:tifying and confirming all that my agent shall Javdully do or cause to be done by 
virtue of this po·wer of attorney and t.11e powers herein granted: 
A Powers of Coilection ai1.dPavment. To forgive, request, demand, sue for, 
recover, collect, receive, and hold all such accounts, deposfrs, legacies, bequests, devises, . 
notes; interests, stock certificates, bonds, dividends, certificates of deposit, annuities, 
pension, profit sharing~ retirement social security, insurance and other contractual 
benefits and proceeds, all documents of title, all property (real or personal), intangible 
and tangible property and ptoperty rights, and demands whatsoever, liquidated or 
unliquidated, now or hereafter owned by, or due owing, payable, or belonging to me or in 
which I have or may hereafter acquire an interest; to have, use, and take all lawfol mea.11s 
and ,equitable legal remedies and proceedings in my name for the collection and recovery 
thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to execute and 
deliver for me, on my behalf, and in my name, all endorsements, releases, receipts, or the 
sufficient discharges for the sa..'ne; 
B. Pou.1er to A couire 2nd Sell. To acquire; purch2se, eJ:ch[;:nge, or gra..":t 
options to sell, and to sen 2-nd convey real or personal property, tangible or intangible, or 
interests therein, on such terms and. conditions as my agent shall cieem proper; 
C. Mana2ernent Powers. To maintain, repair, improve, invest, manage, 
insure, rent, lease, encumber and in any ffiB.L'1ner deal with, any real· or personal property, 
tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I now own. or may hereafter acquire, in 
my name .and for my benefit, upon such terms and conditions .as my agent shall deem 
proper; 
D. Bankin£ Powers. To make, receive, and endorse checks and drafts, 
de.posit and.withdraw funds, acquire and redeem certificates of deposit, ip banks, savings 
and Joan association, B.L'1d other institutions, and to execute or release such deeds of trust 
or other security agreements as ma)' be necessary or proper in the exercise of tJie rights 
· and powers herein granted; . · · 
• Durable Po,ver of Attorney- Darin &:y Bergeman Pe:gel 
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b. ]\fotor Vehicles. To apply for a Certificate of Title upon, and endo;:se and 
transfer title ~o, any automobile, truck, pickup, van, motorcycle, or other motor vehicie, 
and to represent such transfer assigllil1ent that the title to said motor vehicie is free and 
clear of all liens and encumb;:-ances except those specifically set forth in such transfer 
assignment; 
F. Business Interest. To conduct or participate in any lawful business of 
whatever nature for me and in my name; to execute partnership agreements and 
amendments thereto; to incorporate, reorganize, merge, consolidate, recapitalize, sell, 
liquidate or" dissolve any business; to elect or employ officers, directors and agents; to 
carry out the provisions of any agreement for the sale of any business interest to the stock 
thereL-1; and to exercise voting rights with respect to stock, either in person or by proxy, 
and to exercise stock options; 
G. Tax Powers. To prepare, sign, and file joint or separate income tax returns 
or declar.ations of estimated tax for any year or years; to consent to any gift and to utilize 
any gift--splitdng provision or other tax election; and to prepare, sign and file any claim 
for refund of any tax;. 
H. Safe Deoosit Boxes. To have access at any time or times to any safe 
deposit box rented by me, wheresoever located, and to remove all or any part of the 
contents thereof, and to surrender or relinquish said safe deposit box, ai."1d any institution 
in which any such safe deposit box may be located shall not incur any liability to me or 
my estate as a result of permWJng my agent to exercise this power; and 
I. Healt.1 Care. For the purposes of this document, "health care decision" 
mea.-is consent, refusal of corisent, or wit"idrawal of consent to any care, treat..ment, 
service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an hldividual's physical condition. 
a) CREATION OF DURABLE PO"WER OF .ATTORNEY FOR 
ISE_ALTH CA..~. By this document I intend to create and hereby do create a 
ciurable ?ower of attorney for health c3re. This power of attorney shtll not ,be 
affect6d by my subsequent incapacity. 
b) GEN'"ERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRA.ll\JTED. 
Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full power 
and authority to make health care decisions for me to the sa.i"11e extent that I could 
make such dec.isions for myself if I had fae capacity to do so. In exercising this 
authority, my agent shall make hea1th care decisions that are consistent with my 
desires as stated in this document or othenvise make known to my agent, 
including but not lin1ited to, my desires concerning obtaining orrefusing or 
withdrawing life-prolonging care, treatment, services and procedures. 
c) STATE1'°1ENT OF DESfv.:ES, SPECLA.L PROVISIONS, AN1) 
LII\1JTATI0NS. In exercising the authority under this durable power ofattomey 
Durable Power oLJUtorney - Darin Ray B.e:-germm 
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4. DISABILITY OF PRINCIPAL This Durable Fower of Attorney shall 
not be affected by my disz..bility and shali be durable under a11 circumstaTJces. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bmmeville 
) 
) 
) 
~r, .. 
• ,.. \ "1 \,~·"-. / ~01-day or ---~--'-1-----' L, ::i. 
/ 
SS. 
I 
On this Jr day of . 1~1 e,uA !/.· ' 2015, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said state, personally appedred Da/;fn Ray Bergeman, known or identified to me 
to be the person whose narne is subscribe& to.the within instrumen't, and acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same. 
IN' '\VITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
.seal, the day and year in this certificate first above w'ritten. 
(se~) 
,i]Jf ;~f f.t~>\ 
. -
- -' ,,.. ,. 
\,i~f ii{,~i~tl 
D:rrable Power of Attorney - Darin R2y Bergeman 
j . I A 
!J11'UJ f:v-1'}4/J/\~ .J11(J). . /I /---
/N qtary Public for Id.ab.a , \., 
( R~siding in: ~4 jw/0>.......- • r,, · rv. . · · ~ · · '/ I)( 
'-1;;;,Qffill1lSS1QTI _t,xpires: r !- 1 ~ / I-' 
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,) Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
2011 APR I O t\M 11 : 0 2 
Email: jlbecklaw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524-2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN ) 
) Case No.: CV-17- 1430 
) 
Plaintiff, ) AMENDED COMPLAINT 
) 
v. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SIL VER CREEK REAL TY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6. ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
THE PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff, Darin Bergeman, is the lawful owner of property located at 1623 W 
145 N., Idaho Falls, ID 83401. The property is a single family dwelling located in 
Bonneville County, State ofldaho. A copy of the executor's deed conveying title to 
plaintiff on March 7, 2012 is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 
2. Defendants, WMC Mortgage Corporation (hereafter referred to as "WMC") 
is a business entity who regularly conducts mortgage transactions and is authorized to 
do business within the State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed and believes that WMC is 
Amended Complaint Page 1 
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the named "Beneficiary" pursuant to the trust deed for the subject property dated 
October 28, 1998. 
3. Defendants, U.S. Bank National Association (hereafter referred to as "U.S. 
Bank"), is a business entity who regularly conducts financial transactions within the 
State of Idaho. Plaintiff was informed and believes that the loan on the subject property 
was assigned to U.S. Bank by assignment recorded on May 12, 2016 in the records of 
Bonneville County, Idaho as Document No.: 1524257. 
4. Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing (hereafter referred to as "Select"), is a 
business entity with a principle place of business located at Salt Lake City, State of 
Utah. Select regularly does business within the State ofldaho. Plaintiff was informed 
and believes that Select is the entity which acted as a servicer on behalf of the alleged 
beneficiaries. As servicer, Select ordered the foreclosure sale of the property located at 
1623 W 145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 which occurred on or about February 23, 2017. 
5. Defendant, Alliance Title Company (hereafter referred to as "Alliance 
Title") is an Idaho Corporation engaged in the business of holding title to mortgages 
pursuant to a deed of trust and promissory note. By virtue of the above deed of trust, 
Alliance Title is often involved in pursuing non-judicial mortgage foreclosure 
proceedings in the State of Idaho. Alliance Title regularly conducts business within the 
State ofldaho. Attached hereto as Exhibits "B" and "C" are a copies of the Affidavit of 
Mailing of Trustee's Notice of Sale and Trustee's Notice of Sale dated October 6, 2016. 
6. Defendant Silvercreek Realty Group (hereafter referred to as "Silvercreek 
Realty") is apparently an Idaho Corporation engaged in the real estate business. 
Plaintiff believes that Silvercreek Realty, through its employees or agents, erroneously 
purchased the plaintiff's property at a non-judicial foreclosure sale on or about February 
Amended Complaint Page 2 
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23, 2017. Defendant Mohamad Elabed is an individual who has significant contacts 
with a real estate agent working through Silvercreek Realty. 
7. Plaintiff believes that there are other defendants that he is unable to 
specifically identify herein at this time. As a result, plaintiff has listed other defendants 
pursued herein under the fictitious names of John Does 1 - 6. Plaintiff herein indicates 
his intent to amend this complaint to specifically name such defendants and enumerate 
their responsibility as soon as these defendants are ascertained. Each of said fictitiously 
named defendants herein are responsible in some manner for the wrongful acts as 
currently complained of herein. 
8. The defendants, and each of them, at all relevant times herein, were and still 
are agents for one another, and are acting under the course and scope of their 
employment or agency thereof, with knowledge and consent of each other. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
9. The transaction and events which are described in this complaint, for the 
most part, all occurred within the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho. 
10. The physical address of the property identified herein is located at 1623 W 
145 N, Idaho Falls, ID 83401. This property consists of a house and acreage and is 
also located within the County of Bonneville, State ofldaho. 
GENERAL STATEMENT OF FACTS 
11. The plaintiff as named herein is the sole heir and son of Karen Hansen. 
Since the death of his mother in 2006, the plaintiff has occupied and maintained the 
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subject property as his residence, making numerous repairs and improvements both 
structurally and aesthetically. 
12. Plaintiff took possession of the property as identified herein sometime in 
2006. At that time, the plaintiff made arrangements to satisfy any and all claims filed 
against the property and continued to make payments on the mortgage. Sometime in 
July of 2015, the plaintiff was convicted of a probation violation and was remanded to 
serve time in a State ofldaho Correctional Facility in or near the city of Boise, Idaho. 
At that time, the plaintiff was unable to continue working at his current job and 
attempted to make arrangements so that his family and friends could assist him in 
maintaining his home at the above address and to make payments on his mortgage. 
Regardless of the mortgage that was obtained by Karen Hansen, the defendants herein 
accepted payments and credited those payments to the mortgage held by them from 
2006 until sometime in the fall of 2016, an approximate period of 10 years. 
13. As a result of the death of Karen Hansen, the plaintiff did not assume the 
mortgage. Therefore, it appears that the actual bills for the mortgage payment were 
mailed to the above address as identified herein. The name of the party responsible to 
pay the mortgage is listed as the Estate of Karen Hansen. Attached hereto as Exhibit 
"D" is a copy of the current mortgage statement. By virtue of this statement, the 
defendants do acknowledge that they were aware that the plaintiff ( or his agents) were 
making the payments. These defendants accepted the payments made by the plaintiff 
(or his agents) until the fall of2016 (as may be indicated in Exhibit "D"). 
14. Regardless of the payments made by the plaintiff herein, or his agents, the 
defendants began foreclosure proceedings in October of 2016. As a result of being 
incarcerated, the plaintiff has been unable to speak with the defendants as named herein 
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or their agents. Therefore, the plaintiff appointed his father, Jerry Bergeman, to make 
arrangements to cure any default that might exist at the time the notice of foreclosure 
was initiated in the fall of 2016. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a copy of a power of 
attorney designating Jerry Bergeman as attorney in fact for Darin Bergeman. By virtue 
of the aforementioned power of attorney, Mr. Bergeman has made numerous efforts to 
speak with the defendants herein. Any and all timely attempts to make arrangements to 
cure any default has been totally ignored by the defendants at this time. 
COUNT ONE 
CLAIM FOR MISREPRESENTATION AND/OR 
NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION 
15. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 though 14 of the 
complaint herein. 
16. When the plaintiff herein has made attempts to discuss curing the above 
alleged default of mortgage payments, the defendants have employed the numerous 
tactics and excuses in an intentional effort to proceed with the above mentioned 
foreclosure. These tactics and excuses include, but are not limited to, the following 
acts: 
a. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure with 
anyone other than the executor of the estate of Karen Hansen even though 
the executor's deed had been issued to the plaintiff herein. 
b. Refusing to discuss the current status of the mortgage foreclosure even when 
provided a copy of the abovementioned power of attorney designating Jerry 
Bergman as an appropriate agent for the plaintiff herein. 
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c. Indicating, after numerous phone calls from Jerry Bergeman, that the 
defendants would accept a certain payment, including penalties and interest, 
from the plaintiff. Then refusing to accept a payment in the approximate 
amount of $16,000.00 that was wired transferred to the defendants prior to 
the wrongful non-judicial foreclosure and sale conducted on February 23, 
2017 in the Bonneville County Courthouse. 
d. Ignoring efforts by plaintiffs attorney to discuss the above payment and 
allowing the non-judicial foreclosure to proceed in spite of 
misrepresentations made by the defendants that the sale would be vacated. 
17. Defendants have made numerous misrepresentations and have acted in a 
grossly negligent manner in that they provided no means for the plaintiff to resolve the 
issues as stated in the notice of trustee's sale. 
COUNT TWO 
CLAIM FOR TRESSP ASS, INTENTIONAL 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS AND NEGLIGENT 
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS. 
18. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 17 of the 
complaint herein. 
19. These defendants have engaged in a course of conduct that would 
constitute an intentional or negligent effort to take the real property of the plaintiff 
herein after receiving payments on the property from the plaintiff for a period of at least 
10 years regardless of the payments made by Ms. Karen Hansen when she was alive. 
Furthermore, after knowingly engaging in an effort to conduct an invalid real estate 
foreclosure sale, these defendants appointed their agents, Silver Creek Realty and 
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Mohamed Elabed to enter on the premises and to wrongfully evict the plaintiff and his 
current tenants thereon. 
20. Mr. Elabed has hired an attorney and is now pursuing an inappropriate 
eviction proceeding in the Magistrate Court of Bonneville County. Prior to initiating 
this eviction proceeding, Mr. Elabed was well aware that the plaintiff herein was 
seeking to set aside the foreclosure as above described. A hearing on the eviction as 
initiated by Mr. Elabed was held on Thursday, April 6, 2017. In that hearing, the 
Honorable Jason Walker, Magistrate Judge, determined that he would take the matter 
under advisement and set up another hearing to occur on Thursday, April 13, 2017. 
During the initial hearing, Mr. Elabed, through his attorney, has attempted to make 
arguments that would suggest that the Magistrate Court should make some sort of 
summary judgment ruling on this complaint as filed in the District Court at this time. 
21. As a result, the plaintiff has suffered extreme emotional distress and 
continues to suffer the effect of this stress resulting in further emotional trauma and 
grief over the possible loss of his real and personal property. 
COUNT FOUR 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND OTHER 
CAUSES OF ACTION 
22. The plaintiff re-alleges all facts as stated in paragraphs 1 through 21 of the 
complaint herein. 
23. It has been necessary for plaintiff to retain the law firm Robert K. Beck & 
Associates, P.C. to prosecute this action. 
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24. Plaintiff is entitled to reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Federal and State 
law. 
25. Plaintiff hereby states his intent to amend the Complaint to make any 
needed corrections or to add any additional claims. Plaintiff also states his intent to add 
a claim for punitive damages in compliance with Idaho Code §6-1604 following 
discovery and/or at trial, and the failure to specifically plead entitlement to punitive 
damages herein does not constitute a waiver of the right to do so by amendment at a 
later date. 
26. Plaintiff believes he has suffered damages in excess of two-hundred -
thousand dollars ($200,000.00) not inclusive of attorney fees. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for judgment in his favor, declaratory relief and 
any other appropriate relief against the defendants, as follows: 
1. That this Court award appropriate damages, special, general and 
consequential, in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action; 
2. That this Court grant immediate injunctive relief against the defendant, 
Mohamed Elamed, and further direct him to cease and desist pursuing any effort to 
evict the plaintiff herein from possession and title to his property until such time as the 
Court allows an appropriate trial of this case. 
3. That the bogus non-judicial foreclosure action as described herein be set 
aside and that the trustee's deed issued by the above defendants be nullified. 
4. That the plaintiff be awarded reasonable attorney fees; 
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5. That plaintiff be awarded costs of prosecuting and presenting any evidence in 
this case in any legal proceeding (inclusive of nonjudicial proceedings) as initiated by 
the defendants herein. 
6. That this Court award appropriate pre-judgment and post judgment interest; 
7. That this Court award such other and further relief as the Court deems just 
and proper. 
µ 
DATED this j{) day of April, 2017. 
ROBERT K. BECK & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
Robert K. Beck 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
) 
) 
) 
VERIFICATION 
:ss 
Jerry Bergeman, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That he holds the power of attorney for the plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
He is familiar with the facts of this case. He has read the amended complaint herein and 
testifies that same are true and accurate to the best of his knowledge. 
Dated this _j.f2_ day of April, 2017 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Jf2___ day 0~2017. 
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EXECUTOR~§. DEED 
THIS Il\TDENTURE, made tbis _7 __ day oflviarch, 2012 between Donald K. Hansen, 
named as Executor of the Estate of Karen B. Hansen in the last will and testament of Karen B. 
Hansen (also designated by Karen B. Hansen as holding a power of appofotment), hereafter 
referred to as "Seller;" and Darin Bergeman, the son of Karen B. Hansen, of the County of 
Bonneville, State of Idaho, hereinafter referred to as "Buyer." 
\VITh1ESSETH, that t.1-ie Buyer, paid in hand consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars 
($10.00) lawful money of the United States of Ar.'!lerica a.11.d other valuable consideration to fae 
Seller, the receipt whereof which is hereby acknowledged, the Seller does by these presents 
grant, bargain, sell &'1d convey unto the said Buyer, and to Buyer's heirs and assigns, forever, all 
the following described real estate, situated in the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho to v;rit: 
Commencing at a pomt on the North line of Lot Sb: (6) in Section Ti,ro (2), · 
T1nn1.s:hfp Three (3) Narth, ~nge Thfrty-Seven (37}, E.R.M. 62:Z, feet West 
of the Northeagt Corner of said Lot Su: (G}; thence South 100 feet; theJil!ce 
West ZOO feet; more or less, to the East Bzr.k of the S:m:.ake River; thence 
Northwester!y dong the East Bim.k of r;zicf Sall!ke River to the North line of 
Lot Sfx (u}; thence East 21 () feet, more or iess, tc; tie point of begii:mmg. 
Also: Township 3 North, Range 37, E.B.M., Section 2, Lot 8. 
Beginning z.t ir. point on the original mealll!.dier line located! approrlm.ately 
480 foet So!lllthea:.r.ter!y q;f the origincl meuder corner of.Sections 2 r.nd 35 
(for the aeft lhialllk), thence Sou.th app,rorfrnz,tefy 265 feet; thence We~ 
approrii:m.tefy 145 feet!:~ the Eelft bHk ®f the rh•er, i:lmeJmce s@ntJmewtert31 
afo.lllig tilie left hank o.f the mer iO'r zpprodmateEy. 67ll feet fo mternectiion 
vi'ith crrEgtm:ai mez.lilder ue d origiwi!f mez.ndier e~rner of Seeti®m:s 1 and Z; 
tJmence Nortil.wester!y lt.10.ig origmar meander line for z.ppir'1:cimatefy 680 
feet to the point of beginning . 
. Also: Townihl.p 3 North; Range 37 E.B.M.; Sectfo;n 2, Lot 8, 
Beglnni.ng at a p-oint on the original meander line lo::z.ted sppircrima.tely 
140 feet SoutlteasterlY of the original meac:.der Une, thence s(iutlleaseedy 
, ,1 appro:dmately 130 feet; then::e S011.th appl'."o:rimatefy 400 feet to the left 
OR-IG!NAL. 
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bank af the river; thence N' ortherly 2:kmg left Ofill:k fa a pofn.t 
appro:timately 100 feet Sou:th ofits intersection.with the Narth Boundary a.f 
the township; thence Ezs:t apprcrimarely mo feet to the µoi.n.t (l;fbegiinting. 
TOGETfIER, with aI1 and singular tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, and foe reversion and reversions, remainder a..71d 
remainders, and rents, issues and profits thereof; 
TO F..A \7E AJ\'11) TO HOLD, all and singular, the said premises, together with foe tenements, 
heredita.ments a,.,.d appurtena."'1ces thereunto belonging, unto the said Buyers, their heirs or successors 
and assigns forever. Seller does hereby covenant to and with Buyer that he is t.11.e owner in fee 
simple of said premises and that Seller win wa.rnnt and defend the same from all lawful claims 
whatsoever. fo construing this Deed and where the context so requires, the sin.gular i.r1cludes the 
plural and foe mascui:L.,e, the feminine and neuter. 
IN VlITh1ESS Vvr-'IBREOF, the said Seller has hereunto set his hands and seals fue dq 
a..,d year first above 'written. 
Dated this _7 __ day of March 2012. 
£2~,t~. 
STATE OF ID.A.HO ) 
) 
County of BONNEVILLE ) 
By: 
Donald K. H rsen · 
On this _J_ day of March, 2012, before me, -che undersigned., a Notary public in a;.,.d for 
fue State of Idah.o, persona11y q;peared Donald K. Hansen knovm. to me, or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence, to be the person t'lZ.t executed the foregoing i.rtStrument, and that he was 
authorized to execute the same. 
IN WI'I1\1ESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in tliis Certificate first above writ"."c.en. 
Pagel 
Notary Pu{,li :for Idaho 
Residing at ackfoot, Idaho 
My cor.mn.ission expires Y.i • .a:rch 13 ,. 2201.5 
. i 
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iDAHO F.Ai...~·S. BOt~b.JE\!!LLE 1 !D.£:\HO 
2016-12-30 CJ3:27:2''! Pfvl !\Jo. of Paoes: 11 
Recorded for: ROBINSO/\! T/>,/T, P.S. -
When recorded return to: 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
90i F!fth .A.venue, Suite 400 
Seattle, VVA 98164 
TS# 60243-00190..NJ.ID 
PENNY M.A.NN!NG Fee: $40.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder O&puty DV\/oolf 
!nde;c To: AFFIDAVlT OF SERViC.E BY M 
ElectionicaHy Recorcisd by SirnpHfile 
AFflDJWff OF MA!UNG Of TRUSTEE'S NOTICE OF SALE 
STATE OF WASHINGTON 
COUNTY OF KING 
!, \6th b ~ (j_J,.:) ( f) , being first duly sworn, depose, sav and certify that: 
f 
At all times hereinafter mentioned ! was and no•.v am a resident of th-3 State of Washington, a competent person over 
the age of eighteen years, and not the Beneficiary or its successor in interest named in the attached original or copy 
of Trustee's Notice of Sale given under the terms oi that certain Tn.1st Deed described in said notice. 
The Trustee's Notice of Sale, iogether with a copy of the recorded Notice of Default for the real property described in 
the attached Trustee's Notice of Sale was sent by mailing a copy thereof by certified mail, return receipt requested 
and first class mail to each of the followlrig named persons at !heir last known address, to-wit: 
Darin Bergeman 
1623 W 145th N 
Idaho Falls, 10 83401 
ESTATE OF KAREN HANSEi-../ 
1623 West 145 North 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
Donald K. Hansen 
Executor of the Estate of Karen B. Hansen, aka Karen B. Powers 
1623 W 145th f\l 
Idaho Falls, iD 83401 
$pause of Darin Bergeman 
1623 W 145th N 
!daho Faus, 10 8340i 
The Trustee's Notice of Saie for the :-eal prcpe:iy described in the attached Tnistee's Notice of Sale was sent by 
mailing a copy thereof by certified mail, return receipt requested and first class mail tn each of the following named 
persons at their last known address, to-wit: 
Occupants 
1623 West 145 North 
lDAHO FALLS, ID 8340'\ 
State of fdaho 
Health & Welfare Dept. 
Child Support Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, lD 83720-0036 
.. -, 
... ,·· ,t 
Er.im~rr _:(:;> 
I:.:..·=·= 
1542778 
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The Heir~ and Devisees of K8ren 8. Har;sen. aka Karen 8. Pov,,ers 
1623 W 145\h hi 
ld~ho Falis: !D 83401 
Said person(s) including the Grnntor(s) in tr1e Trust Dcec, any successor in interest to the Grantor(s) whose interest 
appears oi record or of whose interest tt1e Trustee or Beneficiary has actual notic,3, and any persons requesting notice 
per J.C. 45-4511, and al! junior lien holdors. 
Each of the notices mailed was a true copy of the original Trustee's Notice of Sale by Robinson Tait, P.S., the Trustee 
named in said notice; each such copy was contained in a seaied enve102e, witt) pos1a!;t.e !_hereon fully prepaid, and was 
deposited by me in the United Stales mail in Seattle, Washing1on on j) (... t-_! __ J Zv! V . 
9 <i_" 
d{-- ~ -
DATED: October .LL_, ·2015 
•'Li 
(~ 
State of Washington 
County of King 
if I ~ 
By: ~,_:;,__.[...::::....,,.-=-·J_,; _/ _£-_...-_ 
Title: File Cferk 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
,;') . ' 
! certify that I know or have saiisfaclory evidence that tY.:>b'i.'"~ f;;.f,1-.i~r-i is the person who 
appeared before me, and said person acknowledged that he/she slgned.this instrumen!, on oath staled Iha! he/she 
vvas authorized to execute the instrument and acknowledged it as the authorized signatory of Robinson Tait, P.S. to 
be the free and voiun!ary aci of such party for the uses and purposes mentioned in the instrument. 
I ,.., l ·,,;. 
My appointment expires,_-'\._c'::,.,;,:.., -1(.-1\..;'::'l:.;..... ... , .... i~-2."------
'/542778 
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1\·:l.<ir-tgage foredosure fs a ]egar pircceed£11.g where a let1der terminilltes a .b(J;rro,vcr's btcn:rt 
rn property to satisfy irnpaid debt secured by the propeirty. This can 0:1:ean tlrnt when a 
homeowner gets behind on rtis or her nHH'fgage paymenis, th.e lender forces 2 sale of the 
hom1e on whkh Hw mortgage Jo~m is based, Some im:llnviduals or bu~hwsses iuay say they 
can "s:.ve" your twme from foreclosure. You shcndd be cautious abcmt sm:h d~ims. H fa 
impor.t2m.t th.at you umierstand aJi the terms of a pfan i'o «resclJle" yoa from IU(H'tgage 
foreclosure and h<:rw H vdH affect you. H may n:irnlt in; your !osing valuable equity that you 
may have in ym1r home. ff poss.JiMe, yo11.1. should c,.msult l-Vitlt an aHon1ey or fin~md2:I 
profosslon.lll! to :find out vvBrnt othet options you may have. Do not dday seeking ,:H.llvkc, 
bec~mse the fonger you 1wan, tfu!e fewer options you may have. Undu Idaho favv1 you have 
five (5) cfays to resdndl or 1.mdo ccrfann contracts or agreements th~1t relate to tnmsfer.ring 
interests in pr.opcrty or money in a foredosurc sit,.rn.tion. Alnl attorney 01· ffrrn.n.daU 
prnfessforrn.! can teH you more abom:t th.rs option. 
TS# 60243-00190-NJ-ID ' . 
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TS NZ).: 60243 .. 00190-J~J-lD 
1\eference is n~1ade to tb~/c certain trust deed rnade by l(aren .Hsnsen, an unn1arried person~ as 
grantor, to_ Susan J. Robinson: 1d2ho /\. tton1e)' as trustee, in fi~vor of YVtVJ.C. ivioitgage Corp as 
bcnc11cimy, dated October 28, ! 998, recorded November 2. l 998, in the mo11gage reconls of 
Bonneville County, Idaho, as Document No. 98 l i 12, and assigned to U.S. Bank Nationn! 
Association, as indenture trustee, for ibc CHvl 2015-J EC Trust, Mortgage-Backed Notes, Seri cs 
2015-J EC by assignment recorded on ;\,fay l 2, 20 J 6 in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho, 
as Document No. 1524257, covering the following described real property situuted in said 
co·un1y and state, to \-vit 
COMMENCING .ATA POiNT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (6) IN SECTION 
TWO (2), TOWNSH1P THREE (3) NORTH, RANGE THIRTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET 
WEST OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID LOT SIX ( 6); THENCE SOUTH l 00 
FEET;THENCE WEST 200 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE EAST BANK OF THE SNAKE 
RIVER; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE EAST BANK OF SAID SNAKE RJVER 
TO THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SJX (6); THENCE EAST 210 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO 
THE POiNT OF BEG1NNJNG. 
ALSO: TOWNSHYP 3 NORTH, RANGE 37, E.B.\,1., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE ORIGINAL MEANDER LINE LOCA:fED 
APPROXIMATELY 480 FEET SOUTHEASTERLY OF THE ORIGINAL MEANDER 
CORNER OF SECTIONS 2 AND 35 (FOR THE LEFT BANK); THENCE SOUTH 
APPR.OXIIv1ATELY.265 FEET; THENCE \VESTAPPROXJMATELY 145 FEET TO THE 
LEFT BANK OF THE RIVER; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG THE LEFT BANK OF 
THE RIVER FOR 
APPROXIMATELY 670 FEET TO INTERSECTION WITH ORIGINAL MEANDER 
LINE AT 0RIGINAL.l\1EANDER CCmNER Of SECTIONS i AND2~ THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY AI.ONG ORKilNAL \,if:ANDER UNF FOR APPROXIMATELY 680 
FCET TO THE POINT OF BEGINJ,JJ?\JG. 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE OR!GIN!\.L MEANDER UNE LOCATED 
AP?ROXIMATELY 140 FEET SOUTHEASTER LY OF THE ORIGINAL f·v1E..A.NDER LINE, 
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY APPROXHv1ATELY 130 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
.. 4P.PROX!fv1P.TEL~f 400 FEET TO THE LL~r·1~ BAJ\1I( Of. ·1·1-IE RIVER; 1'HEf~CE 
NORTHERLY ALONG LEFT B.ANK TO A POlNT 1\PPROXlMATELY 100 FEET SOUTH OF 
ITS INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH BO UN.DARY OF THE TOWNSHIP, THENCE 
EASTAPPROXlMAfELY j 00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEOJNNJNG. 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 1623 \Vest 145 North, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
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'TT1crc is a default by the grantor or c)ther person O\=ving <.lil ohligaticn or b~/ their successor in 
interest the ncrfor1T1ancc of \Vhicb is sccurc,:.i by sajd trust deed .. or by thejr successor in interest., 
~··~ti~ p ... -.,~,·it•r·' .. ,l.l." l';•·.r'\'U;<.:J.')., .. iS ll1e.1rr:•·,···1 ,,,~1,.1·c11 -:n·,tl·1('l:1:·,,r,. S"i1c 1~, ·i''11t .. r.,.,.":-l(:).J-,'1 r;~fc'1e·f,·,-tdt ()f ')PC'!) 1Ji.()'f1s1r,111 
v\·1 ~1 .\-~l· .,._t '-I .. '"'-'"'•~ 1,.1 •••• ..._. 1 \">' •• <.1..-..: .> .,_,,_. ,.C~J -!. .. ..... ,~,._. i · - ~.! ~:.., .L'" 1 •· 1_ ... ·• • 
·rhe default for \Vhich foreclosure is rnade is :-srantors~ failure to pay \Vhe-n due the follov,.:ing 
sums: monthly payments beginning Febrnary 1, 2015 through October 3 ! , 20i 6 in the amount of 
Si L.869.23; plus iatc charges in the amount ofS22J .34: pius other fees and costs in the amount 
of$1.061.38; wgelher with ti1ie expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees incurred herein 
by reason of said default; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for the protection of Lhe 
above described real property and its interest therein; and prepayment penalties/premiums, if 
applicable. 
By reason of said default, the beneficiary has declared all sums owing on the obligation 
secured bv said trust deed immediatelv due and navabh said sums being the foilowirnz, to \Vit: 
·' ., • ,.I .. - ....... 
$30,942.62 with interest thereon at the rate of 9 .99000 percent per annum beginning January 1, 
2015 in the amount of $5,486.81; plus escrow balance of $10,493.22; plus other fees and costs in 
the amount of $69 L51; together \:vith title expense, costs, trustee's fees and attorney's fees 
incurred herein by reason of said default; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for the 
protection of the above described property and its interest therein; and prepayment 
penalties/premiums, if applicabie. 
WHEREFORE, notice is hereby given that the undersigned trustee vvill on February 23, 2017, at 
the hour of OJ :00 PM, at Lobby of Lnv Enforcement Building, 605 N Capital Ave, Idaho Falls, 
ID 83402, in the City ofldaho Falls, County of Bonneville, State ofidaho, sell at public auction 
to the highest bidder for cash the interest in rhe real property described above, which the gra.ntor 
had or had power to convey at the time of the execution by grantor of the trust deed together with 
any interest which the grantor or grantor's successors in interest acquired after the execution of 
the trust deed, to satisfy the foregoing obligations thereby secured and the costs and expenses vf 
the sale, including reasonabJe charges by the trustee. 
ln constrning this notice, the singular includes the pluraL the word "gn.mtor" includes any 
successor in interest to the grnntor as weil as any other person owing an obligation, the 
perfonmmce of which is secured by the trusi deed, and the words "tn.::stee" and "beneficiary" 
include their respective successors in inte:.-est, if any. 
j 
DATED: October {c.? _, 2016 
Piintcd Nar:ne: Craig Peterson ,.. ,.,. . f· ..._ 
1SB ./-i "1 !./ ' 4 !·rrt~...J..1 
Robinson Tait, P,S, 
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400 
Seattle, \VA 98164 
THIS COMMUNJC.A.TION !S FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR AND IS AN ATTEJvfPTTO 
COLLECT A DEBT. ANY INfOR!vfATlO!'-l OBT.AlNED WILL BE USED FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED A DISCHARGE OF THE DEBT REFERENCEB 
HEREIN IN A BANKRUPTCl''PROCEl:::DlNG, TI IlS LETTER IS NOT AN ATTEMP·T TO 
1542778 
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After- rcconHng 1·efurn to: 
Robh1sorn Tait) P.S. 
9(!1 Fifth Ave:rne, Suik 400 
Seattk, VIA 98164 
TS No.; 6H243-{Wl90-N.l-!D 
.' c:.... 
NOTICE OF DEFAULT 
Reference is m<1de to tba1 certain trust deed nwde by Karen Hansen, an unmarried person, as 
gran1or, to Susan J. Robinson, kbho Atlorney as trustee, in favor of \\/MC 1\fortgage Co111 as 
beneficiary, dated October 28, J 998, recorded November 2, l 998, in the mortgage records of Bonneville 
County, Idaho, as Document No.981112, and assigned to U.S. Bank National Association, as indenture 
trustee, for 1he CIM 2015- J EC Trust, Mortgage~Backed Noles, Series 2015-1 EC by assignment 
recorded on May 12 .. 2{H6 in ,he records of BonncviiJe County, Idaho, ns Document No. 1524257, 
covering the following described real p;-opcrty situated in .said county and state, io wit: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LOT SIX (G) lN SECTION TWO 
(2), TOVll"lS}llPTHREE (3) NORTI!, RANCE THIRTY-SEVEN (37), E.B.M. 622 FEET WEST OF 
TI IE NORTHEAST COJZN !:R OF SAU) LOT SJX (6); THENCE SOUTH 100 fEET: THENCE 
WEST 200 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE EAST BANK OF TH!:: SNAKE RJVER; THENCE 
NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE EAST Bl',NK OF SAID SNAKE RIVER TO THE NORTH LINE 
OF LOT SJX (6); THENCE EAST 2l0 FEF.T. i\.10Rl-: OR LESS, TO THE ron-JT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO: TOWNSf·lJP 3 NORTH. l~A/\:Ci!-:J 7. E.l3.?vf., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
BECrn'•!NlNG /\Ti\ POJNT ON THJ: OR!ClNAL iv1EANDER LlNE LOCATED 
/\J>PROXir,tJ . .1.\TELY 480 FCET SOUTHE,'\,ST!-JU Y OF THE ORIG1N/\.L MEANDER CORNER OF 
SECTIONS 2 AND 3S (FOR THE U-Y'! BA,NK): THENCE SOUTH APPROXlM1\TELY 265 FEET; 
TI·lEJ,lCE \VEST APPROXlklATl--:i ,Y l 115 fEET TO THE LEl·T BANK Of TIIE RIVER; THi-:NCE 
SOUTHEASTERL'r' i\LONC THE LEFT B;\NK OF TI-lE RlVER FOR 
/>,PPROXIMAJFLY 670 FEFTTO JNTFRSECTION WI'Jll ORIGINAL MEANDER UNEAT 
ORiGIN/\L iV1EANDER CORNER OF SEC rJONS J ANlJ'.2; Ti iENCE NORTl-IWESTERLY ;\LONG 
C>H.lGIN/\L MEANDf:H UNE FOR /\PPROXlMATE!.Y 680 F.L::E'J' TO THE POJNT OF 
BFClNNING . 
ALS<):T0\1./NSl l!P 3 NO!flll, R,\NGl·: 3 7 Ll3.M., SECTION 2, LOT 8. 
!3F(ilNNi.NO Al!\ J>()Jr-.,T ON THlJ O!{JCilN.t\1., tvlE/\NDER UNE I..OCATlT) 
APPROXI!'v1,'\TELY 140 fl:J:TS()lJ'JllF.i\STERLY OF.! fJE ORIG!Nr'\l,.Mf~/\NDER LJNE. 
TI JENCf: SOUTJ lJ-:ASTFRi.:{ APPH.OXJJVJAJEL Y 130 Fl-·YT; Tl·IENCE SOUTH 
APPROX!1ViATl:.LY 400 FEr:T TO THI·: J..LFT MANK OJ-' THE RJVER; THENCE NORTl ll·:RLY 
1\l.ON(i f.l·:FT B/\~K TO 1\ POINT ,i\PPHOXl!'vf1\TU .. Y iOO fEET SOUTH OF JTS 
i5l4786 
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,' ,,.. ·~; 
I._:.._,••.: ~ ._.· 
/ • ./ ,-'. ' •' ,A 
...... ' • .:...c·· . .._. • • •...; 
I\I'l""F:r<SF(~1·1c)}< \J/i'TJ I ·1·1 ii.~ I\I(lJ·~·,·t-r i")(:'i(_;: .. J[).1\.R\' ()1·; ·1~1--Jr~ _l.'()\\/"('~SI-1!1); 'f'i·1F~{\](::r~ I~i\S'T" 
APPFO)<ltv1AITL'r' JOO FEET 10 TliE PCm<T OF BEG1NJ'<JNG 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 1623 West i-45 Nonh, !D/\liO !·ALLS, lD 8340] 
The t:urn:nt trustee i:, Craig Pe1erson, ,, n\cmbcr of ,he. kbho slate bar, of Robinson 'foit, P.S., 90i Firth 
Avenue, Stiirc 400, Se,mlc, \V/\ 98 l 64, tl'lepllone nrnnbcr (206) 676-9640 or roll free al 1 (855) 676~()640. 
There is a default by the granwr or other person owing an obiign!ion or by their successor in 
in1ercs1, lhc pcrfonmmcc of which is secured by .said tnrst deed, or by their successor in interest, with 
respect to provisiom; therein which authorize sale in the event of default of such provision. The default 
for which foreclosure. is made is grantor.s' fuilure to pay when dne the following sums: monthly 
payments beginning February 1, 20 J 5 rhrough Scplcmbcr 26, 2016 in the amount of $11, 278.02; plus 
h,le di.,rges in the amoum of$22J..34; plus other fees and costs in1he amoun1 of$1,047.38; together 
with title expense, costs, trustee's fc:;::s and aHorncy's foes incurred herein by reason of said default; any 
further sums a<lwrnced by the beneficiary fc>r the protection of the above described real property and its 
interest lherein; and prepayment penalties/premiums, if applicable. 
By reason of said de fault, ihc: beneficiary has dcdare:d all sums owing on the obll gHtion sec.ured 
by said trust deed immediately due and payable, said sums being !he following, to wit: $30,942.62 with 
interest thereon al the rmc of 9.99000 plTccnt per annum beginning January l, 2015 in the amount of 
$5,205.98; plus t:scn.i,-., balalll:e of $10,382.55; plus othe.r fees and costs in the amount of .t676.6l; 
together vvith title expense, costs, truslee's fees :md attorney's fees incun-ed herein by reason of said 
defauh; any further sums advanced by the beneficiary for tbe protection of the above de.s;cribcd 
property and its interest therein; and prepayment pcna!tics/J)rcmiums, if applicabk. 
Noticr.: is hereby given that the beneficiary and trustee, by reason of said default, have c:lccted 
and do hereby elect to. foreclose the trust deed by advertisement and sale pursuant to I.C. 45~ 150?. ro 
45- J 5 l 5, ,md to cause to be sold at pub! ic au cl ion to the highest bidder fo.r cash the interest in the 
described property which 1he grantor h:.id, or had 1he pm,ver to convey, at the time grnntor ::xccutcd !lK· 
trust deed. toge:rher with any interest 1he gnrnror or grantor's successors in interest acquired after the 
execution of the trus1 deed, 10 smisfy the: oblig;itions secured by the trust deed and the c~:prmses of the 
:;ule. including the compe:nsalions of the 1rns1cc as provided by law. and reasonable fees of trustee's 
attorneys. 
// 
Ji 
" i I
// 
., 
1: 
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ln construing thjs notice~ the singular includes the plural., the \;vord ''granter~~ !ncJudes any 
successor in intere~1-to 1bc grantor as ,,..:eH'--'a.s any other perso11 O\Ving an ob1iga1ion, the pcrfOra1ance of 
which is secured by sai<l trust deed, and the words "trustee" and "beneficiary" include their respcciive 
successors in interest, if any, and all grammatical changes shall be made so that this instrument ~;hall 
apply equaHy to businesses, other entities and to individuals. 
DATE: Sep1embcr _ _/_(?_, 2016 
c~~,0(· --~-
State of Washington ) 
County of King ) 
Printed Na.111e: Craig Peterson, lSJJ #9434 
Robinson Tait, P.S. 
Trustee 
On this day personally appeared before me Craig Peterson, to me known to be the individual(s) 
d/esc.ribed jn and who executed the within and foregoing i11strume11!, and acknowledged that he/she/they 
signed the smne as his/her/their free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and purposes therein 
mentioned. 
My appointment expires 
THIS COMivilJl,JIC.t\T]ON iS FR.OM A DEBT COLLECTOR AND IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT 
A DEBT. ANY INFORl\!fATiON OBTAJNED VvILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE. IF -y-ou 
HAVE RECEJVED A DI SCHA.RGE OF THE DEBT REFERENCED HEREIN IN A B/1 NKRUPTCY 
PROCEEDJNC~ THIS LETTER JS NOT .A.N ATI-EMPTTO IMPOSE T1ERS0NAL LIABILITY 
UPON YOU FOR PAYMENT OF THAT DEBT D\J THE EVENT YOU HAVE RECEIVED A 
BANKRUPTCY DiSCJ-lARGE, ANY ACTJON TO ENFORCE THE DEBT WJLL BE TAKEN 
AGAINST THE PROPERTY ONLY 
1534786 
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1!\l rr--rE COURT OF THE ST ATE OF 1/JAHO 
!N ti,ND FOR TKE COUi\!T'Y OF G10MutEVillE 
Case Numbe;: 60243-00190-NJ-10 Court Date: 2/2312017 1 :00 pm 
Beneficiary: 
SUSAN J RC8lt\\S0N H:tAJiO A TIORWEY AS 
TRUSTEE !N FAVOIK OF 'if{MC MOR1'GAGE 
CORP, 
vs. 
Granter: 
KAREN H.4.NSEN ,ll.,l\l Uf..YMARRiED PERSON, 
Service Documents: 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE; NOTICE 
OF DEFAULT; NOT!CE REQUIRED BY 
!DAHOLAW 
Received by Robinson Tait, PS on the 24th day of October, 2016 at 5:14 pm to be served on KAREN HANSEN 
ANO ALL OTHER OCCU?Aff\£TS, 1S23 WEST i~5 NORTH, !IJAHO FALLS, uD 83401. 
I, Kathy Cook, being duly sworn, depose and say that on the 12th day of h\ovember, 20'1:6 at 3:20 pm, E: 
?OSTED by attaching a true copy of the NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S St.:t.LE; NOTlC!: OF DEF.AULT; MOTICE 
REQUIRED BY iD.AHO LAW with the date and hour of service endorsed thereon by me, to a conspicuous place on 
the property of ihe within named person's RES!DE!\iCE at the address of: 1623 WEST 145 ~ORTH, !DAHO 
FALLS, ID 834()1 after first atiempting service. The first posting was.on 'i0I27f2fili16 at 5:38 pm and a second 
posting on 11/4/2016 at 4:55 pm and a third posting on "i1/12JW16 at 3:,W pm. This residence is POSS!SLY 
VACANT. 
I certify that l am over the age of 18, have no interest in tl1e above action, and am a Certified Process Server, in 
good standing, in the judicial circuit in which the process was served. · 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me on the 17th 
day of November, 2016 by the affiant who is 
rs1,:,ally known to me. . , ~ L..,,, 1,, !'J ./·, 
. ·., ~...A.-1 ,~:::.., 
Notary Public ---
~-4Lc; c ___ -fe.J2LQ_ 
Residing in 
112 (1. 'ti:- ,;ltJt9 
CommissiGf~~ 
Process Server 
Robinson Tait, PS 
901 Fifth Avenue 
Suite 400 
Seattle, WA SEVi64 
(206) 876-3261 
Our Job Se!iai Number: CCA.,2015004761 
Ref: 14-60243-00036 
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State of Idaho 
(~ounty of Bonneville 
. ,.., - '-. -. 
-- "" 
1, .Ba1~~·'-rr-t>·0~~a1dui;vr Staci Dockery" first being du!y S\vorn:: depose and say: 1"'hat 1 arn the 
C.~sstfied-M:,, ,a:ge-,, 0r Legal Notice Representative of The Post Company, a corporation of Idaho Falls, 
Bonneville County, ldaho, publishers of The Post Register, a newspaper of general circulation, published 6 
days, Tuesday-Sunday, at idaho Falis, Idaho; said Post Register being a consolidation of the Idaho Falls 
Times, cstabiished in the year l 890, The Idaho Register, established in the year l &80 and the Idaho Fails 
Post, established in l 903, such consolidation being made on the first day of November, 193 l, and each of 
said newspapers have been published continuously and unintelTuptedly, prior to consolidation, for more 
than twelve consecutive months and said Post Register having been pub!ished continuously and 
uninterruptediy from the date of such consolidation, up to and including tJ,e last publication of notice 
hercinafler referred to. 
That the notice, ofwhkh a copy is hereto attached and made a part of this affidavit, was published 
in said Post Register for 4 ccnsecutive (days) weeks, first publication having been made on the 26th day of 
NOVEMBER 2016 Last public.ation havi.ng been made on the i.7th day of OiJCIEMEERW:16, and tlmt the 
said notice was published in the regular and entire issue of said paper on t~resi'eccive dates ofpubiicat1on, 
and tl>at such nntke was pubHshed ;n "" newsp"P" a,,d rnrt ;n , "PP'j"'"'. ·&~4 
L-~·' /~?L:s w~,z'~.0-rv--:1 . 
. ...... ( 
/ 
(_,.., 
Subscribed and sworn to befo,e me, this if7Ch day of.DECEMBER 20Hi 
f.:AR:LA !~OWN 
filotiry Public 
State of ld~llo 
' ' .... --, ~-
":+<:;,?-·)£/.!,-- ( '-/.,1.-),; (;.c:.j··i7 ) 
Nota;y Pub"1k -;,=- · ·-· 
My commission expires: 7 /:). ?:/"-1(),jc).__ 
------ attached jurat ___________ _ 
STA TE OF fDAH-0 
ss. 
COUNTY OF BOi\il'!EViLLE 
On this nth day ofDE.CEMIBLER W16, before me, the undernigned, a Notary public for said state, 
personaUy appeared ~fiffi~;:--Staci Dockery, known or identified to me to he rhe person(s) whose 
nanie(s) is/are $:?Zb~cribed tc the ·\i;.'i~1in instrument~ and being by 1ne first duiy sworn, dccfared that the 
statements therein are true, and acknowledged to me tliat he/she/they executed the same, 
IN iVITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above ,vritton. 
KARLA SP/OWN 
Notary Pubflc 
Sttte of Idaho 
.'\ ····-. ·-1~ .,., ) -? .•. ~··· ,,_)... ..._,,,,~ 
.... . . ' .,, ,, "' . ·-;f' "\ • ., .... ,..... J ·'\ .;a .. ,t.f t.?.:.- .1 .,, .,;-,.oa., ? 1 __ .,.. 
Notaryitub!ic fefihe Post Company 
Residing: Idaho Falls;.Idaho 
Commissi,m expires: 7 / 7. 8' /,.) c, ,;i .,--;t · 
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Custorri~r Service: {3CrC) 2:SB-8-302 
:v1cn0.s.y - -:-:-iursC2y 2:00.!\}/ - "ti :C;O?iv; ::: 
Frici2y 
Saturdzy 
3:00J\iVi - S:OOPfvi CT 
8:00Aivl - 2:00PM ET 
For other important information, see reverse: sr:Je 
Estate Of t,aren Hansen 
1623 W 145 N 
!daho Fai!s, ID 83401-5151 
155.;4 
n1ll 1!fiillllj1n1!!jii1l 1llill!ii!l!'1lii,1u11•!! 11'il1l·illi!ul; 
interest Bearing Principal 
Deferred Principal 
Outstanding Principal 1 
Interest Rate (Until May 2017) 
Prepayment Penalty 
01/14 BEG BALANCE 
01126 PROP INSPECTION 
01126 FCCOSTS 
02/14 HAZARD INS 
02115 ENDfNG BALANCE 
$30,942.6'.! 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
$30,942.62 
$30,942.62 
$0.00 
$30,942.62 
9.990% 
No 
$6,208.04 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
$6.208.04 
Month To Date 
Principal $0.00 $0.00 
inte;est $0.00 $0.00 
Escrov~ (Taxes E.nd insurance) $0.00 $G.OO 
Fees and Other Charges $0.00 $0.00 
Partial Payment (Unapplied) $0.00 
Total $1).00 $!!.!10 
Total Unappfied Balance $0.00 
1 This amount is not a payoff quote. If you want a payoff quote, please see 
instructions on reverse side. · 
Any transactions that occurred after the statement date noted above will be 
reflected on your next statement.· 
This is an atternpi to collect a debt. All information obtained will be used for 
that purposc:. 
We have paid TaJ,es and/ or Insurance on your behalf and you are 
responsible to reimburse us for these amounts plus interest.which may be 
billed at the note rate. · 
If there is a balance under Expenses Paid by Servicer, it rnea.1s. we have 
paid certain e)(penses on your behalf due to the delinq~ent · 
: 
Property Address 
70025C4590 
1623 W 145 /\!ORTH 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83401 5151 
Loan Due Date 
Payment Due Date 
02/01/2015 ' 
03/01/2017 
Amount Due $17,932.87 
If oavment is received after 03/1612017, $17.23 late fee will be charoed. 
$10,935.90 
0.00 
-0.00 
110.Gi 
$11,046.57 
Interest 
Escrow (Taxes and lnsu,ance) 
?.egular Monthly Payment 
Unpaid Late Charges 
Other Charges and Fees 
Charges/ Fees this Period 
Past Due Payrnent(s) 
Unapplied Payrnent(s) 
Tota! Amount Due 
Fees 
t221.34 · $6.17 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
:;221.34 .S.17 
$682.07 
$1.743.60 
15.00 
667,07 
0.00 
$2,425.67 
$ 237.55 
$107.75 
$452.38 
$221.34 
$2,433.84 
$14,825.31 
$0.00 
$~7,932.87 
$50,059.67 
15.00 
667,07 
110.67 
$50,852.41 
You are late on 1•our mortgage payments. Failure to bring your 
loan current may result in fees and foreclosure - the loss of your 
home. 
Ii As or Feibr:J1ary i5, l'OU are 745 days de!iliquene on your mortgaee loan. 
l "' ?aymE?:lt ciue 02/20·!7: Unpaid payment of Z5Si .22. 
I' • Payment due 01/2017: Unpaid payment of $591.22. • Payment due 12/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.22. 
I• Payment due 11/20'16: Unpaid payment of $591.21. I • Payment due 10/2016: Unpaid payment of $59·J.2i. 
• Payment due 09/2016: Unpaid payment of $591.21. 
Tota!: $17,932.87 dlue. You must pay this .imount to !bring your 
ioen current . 
. SPS has completed the first notice or filing required to start a 
foreclosure. 
If You .Are E::.perienclng Financial Difficulty: See the back for 
information about mortgage counseling orassistance. Also, there 
are a number of options available to assist customers who are 
experiencing difficulty with their payments. Please contact us 
immediately to discuss these options, arrange a reinstatement or 
address any questions regarding the statement at (888) 818~6032._ 
I• status oi your account: You are responsible to reimburse us for these amounts p!1Js interest. which mav be billed at the note_r_a""'t ... e'"". ______ .., 
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Fa~1me:its 
SBi:::ct Portfolio Ser.1icir.g, Inc. 
;...an: ?..emittance Processing 
P.O. 5o;: 65450 
Ov-er111gmf=~::.)r~ss 
t=-2./m::=nts 
Se!ect P~rtfolio Serv1cinG inc 
.£:..ttn: Cashiering DepL 
i)otice of :::rror or 
Jnfc1mation Res~est or 
Qt;a!ifieci 1/Vritte·n. Request 
Select Poriiolio Serlicing, Inc. 
P .0. 3o~-: 55277 
! Gtn·src:l Corresp8ndence 
Selec: Por!foiio Servicing, !nc. 
P.O. Sos 65250 
(800) 258·8CD2 
Option 1 
2anlo-uptcy 
Corrnsoondenc~ f:: ;,!mites 
ITTL.'Sl be 5Gi1! :c: ~ 
Select Port1oiio Ser1Jicir.g, Inc 
P.J:n. Ban1,.ruptcy LJepL 
P.O. Be~ 65250 
3217 S. Decker Lal<e Dr 
Salt Lake Ciiv. UT 84155 Sall Lahe Cil 1 UT 84119 
Salt Lake City, UT 84'165 
Fax: (301 l 270-7855 
S2!1 l.ake City, UT 84165 
Salt Lake City. UT 8.4165 
?F.":.,.rvr=;\rT H,JsTRLlCT~C?\!:S Paying your mortgage on time is an important 
obligation, so please pay on or before the payment due date. Payments are not 
considered paid until received and posted to your account. Please include the late 
charge in any payment made after the late payment due date noted on your 
siatement. Postal delays do not result in a waiver of late charges, so please allow 
adequate time for mail service. If you don't pay on or before 3 p.m. MT on the 
payment due date, your loan will be considered delinquent. (NOTE: If you are 
currently sending all or part of your payment to the bankruptcy trustee, please 
disregard the Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. payment address for that portion you 
are sending to the trustee.) We do not accept payments in cash. 
AP!'UCA 7lON OF PAYMENTS If you are current in making your payments, 
we wilJ apply payments according to your Note. If you are delinquent, we apply 
payments to the oldest outstanding payments that are due under your Note. 
lOP,N REPRESENT AT!VES If you would like to speak to someone about 
making a payment or payment arrangements, please call one of our loan 
representatives at (800) 258-8602 (Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - 1 i p.m. ET; 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m., ET; Saturday, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. ET). 
AUTOMATED. CONVERSION OF YOUR CHECKS TO .!:.CH DEBIT 
Eil.lTR!ES AND RETURNED CHECKS OR DESffS When you_provide us 
a checl<, you authorize us lo use the information from your checi< to make. a one 
time Electronic Funds Transfer from your ·bank account. When we use your check 
to make an Electronic Funds Transfer, funds may be withdrawn from your account 
quickly, as soon as the day we receive your check. You will not receive your 
checl< back from your financial institution. If there are insufficient funds in your 
account we will reverse the amount of any such returned payment that we had 
credited to your mortgage. You authorize us to charge you a fee of up to 
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) as allowable by state law. 
CREDIT R;PORTING SPS furnishes information to consumer reporting 
agencies. You are hereby notified ihat a negative credit report reflecting 
on your credit record may be submitted to a credit reporting agency if 
you fail to fulfill the terms of your Note and Mortgage. If you believe 
such information is inaccurate, you may call Customer Service at (800) 
258-8602, submit a written Notice of Error to the P.0.Box listed above, 
or submit a dispute with the consumer reporting agency. 
NOTICE OF ERROR OR INFORMATION REQUEST OR 
QUAUFIED WRITTEN REQUEST If you believe there has been an error 
with the account or you require additional information, you may send a wri!ten 
Notice of Error or Information Request. All Notices of Error or information 
Requests must be sent to the address listed above in the important mailing 
addresses section, as this is our exclusive address under Federal Law for these 
matters. If you send your correspondence to any other address, it may not be 
processed in accordance with Federal Law. 
HUD A.PPROVE!D HOUS;NG COUNSELORS :he us Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sponsors approved housing counseling 
agencies that provide free counseling services to citizens. Counselors can heip 
you assess your financial situation and determine what options are available to 
you. To find a HUD approved counselor near you, call (800) 569-4287 or visit the 
HUD website at www.hud.gov/local/index.cfm You may also be eligible for 
assistance from the Homeownership Preservation Foundation, which you may 
reach at (888) 995-HOPE (4673). SPS also works with housing counselors 
through Hope LoanPort® (www.hopeloanportal.org), and with customers through 
Homeowner ConnectTM (www.homeownerconnect.org). 
SPECIAL REQiLiEST ANiJ .£.DD'710NAL t:=i=;S 
Check by Phone or Website (EZPay) / Up to $15.00 
Returned Check Fee I Up to $25.00 
!express Mail Fee I Actual Charge Incurred 
This fee schedule does not contain all iees that may be charged tor services rendered. The 
aclual fee charged to a particular customer may be different based upon certain requirements 
under state law, agency guidelines (e.g., FNA, VA) or other relevant criteria. 
LO..f!-~h~ P.AYOFFS Payoff inforrnation may be rBquested verbally by calling the 
Customer Service toll iree number printed on this statement, by faxing your requests to 
(801) 269-426S or by mailing your request to: P.O. Box 65250, Salt Lake City, UT 
84165-0250. If you do not receive yo11r payoff quote within 5 business days of placing 
your request, please call our Customer Service Department. 
HOME OWNER lNSUR.ANCE You are required to maintain Homeowners Insurance 
(and if required, Flood Insurance), at all times during the term of your f11lortgage and 
provide or ask your insurance age~! each year to provide us copies of all renewal policies 
and invoices to the address shown below at least (30) days before the date your existing 
policy ,mpire$. It is important for you to remember that if we do riot receive a copy of your 
renewal or replacement policy, SPS may obtain coverage to protect its interest in the 
property. The coverage provided for this insurance may be different and more expensive 
than your expired coverage. We will only do this after we have notified you of your failure 
to maintain coverage. It is possible we may obtain certain benefits from this insurance 
placement coverage. 
Aii insuranca information {inciudlng your account nufh!Jaer) shouid ?e maiied or 
faxed to: · 
lnsur:-ance Service Center: PO Box 7277, Springfield, OH 45501 Fax (866) 801-8177. 
REAL ESTATE TAX If you have established an escrow account with us for taxes, you 
should i(eep copies of any tax bills you receive for your persona: records. We have 
engaged a Tax Service· to receive your tax bills, and we will pay taxes out of your .escrow 
account to the extent there are sufficient balances in your escrow account. 1.F you receive 
any special assessment bills, you should send them to our TalC Service Center address 
shown.below. Special bills include: 
@ An area defined as a ·Homeowner Area" where your local tax office .will not 
sand us the tax bill 
C!I! Any special assessments on your property in addition io your regular 
Real-Estate tax bills 
@ Any adjustments to your tax bills 
Tax Service Center: PO Box 3541, Covina, CA 91722 
SPS CONSUMER OMSUDSM.AJ\l SERVICES If you have an unresolved issue 
with SPS, and you have exhausted other customer service options, please contact our 
Consumer Ombudsman Department at (866) 662-0035 or through other methods found 
on www spservicino com. 
COMMON A~8Rl;;ViA TIQ[l!S 
INT I 
FC or F/C I 
BK 
B?O 
ivHsc u:sa 
Interest 
Foreclosure 
Bankruptcy 
Broker Price Opinion 
Oisbursc:ment from escrow account for othei than escrow 
item (E.g.:Analysis Refund, Payoff Refund) 
This common abbreviations table does not contain all abbreviations that may appear in the "Acfiviry 
this Period" section. For more informaiion please refer to the Fee Schedule and Descripiion 
document located at \1fWW.SD5en1icino.com. 
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. Due to the delinquent status of your loan a property inspection and/or valuation report was ordered and you are responsible to reimburse us for the 
amounts plus interest, which may be billed atihe note rate. · · 
Under the Servicememb~rs Civil Relief Act if you or a family member has been deployed to active duty, .you may be eligible for certain p;otections 
regarding your mortgage loan. Please contact us at (800) 258-8602 to discuss these protections. 
• Loan Due Date: If this date is different from your Payment Due Date, it means that you are past due an.d owe payments from previou~ months .. 
Per IRS regulations all 2016 year end statements will be mailed no later than February 1, 2017. Year end information wilibe available via our. 
automated voice response system on January 2, 2017. Duplicate year end statements can be obtained from our website www.spserviclng,cm:n 
after Februa 1. 2017. · • · 
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I, Darin RayBergeman, the principal, residing in Idaho Falls, Idaho designate 
and appoint my father, Jerry Bergeman of Idaho Falls, ID, as my attorney in fact and 
agent in my name and for my benefit as follows; 
... · ··.·. ··.······... . .·.. - · .. ··.. : .... · .. ' : ' .· :--
1. GENERAL GRANT OF POWER,,To exercise or perf~rn1anyact, 
·· power, duty, right, or obligation whatsoeveithatl now have or may hereafter acquire, 
relating to any person, matter, transaction, or property, (real or personal, tangib.le or 
intangible) now owned or hereafter acquired by me, including, without limitation, the 
following specifically enumerated powers. I grant to my agent full power and authority 
to do everything necessary in exercising any of the powers herein granted as fully as I 
might or could do if personally present, with full power of substitution or revocation, 
· ·. hereby ra:tifying and confirming aH that my agent shall lawfully do or cause to be done by 
virtue of this power ofa.ttoqley and the powers herein .granted: .· · · 
. . A. Powers ofCoilection and Pavment. To for.give, request, demand, sue for, 
recover, collect, receive·; and hold all such accounts, deposfrs, legacies, bequests;· devises, 
notes; interests, stock certificates, bonds, dividends, certificates of deposit, annuities, 
pension, profit sharing~ retirement social security.insurance and other contractual 
benefits and proceeds, all documents of title, all property (real or personal), intangible 
and tangible property and property rights, and demands whatsoever, liquidated or 
.. unliquidated, now or hereafter owned by. or due owing, payable, or belonging to m:e orin 
.. which I have or may hereafter.acquire an iI1terest;.to have, use, and take all lawful means 
·. . and equitable legaLr.ernedies and proceedings in my name for the collection and recovery 
· .· thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to execute and · .··· 
deliver for me, on my behalf, and in my name, all endorsements, releases, receipts; •or the 
sufficient discharges for the same; 
B. Power to Acguire and Sell. To acquire, purchase, exchange, or grant 
. options to sell, and to selLand convey real or personal property,. tangible or intangible, or 
interests therein. on.such terms .and conditions as my agent shali deem proper; 
C. ManagemeritPowers. To maintai~.~epair., improve, invest,ma~~ge,.···· 
insure, rent, lease, encumber and in any mai,netdea(with, any real or personal property'.· ... · 
tangible'.Of intangible, or any interest therein, that I now owti or may hereafter acquire, in· .. · 
my name ,and for my benefit, upon such terrns and conditions .as my agent shall deem . . 
proper; 
D. Bankine: Powers. To make, receive, and endorse checks and drafts, 
de.posit and withdraw funds, acquire and redeem ce1tificates of deposit, in banks, savings 
and loan assocfation, &'ld other institutions, and to execute or release.such deeds of trust ' .. ·. ; 
or other security agreements as may ·be necessary or proper in the ex~rcise of tJie rights: . . • 
. and pov.,ersherein granted;_ · • 
Durable Power of Attorney - Darin Rzy Bergeman Pa:ge 1 
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E. Motor Vehicies. To apply for a Certificate of Title upon, and endorse and 
transfer title to, any automobile, truck, pickup, van, motorcycle, or other motor vehicie, 
and to represent such transfer assignment that the title to said motor vehicle is free and 
clear of all liens and encumbrances except those specifically set forth in such transfer 
assignment; 
F. Business Interest. To conduct or participate in any lawful business of 
whatever nature for me and in my name; to execute partnership agreements and 
amendments thereto; to incorporate, reorganize, merge, consolidate, recapitalize, sell, 
liquidate or dissolve any business; to elect or employ officers, directors and agents; to 
carr)' out the provisions of any agreement for the sale of any business interest to the stock 
therein; and to exercise voting rights with respect to stock, either in person or by proxy, 
and to exercise stock options; 
G. Tax Powers. To prepare, sign, and file joint or separate income tax returns 
or declarations of estimated tax for any year or years; to consent to any gift and to utilize 
any gift.csplitting provision or other tax election; and to prepare, sign and file any claim 
for refund of any tax; 
H. Safe Deoosit Boxes. To have access at any time or times to any safe 
deposit box rented by me, wheresoever located, fuid to remove an or any part of the 
contents thereof, and to surrender or relinquish said safe deposit box, and any institution 
in which any such safe deposit box may be located shall not incur any liability to me or 
my estate as a result of permitting my agent to exercise this power; and 
I. Health Care. For the purposes of this document, "health care decision" 
means consent, refusal of consent, or wit.11drawal of consent to any care, treatment, 
service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical condition. 
a) CREATION OF DURABLE PO"WER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
HEALTH CARE. By this document I intend to create and hereby do create a 
durable power of attorney for health care. This power of attorney shdl not be 
affected by my subsequent incapacity. 
b) GENERAL STATEivffiNT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED. 
Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full power 
and authority to make health care decisions for me to the same extent that I could 
make such dec.isions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. In exercising this 
autholity, my agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my 
desires as stated in this document or otherwise make known to my agent, 
including but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or 
withdrawing life-prolonging care, treatment, services and procedures. 
c) STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, ANTI 
LII\1ITATIONS. In exercising the authority under this durable power ofattomey 
Durable Power of.Attorney - Darin Ray Bergeman Page2 
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4. DISABILITY OF PRINCIPAL. This Durable Power of Attorney shall 
not be affected by my disability and shali be durable under a11 circumstances. 
Dated thi~di; day of _f\_J\~.~--"--/ __ , 2015. 
/ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
) 
) 
) 
ss. 
I 
On this JI day of /JI/ cu.A /. , 2015, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said state, personally appedre~ Da&fn Ray Bergeman, known or identified to me 
to be the person whose name is subscribeJto.the within in.strument, and acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same. 
IN VVITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(seal) 
Durable Power of Attorney - Darin Ray Bergeman. Page4 
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JUN/07/2017/WED 01 :55 PM FAX No. 
P. 001/002 
2D?JU1, .. SP. 
,, •wr, ... '11 2: Or. 
1, • J.· F.-' "4-"· ···· r11 
01i1;..;:·;{:_i-c_';'.1, ca,1 .• • ~ ·f I •;<~ OJ lf"l 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ;Bit1r11~1 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
VS. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMCMORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1-6, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: The Plaintiff's claims a.re hereby dismissed 
with prejudice against Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing and Mohamed Elabed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated thi; ~June 2017. 
~> 
Bruce L. Pickett 
District Judge 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL- CV-2017-1430 Pagel 
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JUN/07/2017/WED 01:56 PM FAX No. 
P. 002/002 
BV CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
51"" I hereby certify that on this _ day of June 2017, the foregoing JUDGMENT OF 
DISMISSAL was entered and a true and correct copy was served upon the parties listed below 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF titF;:;~4fcr 
;, I() 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTYGROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1-6, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
Case No. CV-2017-1746 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CONSOLIDATE 
This Opinion and Order is in response to Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate case number 
CV-2017-1430 and CV-2017-1746. 
I. 
FACTS AND PRCEDURAL HISTORY 
On February 23, 2017, Mohamed Elabed ("Mr. Elabed") purchased at a Deed of Trustee 
foreclosure sale a home located at 1623 W. 145 N. Idaho Falls, ID 83401 (''the property"). On 
March 02, 2017, Mr. Elabed was issued a Trustee's Deed on the property. On March 27, 2017, 
Mr. Elabed filed a Verified Complaint for Eviction in Bonneville County case number CV-2017-
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1746 ("Eviction Action"). At the time of the eviction action, Leslie Billman was occupying the 
property. 
Darin Bergeman ("Plaintiff') asserts he is the former owner of the property. He filed case 
number CV-2017-1430 ("Foreclosure Action") in Bonneville County naming Select Portfolio 
Servicing, J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, Alliance Title Company, Silvercreek Realty Group, 
Mohamed Elabed, and John Does 1-6 as defendants ("Defendants"), and alleges claims for 
misrepresentation and/or negligent supervision, trespass, intentional infliction of emotional 
distress, negligent infliction of emotional distress, and costs for attorney fees. 
Plaintiff filed this motion seeking to consolidate the Eviction Action and the Foreclosure 
Action. 
II. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
A motion for consolidation is governed by I.R.C.P. 42(a): 
(a) Consolidation. If actions before the court involve a common question of law or fact, the 
court may: 
(1) join for hearing or trial any or all matters at issue in the actions; 
(2) consolidate the actions; or 
(3) issue any other orders to avoid unnecessary cost or delay. 
Ill. 
ANALYSIS 
1. The Amended Foreclosure Complaint and Eviction Complaint are not compatible in 
law under I.R.C.P 42(a). 
In order to consolidate cases, I.R.C.P. 42(a) requires a "common question of law or fact" 
which these cases lack. Here, the Foreclosure Complaint and Eviction action do not contain 
common questions of law. The Foreclosure Action concerns issues of misrepresentation, 
negligent supervision, trespass, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and negligent 
infliction of emotional distress. In contrast, the Eviction Action is governed by law dealing with 
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tenancy and eviction proceedings that fall under LC.§ 6-310 and I.C. § 45-1506(11). As there is 
no overlap of legal claims between the two matters, they are not compatible for consolidation. 
2. The Amended Foreclosure Complaint and Eviction Complaint are not compatible in 
fact under I.R.C.P 42(a). 
Neither are there common questions of fact between these two cases under I.R.C.P. 42(a). 
The Eviction Action is limited to Defendant Elabed' s desire to evict the current tenants from the 
property. The Foreclosure Action on the other hand, pertains to the alleged wrongful foreclosure 
of the property including the Defendants failure to notice of the foreclosure proceedings and their 
right to foreclose on the defaulted loan. As there is no overlap of facts between the two matters, 
they are not right for consolidation. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Because there are no common questions of law or fact in these pending actions, 
Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate is DENIED. Case number CV-2017-1746 will be referred back 
to the Magistrate Court for further proceedings. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
tz__ 
Dated this_£_ day of June 2017. 
Opinion and Order on Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate 
Bruce L. Pickett. 
District Judge 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMP ANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTYGROuP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1~6, ) 
) 
Defendan~. ) 
Case No. CV~20I 7-1430 
Case No. CV-2017~1746 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CONSOLIDATE 
'Ibis Opinion and Order is in response to Plaintiffs Motion to Consolidate case munber 
CV-2017-1430 and CV-2017~1746. 
I. 
FACTS AND PRCEDURAL HISTORY 
On February 23, 2017, Mohamed Blahed ("Mr. Elabed'') pmchased at a Deed of Trustee 
foreclosure sale a home located at 1623 W. 145 N. Idaho Falls, ID 83401 ('The propertyi'). On 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTYGROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1-6, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
DEFENDANT ELABED'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
This Opinion and Order is in response to Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed' s 
Motions to Dismiss. 
I. 
FACTS AND PRCEDURAL HISTORY 
Defendant Select Portfolio Servicing ("Defendant SPS") was the loan servicer for a 
mortgage taken out by Karen Hansen on real property located at 1623 W. 145 N. Idaho Falls, ID 
83401 (''the property"). 1 Following her death in 2006, Darin Bergeman ("Plaintiff'') received a 
1 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. ~[ 4. 
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deed to the property from the executor of his mother's estate, but did not assume the mortgage to 
the property. 2 
On September 16, 2016, a notice of default was issued against the property. On 
December 30, 2016, a notice of trustee sale was recorded against the property.3 On February 15, 
2017, Defendant SPS sent a monthly account statement notifying that $17,932.87 was owed on 
the loan and that failure to bring the loan current may result in foreclosure. 4 
On February 23, 2017, a foreclosure sale was held and Mohamed Elabed ("Defendant 
Elabed") purchased the property. 5 On March 09, 2017, Plaintiff filed case CV -2017-14 3 0 
alleging Defendants unlawfully foreclosed on the property.6 
II. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
The Idaho Supreme Court outlined the standard of review for Rule 12(b) motions to 
dismiss stating: 
On a motion to dismiss, the court looks only at the pleadings, and all inferences 
are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. The question then is whether the 
non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, 
would entitle him to relief. Every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain a 
complaint against a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim. The issue is not 
whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is entitled to 
offer evidence to support the claims. 7 
2 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. Ex. A, ml 12-13. 
3 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. Ex. C. 
4 Pl. 's Sec. Am. Compl. Ex. D. 
5 Pl. 's Sec. Am. Com pl. ,, 4, 16, 17 ,21. 
6 Pl.'s Compl filed March 09, 2017. 
7 Owsley v. Idaho Indus. Comm 'n, 141 Idaho 129, 133, 106 P.3d 455, 459 (2005)(internal citations 
and quotations omitted). 
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III. 
ANALYSIS 
This Opinion and Order addresses both Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed' s Motions 
to Dismiss because Plaintiff alleges that "[t]he defendants, and each of them, at all relevant times 
herein, were and still are agents for one another, and are acting under the course and scope of 
their employment or agency thereof, with knowledge and consent of each other."8 Thus for the 
purposes of this motion, Mr. Elabed and SPS are engaged in a principal/agent or co-agent 
relationship and may be responsible for the tortious acts of each other.9 
1. Plaintiffs Claims for Misrepresentation and Negligent Supervision. 
Count I of Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint alleges causes of action for 
misrepresentation and negligent supervision. 
A. MISREPRESENTATION 
"To establish actionable fraud, also referred to as intentional misrepresentation, a plaintiff 
must prove the following elements: (1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the 
speaker's knowledge of its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be acted on 
by the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance of its 
falsity; (7) his reliance on the truth; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) his consequent and 
proximate injury. The party alleging fraud must support the existence of each of the elements of 
the cause of action for fraud by pleading with particularity the factual circumstances constituting 
8 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. 18. 
9 Bailey v. Ness, 109 Idaho 495,497, 708 P.2d 900,902 (1985)("There are three separate types ofagency, any 
of which are sufficient to bind the principal to a contract entered into by an agent with a third party, and make 
the principal responsible for the agent's tortious acts, so long as the agent has acted within the course and scope 
of authority delegated by the principal ... "). 
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fraud. Furthermore, the party alleging an action for fraud has the burden of proving all these 
elements at trial by clear and convincing evidence. 10 
Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint fails to allege several elements of his 
misrepresentation claim with particularity. Specifically, Plaintiff failed to plead particular facts 
regarding Defendants' knowledge of the statement's falsity, that Defendants intended for 
Plaintiff to rely on the misrepresentation, Plaintiff's right to rely on that statement, or how he 
was injured from the alleged misrepresentation. "The party alleging fraud must support the 
existence of each of the elements of the cause of action for fraud by pleading with particularity 
the factual circumstances constituting fraud." 11 As Plaintiff failed to do so, his claim for 
misrepresentation must be dismissed against both Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed. 
B. NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION 
"A negligent supervision claim is based upon the employer's own negligence in failing to 
exercise due care to protect third parties from the foreseeable tortious acts of an employee. "12 
"[ A] negligent supervision claim is not based upon imputed or vicarious liability but upon the 
employer's own negligence in failing to exercise due care to protect third parties from the 
foreseeable tortious acts of an employee. [Also] negligent supervision liability encompasses 
conduct of the employee that is outside the scope of employment, at least if the employee is on 
the employer's premises or using an instrument or property of the employer."13 
Here, Plaintiff has failed to allege that a recognized legal duty existed between himself, 
Defendant SPS and/or Defendant Elabed as required. 14 Not only was there no duty alleged, but 
JOG & M Farms v. Funk Irr. Co., 119 Idaho 514,518,808 P.2d 851,855 (1991). 
II Id. 
12 Mallonee v. State, 139 Idaho 615,622, 84 P.3d 551, 558 (2004) citing Rausch v. Pocatello Lumber Co., Inc. 
135 Idaho 80, 86, 14 P.3d 1074, 1080(Ct.App.2000). 
13 Rausch v. Pocatello Lumber Co., Inc., 135 Idaho 80, 86, 14 P.3d 1074, 1080 (Ct. App. 2000). 
14 Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Servs., Inc., 123 Idaho 937,946, 854 P.2d 280,289 (Ct. App. 1993). 
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Plaintiff admits that he did not assume the mortgage of Karen Hansen after her death. 15 Plaintiff 
has also failed to allege that the tortious actions of the defendants were foreseeable by a third 
party or the other named defendants. Nor has Plaintiff alleged that the defendants failed to 
exercise due care to protect other named defendants and/or third parties from those foreseeable 
tortious acts. Therefore this claim must be dismissed against Defendant SPS and Defendant 
Elabed. 
Were this claim treated as one for negligent misrepresentation, the claim would also fail. 
Claims for negligent misrepresentation are extremely narrow in scope. The Idaho Supreme Court 
has stated that, " ... except in the narrow confines of a professional relationship involving an 
accountant, the tort of negligent misrepresentation is not recognized in Idaho."16 In this case, 
Plaintiff has not alleged that an accounting relationship existed between himself and either 
Defendant SPS or Defendant Elabed. 
2. Plaintiff's Claims for Trespass, Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress, and 
N~~nt Infliction of Emotional Distress. 
Count II of Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint alleges causes of actions for trespass, 
intentional infliction of emotional distress, and negligent infliction of emotional distress. 
A. TRESPASS 
"Under Idaho law, trespass is the wrongful interference with the right of exclusive 
possession ofreal property."17 "Idaho recognizes two common-law actions for trespass-trespass 
quare clausumfregit and trespass on the case."18 "Trespass quare clausumfregit is an injury to 
the possession of real estate, and to recover under that theory one must be in either actual or 
constructive possession of the real property at the time of the trespass. Trespass on the case is 
15 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. ~, 12-13. 
16 .. 
17 Duffin v. Idaho Crop Imp. Ass'n, 126 Idaho 1002, 1010, 895 P.2d 1195, 1203 (1995). 
Moon v. N. Idaho Farmers Ass'n, 140 Idaho 536, 541, 96 P.3d 637, 642 (2004). 
18 Mueller v. Hill, l 58 Idaho 208, 212-13, 345 P.3d 998, 1002-03 (2015), reh'g denied (Apr. 13, 2015). 
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injury to the land itself, and to recover under that theory one must have legal title to the real 
estate, or a reversionary interest therein, at the time of the injury to the real property."19 
In this case, Plaintiff has alleged that he is the lawful owner of the property, he took 
possession of the property in 2006, "defendant appointed their agents, Silver Creek Realty and 
Mohamed Elabed to enter on the premises and to attempt to wrongfully evict Plaintiff and his 
current tenant thereon," and "Co-defendant Mr. Elabed, has entered on the property as described 
herein and has made numerous threats that he would take possession of the personal property of 
the plaintiff herein and begin various building projects on the property as a result of the issuance 
of a bogus trustee's deed."20 
Even treating these allegations as true, Plaintiff has failed to plead a cause of action for 
trespass. As to trespass quare clausum fregit, Plaintiff has failed to show that he was in either 
actual or constructive possession of the real property at the time of the trespass. To the contrary, 
at time of the alleged trespass Plaintiff had not assumed the mortgage of Karen Hansen, the 
mortgage had been defaulted, Plaintiff was in custody, and a foreclosure sale had taken place on 
Jhe property.21 Regarding trespass on the case, Plaintiff must have legal title to the real estate at 
the time of the injury to the real property. First, for the reasons above, Plaintiff did not have legal 
title to the property. Second, Plaintiff did not allege an injury to the actual property. He alleges 
that Defendant Elabed threated to take possession of and build various buildings on the property, 
but there are no allegations that those future threats actually injured the property.22 
Because Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint fails to provide a claim for trespass, both 
Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed must be dismissed from this claim. 
19 Id. 
20 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. m[ 1, 12, 19, 21. 
21 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Compl. ,r,r 12, 13; Exs. C, D. 
22 Pl. 's Sec. Am. Compl. 121. 
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B. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
"To recover for intentional infliction of emotional distress, a plaintiff must show that (1) 
the defendant's conduct was intentional or reckless, (2) the conduct was extreme and outrageous, 
(3) there was a causal connection between the wrongful conduct and the plaintiffs emotional 
distress, and ( 4) the emotional distress was severe. "23 
Here, and as a matter oflaw, Plaintiffs allegations do not constitute reckless, extreme, or 
outrageous behavior. In Idaho, "[l]iability for this intentional tort is generated only by conduct 
that is very extreme. The conduct must be not merely unjustifiable; it must rise to the level of 
'atrocious' and 'beyond all possible bounds of decency,' such that it would cause an average 
member of the community to believe that it was outrageous. Examples of conduct that has been 
deemed sufficiently extreme and outrageous by Idaho courts include: an insurance company 
speciously denying a grieving widower's cancer insurance claim while simultaneously 
impugning his character and drawing him into a prolonged dispute, Walston v. Monumental Life 
Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 211, 219-20, 923 P .2d 456, 464-65 (1996), prolonged sexual, mental, and 
physical abuse inflicted upon a woman by her co-habiting boyfriend, Curtis, 123 Idaho at 605-
07, 850 P.2d at 756-57, recklessly shooting and killing someone else's donkey that was both a 
pet and a pack animal, Gill v. Brown, 107 Idaho 1137, 1138-39, 695 P.2d 1276, 1277-78 
(Ct.App.1985), and real estate developers swindling a family out of property that was the subject 
of their lifelong drearn to build a Christian retreat, Spence, 126 Idaho at 773-74, 890 P.2d at 
724-25." 24 
In this case, Plaintiff alleges that Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed would not answer 
telephone calls, did not allow them to become current on the foreclosure action, conducted an 
23 Johnson v. McPhee, 147 Idaho 455,464,210 P.3d 563,572 (Ct. App. 2009). 
24 Id. 
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invalid foreclosure sale, and sought to evict them from the premises. Even treating these 
allegations as true, these actions do not amount behavior that is atrocious and beyond all possible 
bounds of decency because Plaintiff admits that he did not assume the mortgage of Karen 
Hansen after her death and that the mortgage was in default at the time Defendant SPS 
foreclosed on the property. Defendants failure to answer phone calls, decision to foreclose on the 
property, and intent to evict Plaintiff from the property were legally sanctioned actions that 
cannot amount to extreme and/or outrageous behavior. 
Therefore, Plaintiffs claim for intentional inflectional of emotional distress is dismissed 
as to Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed. 
C. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
The elements of negligent infliction of emotional distress are: "(l) a legal duty 
recognized by law; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a causal connection between the defendant's 
conduct and the plaintiffs injury; and (4) actual loss or damage. Additionally, there must be a 
physical manifestation of the plaintiffs emotional injury, which is designed to provide a degree 
of genuineness that claims of mental harm are not imagined. "25 
First, Plaintiff fajled to allege that a recognized legal duty existed between himself, 
Defendant SPS and/or Defendant Elabed. A negligent infliction of emotional distress claim must 
allege a legal duty recognized by law.26 Here not only was such a duty was not alleged, but 
Plaintiff admits that he did not assume the mortgage of Karen Hansen after her death.27 Plaintiff 
also failed to show a physical manifestation of his emotional injury.28 Plaintiff alleges that he 
"suffered extreme emotional distress and continues to suffer the effect of this stress resulting in 
25 Frogley v. M::ridian Joint Sch Dist. No. 2, 155 Idahc 558,569,314 P.3d 613,624 (2013). 
26 Id. 
27 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Comp!. ,'l 12--13. 
28 Frogley, 155 ldaho at 569. 
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further emotional trauma and grief over the possible loss of his real and personal property as 
inherited from his deceased mother."29 While Plaintiff's emotional injuries are pled, a physical 
manifestation of that emotional injury is not. 
As Plaintiff has failed to allege a legally recognized duty existed between himself 
Defendant SPS and/or Defendant Elabed, and has failed to allege a physical manifestation of his 
emotional injury, this claim must be dismissed against Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
BASED ON THE FOREGOING, Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed's Motions to 
Dismiss are her~by GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
~J2.,..~--
Dated this _-2_ day of June 2017. 
29 Pl.'s Sec. Am. Comp!.~ 21. 
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Counsel for Defendants: 
Steven Taggart 
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Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Elijah Watkins 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY. ) 
SILVERCREEKREALTYGROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1~6. ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
DEFENDANT ELABED'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
Titls Opinion and Order is in response to Defendant SPS and Defendant Elabed•s 
Motions to Dismiss. 
I. 
FACTS AND PRCEDURAL msTORY 
Defendant Select Portfolio Servicing ("Defendant SPS") was the loan servicer for a 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Tid:N,;,~b 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1-6, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: The Plaintiffs claims are hereby dismissed 
with prejudice against Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing and Mohamed Elabed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this ~ June 2017. 
~ 
Bruce L. Pickett 
District Judge 
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BV CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
5'fA"" I hereby certify that on this _ day of June 2017, the foregoing JUDGMENT OF 
DISMISSAL was entered and a true and correct copy was served upon the parties listed below 
by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered to their 
courthouse boxes. 
Counsel for Plaintiff: 
Robert Beck 
3456 E. 1 ih St. Ste. 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Counsel for Defendants: 
Steven Taggart 
P.O. Box 3005 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Elijah Watkins 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard Ste. 1900 
Boise, ID 83702 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL-CV-2017-1430 
by 
Penny Manning 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
Page2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF. ~~ir,~15: 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMP ANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP. ) 
MOHAMED ELABED AND JOHN DOES ) 
1-6, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: The Plaintiffs claims are hereby dismissed 
with prejudice against Defendants Select Portfolio Servicing and Mohamed Elabed. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Email: jlbecklaw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524-2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
2017 JUL 13 PH 3: 50 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN ) 
) Case No.: CV-17- 1430 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
V. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6. ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondent ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT(S) AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, STEVEN 
L. TAGGART AND ELIJAH M. WATKINS AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED 
COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, Darin Bergeman appeals against the above-named 
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the order and final judgment of dismissal entered 
in the above-entitled action on the 5th day of June, 2017, the Honorable Bruce L. Pickett 
presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
(l l(a)(l)] I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
DDRIGINAL 
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3. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT: 
Appellant hereby states that the trial court made numerous errors and omissions inclusive 
of the following: 
• In its opinion, the trial court recites various reasons to dismiss the complaint of 
the plaintiff as filed herein; however, the court has failed to consider the 
plaintiff's numerous allegations (inclusive of the defendant's admissions) that the 
defendants failed to comply with their own deed of trust which required them to 
cooperate with the plaintiff to cure any default as alleged by these defendants. 
These facts were specifically plead in the complaint as filed by the plaintiff and 
were ignored by the court when rendering its decision. 
4. The appellant requests the preparation of the reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in Rule 25(C), I.A.R.) 
5. The appellant requests the judicial clerk prepare the record as defined in Rule 28 
I.A.R.(a)(b)(l) 
5. I certify: 
(a) that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a 
transcript has been requested as named below: 
Name: Mary Fox 
(b) the transcript is requested for the hearing held on May 18, 2017 before the Honorable 
Bruce L. Pickett at 10:00 a.m. for the above entitled case. The plaintiff estimates that the 
transcript may be approximately 30 pages in length. A check for $200.00 made payable to Mary 
Fox has been sent with this appeal 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of 
the reporter's transcript. 
( c) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(D) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20 (and the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to §67-1401(1), Idaho Code). 
DATED THIS 13th day of July, 2017. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
~~ 
V£h 
Robert K Beck 
Attorney for the Appellant 
--
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Ls--rt-of July, 2017, I served the original or a true 
and correct copy of the following described document on the parties listed below, by mailing, 
postage prepaid, or by causing the same to be hand delivered as noted: 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
Withdraw of Motion to Reconsider 
PARTIES SERVED: 
Steven L. Taggart 
MA YNES TAGGART, PLLC 
PO Box 3005 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Email: staggart 10 l@gmail.com 
Elijah M. Watkins 
Anna E. Courtney 
STOEL RIVES, LLP 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1900 
Boise, ID 83 702 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
METHOD OF SERVICE: 
D Hand Delivery 
D ~mng 
[M'Facsimile 
D Email 
D Hand Delivery 
[]~ling 
~Facsimile 
D Email 
~a:~ 
Robert K. Beck 
3 
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Sep 20 2017 09:09AM Beck Law Fax 2085242707 page 3 
RECEIVE: 
~ 
Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Email: jlbecklaw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524-2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
IN THE SEVENTH WDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN ) 
) Case No.: CV-17- 1430 
) 
Plaintiff, ) WDGMENT 
) 
v. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMPANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP, ) 
MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6. ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
This matter is dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
5±;::- . 
Dated this~ofSeptember, 2017. 
~6> 
District Judge 
Judgment-CV-2017-1430 
N0,1432 09/20/2017/WED 08:41AM 
~IVED 
SEP 2 0 2017 
Per ____ _ 
I 
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Robert K. Beck, Esq., ISB No. 2780 
Robert K. Beck & Associates, P.C. 
3456 East 17th Street, Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Email! j1beck1aw@ida.net 
Telephone: (208) 524-2664 
Facsimile: (208) 524·2707 
Counsel for Plaintiff' 
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IN THE SEVENTH nJDICIAL DISTRICTt COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DARIN BERGEMAN ) 
) Case No,; CV-17- 1430 
) 
PJaintiff~ ) JUDGMENT 
) 
v. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANKNATIONALASSOClATlON, ) 
ALLIANCE TITLE COMP ANY, ) 
SILVERCREEK REALTY GROUP~ ) 
MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6. ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
This matter is dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS SO ORDERED • 
.5±;::. . 
Dated this~ofSeptember, 2017. 
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~ 
Mary Fox, CSR 
Official Court Reporter 
Seventh Judicial District 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital Ave 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
(208) 529-1350 Ext. 1194 
E-Mail: mfox@co.bonneville.id.us 
--------------------------------------------------------
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
--------------------------------------------------------
DATE: November 1, 2017 
To:Karel Lehrman, Clerk of the Court 
Supreme Court / Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO: 45338 
DISTRICT COURT CASE NO: CV-2017-1430 
CAPTION OF. CASE: 
DARIN BERGEMAN V SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING ET AL 
You are hereby notified that a reporter's appellate 
transcript in the above-entitled and numbered case has 
been lodged with the District Court Clerk of the County 
of Bonneville in the Seventh Judicial District. Said 
transcript consists of the following proceedings, 
totaling 54 pages: 
1. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, 5/18/2017 
::::~~-~------------
Mary Fox 
CSR 1008, RPR 
cc: District Court Clerk 
1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ) 
ASSOCIATION, ALLIANCE TITLE ) 
COMPANY, SILVERCREEK REALTY ) 
GROUP, MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6, ) 
) 
Defendant/Respondents. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
Docket No. 45338 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATION 
OF EXHIBITS 
I, Penny Manning, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville, do hereby certify that the foregoing Exhibits were 
marked for identification and offered in evidence, admitted, and used and considered by the 
Court in its determination: NONE 
And I further certify that all of said Exhibits are on file in my office and are part of this 
record on Appeal in this cause, and are hereby transmitted to the Supreme Court. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
District Court this 5 t~ day of December, 2017. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS - l 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, ) 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, ) 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ) 
ASSOCIATION, ALLIANCE TITLE ) 
COMPANY, SILVERCREEK REALTY ) 
GROUP, MOHAMED ELABED and ) 
JOHN DOES 1-6, ) 
) 
Defendant/Respondents. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
Docket No. 45338 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Penny Manning, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
Record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, 
correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause, will 
be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the Court Reporter's Transcript 
(if requested) and the Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand affixed the seal of the District 
Court this 5th day of December, 2017. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE- I 
PENNY MANNING 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:~LO-~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
DARIN BERGEMAN, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
V. 
SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, 
WMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, 
U.S. BANK NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION, ALLIANCE TITLE 
COMPANY, SILVERCREEK REALTY 
GROUP, MOHAMED ELABED and 
JOHN DOES 1-6, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Respondents. ) 
Case No. CV-2017-1430 
Docket No. 45338 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
tt:-
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5 .,.. day of December, 2017, I served a copy of the 
Reporter's Transcript (if requested) and the Clerk's Record in the Appeal to the Supreme Court in 
the above entitled cause upon the following attorneys: 
Robert H. Beck 
3456 East 1 ih Street,Suite 215 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorney for Appellant 
Steven L. Taggart 
Maynes Taggart, PLLC 
PO Box 3005 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Attorney for Respondents 
Elijah Watkins 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Ste. 1900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Respondents 
by depositing a copy of each thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope 
addressed to said attorneys at the foregoing address, which is the last address of said attorneys 
known to me. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
PENNY MANNING 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:~{).~ 
Deputy Clerk 
